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Executive Summary 

The feet of human-induced global climate change as a consequence of our greenhouse 
gas emissions is now well established, and the only remaining questions among 
mainstream scientists concern the nature and timing of fiiture dismptions and dislocations 
and the magnitude ofthe socio-economic impacts. It is also generally agreed that 
different CO2 emissions trajectories will lead to varying levels of envirorunental, 
economic, and social costs - which means that the more sharply and the sooner we can 
reduce emissions, die greater the avoided costs will be. 

This report is designed to assist utilities, regulators, consumer advocates and oth^s in 
projecting the fiiture cost of complying with carbon dioxide regulations in the United 
States.' These cost forecasts are necessary for use in long-term electricity resource 
planning, ui electricity resource economics, and in utility risk management. 

We recognize that there is considerable uncertainty inherent in projectmg long-term 
carbon emissions costs, not least of which concerns the timing and form of fiiture 
emissions regulations in the United States. However, this uncertamty is no reason to 
ignore this very real component of fiiture production cost. In feet, this type of uncertamty 
is sunilar to that of other critical electricity cost drivers such as fossil-fiiel prices. 

Accounting for Climate Change Regulations in Electricity Planning 

The United States contributes more than any odier nation, by fer, to global greenhouse 
gas emissions on both a total and a per cq)ita basis. The United States contributes 24 
percent ofthe world CO2 emissions, but bias only 4,6 percent ofthe population. 

Within the United States, the electricity sector is responsible for roughly 39% of CO2 
emissions. Within the electricity industry, roughly 82% of CO2 emissions come fitim 
coal-fired plants, roughly 13% come fix)m gas-fired plants, and roughly 5% come fixjm 
oil-fired plants. 

Because of its contribution to US and worldwide CO2 emissions, the US electricity 
industry will clearly need to play a critical role in reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions. In addition, the electricity industry is composed of large point sources of 
emissions, and it is ofien easier and more cost-effective to control emissions fi'om large 
sources than multiple small sources. Analyses by the US Energy Information 
Administation indicate that 60% to 90% of all domestic greenhouse gas reductions are 
likely to come from the electric sector under a wide range of economy-wide federal 
policy scenarios. 

In this context, the failure of entities in the electric sector to anticipate the fiiture costs 
associated with carbon dioxide regulations is short-sighted, economically unjustifiable, 

' This paper does not address the detennination of an "ext^nality value*' associated with greenhouse gas 
emissions. The extemality value would mclude societal costs beyond those internalized into mmket costs 
through regulation. While this report refers to the ecological and socio-economic impacts of climate 
change, estimation ofthe external costs of greenhouse gas emissions is beyond the scope of this analysis. 
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and ulthnately self-defeating. Long-term resource planning and investment decisions that 
do not quantify the likely future cost of CO2 regulations will understate die true cost of 
future resources, and thus will result in uneconomic, hnpmdent decisions. Generating 
companies will naturally attempt to pass these unnecessarily high costs on to electricity 
ratepayers. Thus, properly accounting for fiiture CO2 regulations is as much a consumer 
issue as it is an issue of pmdent resource selection. 

Some utility planners argue that the cost of complying widi future CO2 regulations 
involves too much uncertainty, iand thus they leave the cost out ofthe planning process 
altogether. This approach results in making an unplicit assumption that the cost of 
complying with flitore CO2 regulations will be zero. This assumption of zero cost will 
apply to new generation fecilities that may operate for 50 or more years into the fiiture. 
In this report, we demonstrate that under all reasonable forecasts ofthe near- to mid-terra 
future, the cost of complying with CO2 regulations will certainly be greater than zero. 

Federal Initiatives to Regulate Greenhouse Gases 

The scientific consensus on clunate change has spurred efforts around the world to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, many of which are grounded in the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCQ, The United States is a signatory 
to this convention, which means that it has agreed to a goal of "stabilization of 
greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous 
anthropogenic interference with the climate system." However, the United States has not 
yet ^reed to the legally binding limits on greenhouse gas emissions contained m the 
Kyoto Protocol, a supplement to the UNFCCC. 

• 
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Table ES-1, Summary of Federal Mandatory Emission Reduction L^islation 

Proposed 
National Policy 

McCain 
Lieberman S.139 

McCain 
Lieberman SA 

2028 
Bingaman-

Domenici (NCEP) 

Sen. Feinstein 

Jeffords S. 150 

Carper S. 843 

Rep.Udall-Rep. 
Petri 

Title or 
Description 

Climate 
Stewardship Act 

Climate 
Stewardship Act 

Greenhouse Gas 
Intensity 

Reduction Goals 

Strong Economy 
and Climate 

Protection Act 

Multi-pollutant 
legislation 

Clean Air Plarming 
Act 

Keep America 
Competitive 

Global Wanning 
Policy Aa 

Year Proposed 

2003 

2005 

2004 

2006 

2005 

2005 

2006 

Emission Targets 

Cap at 2000 levels 
2010-2015. Cap at 

1990 levels 
beyond 2015. 

Cap at 2000 levels 

Reduce GHG 
intensity by 

2 .4%^ 2010-
2019 and by 

2 .8%^ 2020-
2025. Safety-

valve on allowance 
price 

Stabilize emissions 
tiirough2010; 

0.5% cut per year 
fit)m 2011-15.'!% 
cut per year from 
2016-2020. Total 
reduction is 7.25% 

below current 
levels. 

2.050 bmiont(»is 
beguming 2010 

2006 levels (2.655 
bilUon tons C02) 
starting in 2009, 

2001 levels (2.454 
bilUon tobsC02) 
starting in 2013. 

Establishes 
prospective 
baseline for 

greenhouse gas 
emissions, with 

safeC' valve. 

Sectors Covered 

Economy-wide, 
large emitting 

sources 

Economy*wide, 
large ̂ nittu>g 

sources 
Econonqr-wide, 
large emitting 

sources 

Economy-wide, 
large emitting 

sources 

Existing and new 
fossil-fiiel fired 

electric generating 
plants>15MW 

Existing and new 
fossil-fuel fhed, 

nuclear, and 
renewable electric 
g^erating plants > 

25 MW 

Not available 

Nonedieless, there have been several important attempts at the federal level to limit die 
emissions of greenhouse gases in the United States. Table ES-1 presents a sinnmary of 
federal legislation that has been introduced in recent years. Most of this legislation 
includes some form of mandatory national limits on die emissicms of greenhouse gases, 
as well as market-based cap and trade mechanisms to assist in meeting those lunits. 
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state and Regional Initiatives to Regulate Greenhouse Gases 

Many states across die countiy have not waited for federal policies, and are developing 
and implementing climate change-related policies that have a direct bearing on electric 
resource plarming. States, acting individually and through regional coordination, have 
been the leaders on climate change policies in die United States. 

State policies generally fell into the following categories: (a) direct policies that require 
specific emission reductions from electric generation sources; (b) mdirect policies that 
affect electric sector resource mix such as through promoting low-emission electric 
sources; (c) legal proceedings; or (d) voluntary programs including educational efforts 
and energy planning. Table ES-2 presents a summary of types of policies with recent 
state policies on cliniate change listed on the right side ofthe table. 

Table ES-2. Summary of Individual State Climate Change Policies 

Type of Policy 

Dh^ect 

• Power plant emission restrictions (e.g. cap or 
emission rate) 

• New plant emission restrictions 

• State GHG reduction targets 

• Fuei/generation efUciency 

Indh'ect (clean energy) 

• Load-based GHG cap 

• GHG in resource planning 

• Renewable portfolio standards 

• Energy ef]Rciency/renewable charges and 
fimding; energy efBciency programs 

• Net muring, tax incentives 

Lawsuits 

• States, environmental groups sue EPA to 
determine whetiier greenhouse gases can be 
regulated under the Clean Air Act 

• States sue individual companies to reduce GHG 
^nissions 

Climate change action plans 

State Examples 

• MA,NH 

• OR, WA 

• CT. NJ, ME, MA, CA, NM, NY, OR, WA 

• CA vehicle emissions standards to be adopted 
by CT, NY, ME, MA, NJ, OR, PA, Rl, VT, 
WA 

• CA 

• CA,WA,OR,MT,KY 

• 22 states and D.C. 

• More tfian half the states 

• 41 states 

• States include CA, CT, ME, MA, NM. NY. 
OR,Rl,VT,andWI 

• NY, CT, CA, lA, NJ, Rl, VT, WI 

• 28 states, witii NC and AZ in progress 

Several states require that regulated utilities evaluate costs or risks associated with 
greenhouse gas emissions regulations in long-range planning or resource procurement 
Some ofthe states requh^ that companies use a specific value, while other states require 
that companies consider the risk of future regulation in their planning process. Table ES-
3 summarizes state requirements for considering greenhouse gas emissions in electricity 
resource plarming. 
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Table ES-3. Requirements for Consideration of GHG Emissions in Electric 
Resource Decisions 

Program type 

GHG value in 
resource planning 

GHG value in 
resource planning 

GHG value in 
resource planning 

GHG value in 
resource planning 

GHG value in 
resource planning 

GHG in resource 
planning 

GHG in resource 
planning 

GHG in resource 
planning 

GHG in resource 
planning 

GHG in CON 

State 

CA 

WA 

OR 

NWPCC 

MN 

MT 

KY 

UT 

MN 

MN 

Description 

PUC requires that regulated utility 
IRPs inchide carbon adder of $8/ton 

CO2, escalating at 5% per year. 

Law requiring that cost of risks 
associated with carbon emissions be 

included in Integrated Resource 
Planning for electric and gas utilities 

PUC requires that regulated utility 
IRPs include analysis of a range of 

carbon costs 

Inclusion of carbon tax scenanos in 
Fifth PowCT Plan 

Law requires utilities to use PUC 
^tablished ^vironmental 

externalities values in resource 
plannii^ 

IRP statute includes an 
"Environmental Extemality 

Adjustment Factor" which includes 
risk due to greenhouse gases. PSC 

required Northwestem to account for 
financial risk of carbon dioxide 

anissions in 2005 IRP. 

KY staff rqiorts on IRP require IRPs 
to demonstrate tiiat planning 

adequately reflects impact of hiture 
CO2 restrictions 

Commission directs Pacificorp to 
consider financial risk associated 
with potential future r^ulations, 

including carbon regulation 

Commission (Urects Xcel to *^rovide 
an expansion of C02 contingency 

planning to check the extent to which 
resource mix chmiges can lower the 
cost of meeting customer demand 

under different forms of regulation.** 

Law requires that proposed non-
renewfd^le generating ^ i l i t i e s 

consider the risk of environmental 
regulation over expected useful life 

ofdie&cilhy 

Date 

April 1. 
2005 

Januaiy, 
2006 

Year 
1993 

M ^ , 
2006 

January 
3,1997 

August 
17,2004 

2003 and 
2006 

June 18, 
1992 

August 
29,2001 

2005 

Source 

CPUC Decision 05-04-024 

WAC 480-100-238 and 480-
90-238 

Order 93-695 

NWPCC Fifth Energy Plan 

Order in Docket No. E-
999/CI-93-583 

Written Comments 
Identifying Concerns witii 
NWE's Compliance vritfi 
AJli4.38.5.8209-8229; 
Sec. 38.5.8219, AJI.M. 

Staff Report On the 2005 
Integrated Resource Plan 

Report of Louisville Gas and 
Electric Company and 

Kentucky UtiUties Company 
-Case 2005-00162, 

Felniiary2006 

Docket 90-^35-01, and 
subsequent IRP review 

OrderinDodcetNo.RP00-
787 

Minn. Stat §2168243 subd. 
3(12) 
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States are not just acting individually; there are several examples of innovative regional 
policy initiatives. To date, there are regional initiatives mcluding Northeastem and Mid-
Atlantic states (CT, DE, MD, ME, NH, NJ, NY, and VT), West Coast states (CA, OR, 
WA), Soutiiwestem states (NM, AZ), and Midwestem states (IL, lA, MI, MN, OH, WI). 

The Northeastem and Mid-Atlantic states recently reached agreement on die creation of 
the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI); a multi-year cooperative effort to design 
a regional cap and trade program covering CO2 emissions from power plants in the 
region. The RGGI states have agreed to die following: 

• Stabilization of CO2 emissions from power plants at current levels for the period, 
2009-2015, followed by a 10 percent reduction below current levels by 2019. 

• Allocation of a mmimum of 25 percent of allowances for consumer benefit and 
strategic energy purposes. 

• Certain offset provisions that increase fiexibility to moderate price impacts. 

• Development of complimentary energy policies to improve energy efficiency, 
decrease the use of higher polluting electricity generation and to maintain economic 
growdi. 

Electric Industry Actions to Address Greenhouse Gases 

Some CEOs in die electric industry have determined that inaction on climate change 
issues is not good corporate strategy, and individual electric companies have begun to 
evaluate the risks associated with fUtore greenhouse gas regulation and take steps to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Their actions represent increasing initiative in the 
electric industry to address the threat of climate change and manage risk associated with 
future carbon constrauits. 

Recently, eight US-based utility companies have joined forces to create the 'Hriean 
Energy Group." This group's mission is to seek "national four-pollutant legislation tiiat 
would, among other thmgs... stabilize carbon emissions at 2001 levels by 2013." 

In addition, leaders of electric companies such as Duke and Exelon have vocalized 
support for mandatory national carbon regulation. These companies urge a mandatory 
federal policy, statuig that climate change is a pressing issue that must be resolved, that 
voluntary action is not sufficient, and that companies need regulatory certainty to m^e 
appropriate decisions. Even companies that do not advocate federal requirements, 
anticipate their adoption and urge regulatory certainty. Several companies have 
established greenhouse gas reduction goals for their company. 

Several electric utilities and electric generation companies have incorporated specific 
forecasts of carbon regulation and costs into their long term planning practices. Table 
ES-4 illustrates the range of carbon cost values, m $/ton CO2, that are currently being 
used in the industry for both resource planning and modeling of carbon regulation 
policies. 
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Table ES-4. CO2 Cost Estimates Used in Electricity Resource Flans 

Company 

PG&E* 

Avista 2003* 

Avista 2005 

Portiand General 
Electric* 

Xcel-PSCCo 
Idaho Power* 

Pacificorp 2004 

Northwest 
Energy 2005 

Northwest 
Power and 

Conservation 
Council 

C02 emissions trading assumptions for various years 
($2005) 

$0-9/ton (start year 2006) 

$3/ton (start year 2004) 

$7and$25/ton(2010) 
$15 and $62toi (2026 and 2023) 

$0-55/ton (start year 2003) 

$9/ton (start year 2010) escalating at 2.5%/year 

$0-61/ton (start year 2008) 

$0-55/ton 

$15and$41/ton 

$0-15/ton between 2008 aiKl 2016 

SO-31/ton after 2016 

^Values for these utilitiesfrom Wiser, Ryan, andBolinger, Mark "Balancing Cost and Risk: The 
Treatment of Renewable Energy in Western Utility Resource Plans. " Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratories. August 2005. LBNI^58450. Table 7. 
Other values: PacifiCorp. Integrated Resource Plan 2004. pages 62-63; and Idaho Power Company, 2004 
Integrated Resource Plan Draft, July 2004, page 59; Avista Integrated Resource Plan 2005, Section 6.3; 
Northwestern Energy Integrated Resource Plan 2005, Volume I p. 62; Northwest Power and Conservation 
Council. Fifth Power Plan pp. 6-7. Xcel-PSCCo, Comprehensive Settlement submitted to the CO PUC in 
dockets 04A-2J4E, 2J5E and2I6E, December 3. 2004. Converted to $2005 using GDP implicUprice 
deflator. 

Synapse Forecast of Carbon Dioxide Allowance Prices 

This report presents our current forecast ofthe most likely costs of compliance with 
future climate change regulations. In mdcmg this forecast we review a range of current 
estimates from a variety of different sources. We review the results of several analyses of 
federal policy proposals, and a few analyses ofthe Kyoto Protocol. We also look briefly 
at carbon markets in the European Union to demonstrate the levels at which carbon 
dioxide emissions are valued in an active market. 

Figure ES-1 presents CO2 allowance price forecasts from the range of recent studies that 
we reviewed. All ofthe studies here are based on the costs associated with complying 
with potential CO2 regulations in the United States. The range of these price forecasts 
reflects the range of policy initiatives that have been proposed in the United States, as 
well as the diversity of economic models and methodologies used to estimate their price 
impacts. 

Figure ES-1 superimposes the Synapse long term forecasts of CO2 allowance prices upon 
tiie other forecasts gleaned from the literature. In order to help address the uncertainty 
involved in forecasting CO2 prices, we present a **base case" forecast as well as a "low 
case" and a "high case." All three forecasts are based on our review of both regulatory 
trends and economic models, as outlined m this document. 
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As with any forecast, our forecast is likely to be revised over time as the form and timing 
of carbon emission regulations come increasingly into focus. It is our judgment that this 
range represents a reasonable quantification of what is known today about future caiiK)n 
emissions costs in the United States. As such, it is appropriate for use in long range 
resource plarming purposes until better mformation or more clarity become available. 
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Figure ES-1. Synapse Forecast of Carbon Dioxide Allowance Prices 

High, mid and low-case Sym^se carbon emissions price forecasts superimposed on policy model fiyrecasts 
as presented in Figure 6.3. 

Additional Costs Associated with Greenhouse Gases 

This report summarizes current policy initiatives and costs associated with greenhouse 
gas emissions from the electric sector. It is important to note that the greenhouse gas 
emission reduction requu'ements contained in federal legislation proposed to date, and 
even the targets in the Kyoto Protocol, are relatively modest compared with the range of 
emissions reductions that are anticipated to be necessaiy for keepmg global warmmg at a 
manageable level. Further, we do not attempt to calculate the full cost to society (or to 
electric utilities) associated with anticipated futore climate changes. Even if electric 
utilities comply with some ofthe most aggressive regulatory requn^ments underlying our 
CO2 price forecasts presented above, clunate change will continue to occur, albeit at a 
slower pace, and more stringent emissions reductions will be necessary to avoid 
dangerous changes to the clunate system. 

The consensus fix>m the intemational scientific community clearly indicates that in order 
to stabilize the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and to try to keep 
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furtiier global warming trends manageable, greenhouse gas emissions will have to be 
reduced significantly below those limits underlying our CO2 price forecasts. The 
scientific consensus expressed in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Report 
from 2001 is that greenhouse gas emissions would have to decline to a very small 
fraction of curr^t emissions in order to stabilize greenhouse gas concentrations, and 
keep global warming m the vicinity of a 2-3 degree centigrade temperature increase. 
Simply complying with the regulations underlying our CO2 price forecasts does not 
eliminate the ecological and socio-economic direat created by CO2 emissions - it merely 
mitigates that threat. 

In keeping with diese findings, the European Union has adopted an objective of keeping 
global surface temperature increases to 2 degrees centigrade above pre-industrial levels. 
The EU EnviroTunent Council concluded in 2005 that this goal is likely to require 
emissions reductions of 15-30% below 1990 levels by 2020, and 60-80% below 1990 
levels by 2050. 

In other words, incorporating a reasonable CO2 price forecast into electricity resource 
planning will help address electricity consumer concerns about prudent economic 
decision-making and direct hnpacts on future electricity rates, but it does not address all 
the ecological and socio-economic concerns posed by greenhouse gas emissions. 
Regulators should consider other policy mechanisms to account for the remainmg 
pervasive impacts associated with gre^ouse gas emissions. 
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1. Introduction 

Climate change is not only an "envhonmental" issue. It is at the confluence of energy 
and environmental policy, posing challenges to national security, economic prosperity, 
and national infiiastructure. Many states do not require greenhouse gas reductions, nor do 
we yet have a federal policy requiring greenhouse gas reductions in the United States; 
thus many policy makers and coipomte decision-makers in the electric sector may be 
tempted to consider climate change policy a hazy fiitore possibilhy rather than a cuirent 
fector in resource decisions. However, such a '*wait and see" approach is impmdent for 
resource decisions with horizons of more than a few years. Scientific developments, 
policy initiatives at the local, state, and federal level, and actions of corporate leaders, all 
indicate that cliniate change policy will affect the electric sector -- the question is not 
'Svhether" but "when," and m what magnitude. 

Attention to global warmmg and its ixitential environmental, economic, and social 
impacts has rapidly increased over the past few years, adding to the pressure for 
comprehensive climate change policy in the United States The April 3,2006 edition of 
TIME Magazine reports the results of a new survey conducted by TIME, ABC News and 
Stanford University which reveals that more than 80 percent of Americans believe global 
wanning is occurring, while nearly 90 percent are worried that warming presents a 
serious problem for future generations. The poll reveals that 75 percent would like the 
US government, US businesses, and the American people to take fiuther action on global 
warming in the next year.̂  

In the past several years, climate change has emerged as a significant financial risk for 
companies. A 2002 report fix)m the investment community identifies climate change as 
representing a potential multi-billion dollar risk to a variety of US businesses and 
industries.^ Addressing climate change presents particular risk and opportunity to the 
electric sector. Because the electric sector (and associated emissions) continue to grow, 
and because controlling emissions from large point sources (such as power plants) is 
easier, and ofien cheaper, than small disparate sources (like automobiles), the electric 
sector is likely to be a prime component of future greenhouse gas regulatory scenarios. 
The report states that "climate change clearly represents a major strategic issue for the 
electric utilities industry and is of relevance to the long-term evolution ofthe industry and 
possibly the survival of individual companies." Risks to electric complies include the 
following: 

• Cost of reducmg greenhouse gas emissions and cost of investment in new, cleaner 
power production technologies and methods; 

Higher maintenance and repair costs and reliability concerns due to more frequent 
weati^r extremes and climatic disturbance; and 

^ TIME/ABC News/Stanford Unhrersity Poll, appearing m April 3.2006 issue of Time Magazine. 

^ Innovest Strategic Value Advisors; *̂ Value at Risk: Clunate Change and the Future of Governance;** The 
Coalition for Environmentally Responsible iBconomies; April 2002. 
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• Growing pressure from customers and shareholders to address emissions contributing 
to climate change.'* 

A subsequent report, "Electric Power, Investors, and Climate Change: A Call to Action," 
presents the findings of a diverse group of experts from the power sector, environmental 
and consumer groups, and the mvestm^t community. ̂  Participants in this dialogue 
found that greenhouse gas emissions, including carbon dioxide emissions, will be 
regulated in the United States; the only remaming issue is when and how. Participants 
also agreed that regulation of greenhouse gases poses financial risks and opportunities for 
the electric sector. Managing the uncertam policy environment on climate change is 
identified as "one of a number of significant environmental challenges fecmg electric . 
company executives and investors in the next few years as well as the decades to come." 
One ofthe report's four recommendations is that investors and electric companies conw 
together to quantify arid assess the financial risks and opportunities of climate change. 

In a 2003 report for the World Wildlife Fund, Innovest Strategic Advisors determined 
that clunate policy is likely to have important consequences for power generation costs, 
fliel choices, wholesale power prices and the profitability of utilities and other power 
plant owners. ̂  The report found that, even under conservative scenarios, additional costs 
could exceed 10 percent of 2002 eammgs, though there are also significmit opportunities. 
While utilities and non-utility generation owners have many options to deal with the 
impact of increasmg prices on CO2emissions, doing nothing is the worst option. The 
report concludes that a company's profits could even mcrease with astute resource 
decisions (including fiiel switehing or power plant replacement). 

Increased CO2 emissions from fossil-fired power plants will not only increase 
environmental damages and challenges to socio-economic systems; on an mdividual 
company level they will also mcrease the costs of complying with future regulations -
costs that are likely to be passed on to all customers. Power plants buih today can 
generate electricity for as long as 50 years or more into the fiiture.* 

As illustrated in the table below, fectoring costs associated with future regulations of 
carbon dioxide has an impact on the costs of resources. Resources with higher CO2 
emissions have a higher CO2 cost per megawatt-hour than those with lower emissions. 

"ibid., pages 45-48. 

^ CERES; "Electric Power, Investors, and Climate Change: A Call to Action;" Sqrt^nber 2003. 

* Ibid., p. 6 

' Iimovest Strategic Value Advisors; "Power Switch: Impacts of Clunate Qiange on the Global Pov/et 
Sector;" WWF Intwuational; November 2003 

^ Biewald et. al.; "A Responsible Electricity Future: An Efficient, Cleaner and Balanced Scenario for the 
US Electricity System;" prepared for tiie National Association of State PIRGs; June 11,2004. 
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Table Ll. Comparison of CO2 costs per MWh for Various Resources 

Resource 
Size 

COzOh/MMBtu) 

Heat Rate 
(Btu/kWh) 

COzFrice 
(2005$/ton) 

CO2 Cost per 
MWh 

Scrubbed Coal 
(Bit) 

600 

205.45 

8844 

19.63 

$17.83 

Scrubbed Coal 
(Sub) 

600 

212.58 

8844 

19.63 

$18.45 

IGCC 

550 
205.45 

8309 

19.63 

$16.75 

Combhied 
Cycle 

400 
116.97 

7196 

19.63 

$8.26 

Source 
Notes 

1 

2,3 

1 

4 

1-From AEO 2006 
2 - From EIA's Electric Power Annual 2004. page 76 
3 - IGCC emission rate assumed to be the same as the bituminous scrubbed coal rate 
4 - From Synapse's carbon emissions price forecast levelizedfrom 2010-2040 at a 7.32% real discount rate 

Many trends in this country show increasing pressure for a federal policy requiring 
greenhouse gas emissions reductions. Given the strong likelihood of future carbon 
regulation in the United States, the contributions of the power sector to our nation's 
greerdiouse gas emissions, and the long lives of power plants, utilities and non-utility 
generation owners should mclude carbon cost m all resource evaluation and planning. 

The purpose of this report is to identify a reasonable basis for anticipating the likely cost 
of future mandated carbon emissions reductions for use in long-term resource plarming 
decisions.' Section 2 presents information on US carbon emissions. Section 3 describes 
recent scientific findings on climate change. Section 4 describes mtemational efforts to 
address the threat of clunate change. Section 5 summarizes various initiatives at the 
state, regional, and corporate level to address clunate change. Finally, section 6 
summarizes information that can form the basis for forecasts of carbon allowmice prices; 
and provides a reasonable carbon allowance price forecast for use in resource plannmg 
and investment decisions m the electric sector. 

2. Growing scientific evidence of ciimate ciiange 

In 2001 the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change issued its Third Assessment 
Report.'" The report, prepared by hundreds of scientists woridwide, concluded that the 
earth is warming, that most ofthe warming over the past fifty years is attributable to 
human activities, and that average surface temperature ofthe earth is likely to mcrease 

^ This paper focuses on anticipating the cost of future emission reduction requirements. This paper does 
not address the determination of an "extemality value" associated with greenhouse gas emissions. The 
extemality value would include societal costs beyond those internalized into market costs through 
regulation. While this report refers to the ecological and socio-economic impacts of climate change, 
estimation ofthe external costs of greenhouse gas emissions is beyond the scope of this analysis. 

'° Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Third Assessment Report̂  2001. 
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between 1.4 and 5.8 degrees Centigrade durmg this century, with a wide range of impacts 
on the natoral world and human societies. 

Scientists continue to explore the possible impacts associated with temperature mcrease 
of different magnitudes. In addition, they are exammmg a variety of possible sc^iarios to 
determme how much the temperature is likely to rise if atmospheric greenhouse gas 
concentrations are stabilized at certaui levels. The consensus m the intemational 
scientific community is that greenhouse gas emissions will have to be reduced 
significantly below current levels. This would correspond to levels much lower than 
those limits underlying our CO2 price forecasts. In 2001 the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change reported that greenhouse gas emissions would have to declme to a very 
small fraction of current emissions in order to keep global wanning in the vicmity of a 2-
3 degree centigrade temperature increase.'' 

Since 2001 the evidence of climate change, and human contribution to clunate change, is 
even more compelling. In June 2005 the National Science Academies from eleven major 
nations, including the United States, issued a Jouit Statement on a Global Response to 
Climate Change. Among the conclusions in the statement were that 

• Significant global warming is occurring; 

• 

• 

It is likely that most ofthe warming m recent decades can be attributed to 
human activities; 

The scientific understanding of climate change is now sufRcientiy clear to 
justify nations takmg prompt action; 

• Action taken now to reduce significantly the build-up of greenhouse gases 
in the atmosphere will lessen the magnitude and rate of climate change; 

• The Joint Academies urge all nations to take prompt action to reduce the 
causes of clunate change, adapt to its impacts and ensure that the issue is 
included in all relevant national and mtemational strategies. 

There is mcreasing concern in the scientific community that the earth may be more 
sensitive to global warming than previously thought. Increasing attention is focused on 
understanding and avoiding dangerous levels of climate change. A 2005 Scientific 
Symposium on Stabilization of Greenhouse Gases reached the following conclusions:'^ 

*' IPCC, Climate Change 2001: Synthesis Report, Fourth Vcrfume of tiie IPCX Third Assessment Report 
IPCC 2001. Question 6. 

'̂  Joint Science Academies' Statement: Global Response to Climate Change^ National Academies of Brazil, 
Canada, China, France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Russia, United Kingdom, and United States, June 
7,2005. 

" UK Department of Environment, Food, and Rural Af&irs, Avoiding Dangerous Climate Charge -
Scientific Symposium on Stabilization ofGreenhouse Gases, February 1-3, 2005 Exeter. U.K. Report of 
the Intemational Scientific Steering Committee, May 2005. 
httD://\v\v\v.stcA ilisaiionlOOS. com/Steering Comm itee Reoort.pdf 
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• There is greater clarity and reduced uncertainty about the hnpacts of 
climate change across a wide range of systems, sectors and societies. In 
many cases die risks are more serious than previously thought. 

• Surveys ofthe literature suggest mcreasing damage if the globe warms 
about 1 to 3°C above current levels. Serious risk of large scale, ureversible 
system dismption, such as reversal ofthe land carbon sink and possible 
de-stabilisation ofthe Antarctic ice sheets is more likely above 3^0. 

• Many clunate impacts, particularly the most damaging ones, will be 
associated with an increased frequency or mtensity of extr^ne events 
(such as heat waves, storms, and droughts). 

• Different models suggest that delaying action would require greater action 
later for the same temperature target and that even a delay of 5 years could 
be significant. If action to reduce emissions is delayed by 20 years, rates 
of emission reduction may need to be 3 to 7 times greater to meet the same 
temperature target. 

As scientific evidence of climate change continues to emerge, including unusually high 
temperatures, increased storm intensity, melting ofthe polar icecaps and glaciers 
worldwide, coral bleachmg, and sea level rise, pressure will continue to mount for 
concerted govemmentai action on climate change.'^ 

3. US carbon emissions 

Hie United States contributes more than any otiier nation, by fer, to global greenhouse 
gas emissions on both a total and a per capita basis. The United States contributes 24 
percent ofthe world CO2 emissions fix)m fossil fiiel consiunption, but has only 4.6 
percent ofthe population. According to die International En^gy Agency, 80 percent of 
2002 global energy-related CO2 emissions were emitted by 22 countries - from all world 
regions, 12 of which are OECD countries. These 22 countries also produced 80 percent of 
die world's 2002 economic output (GDP) and represented 78 percent ofthe world's Total 
Primary Energy Supply.'̂  Figure 3.1 shows the top twenty carbon dioxide emitters in the 
world. 

• 

'̂  Several websites provide summary information on climate change science mcluding www.ipccoi^ 
www.nrdc.org. www.ucsusa.org. and www.cUniateark.org. 

" Intemational Energy Agency, "CO2 from Fuel Combustion - Fact Sheet," 2005 
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Figure 3.1. Top Worldwide Emitters of Carbon Dioxide in 2003 
Source: Datafi^m EIA Table H.Ico2 World Carbon Dioxide Emissions from the Consumption and 
Flaring of Fossil Fuels, 1980-2003, Jufy It, 2005 

Emissions in this country in 2004 were roughly divided among three sectors: 
transportation (1,934 million metric tons CO2), electric generation (2,299 million metric 
tons CO2), and other (which mcludes commercial and industrial heat mid process 
applications - 1,673 million metric tons CO2). These emissions, lai^ely attributable to 
the burning of fossil feels, came fiwn combustion of oil (44%), coal (35.4%), and natural 
gas (20.4%). Figure 3.2 shows emissions from the diffwent sectors, with the electric 
sector broken out by fuel source. 
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Figure 3.2. US CO2 Emissions by Sector in 2004 
Source: Data from EIA Emissions qfGreenhouse Gases in the UnUed States 2004. December 2005 

Recent analysis has shown that in 2004, power plant CO2 emissions were 27 percent 
higher than they were in 1990. '* US greenhouse gas emissions per uiut of Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) fell fix)m 677 metric tons per million 2000 constant dollars of 
GDP (MTC02e/$Million GDP) in 2003 to 662 MTC02e /SMillion GDP m 2004, a 
decline of 2.1 percent" However, while the carbon mtensity ofthe US economy (carbon 
emissions per unit of GDP) fell by 12 percent between 1991 and 2002, the carbon 
intensity ofthe electric power sector held steady. '̂  This is because the carbon efficiency 
gains fi>om the constmction of efficient and relatively clean new natoral gas plants have 
been ofl&et by increasing reliance on existing coal plants. Since federal acid rain 
legislation was enacted in 1990, the average rate at which existing coal plants are 
operated increased from 61 percent to 72 percent. Power plant CO2 emissions are 
concentrated in states along the Ohio River Valley and in the South. Five states - Indiaiia, 
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas, and West Virginia - are the source of 30 percent ofthe 
electric power industry's NOx and CO2 emissions, and nearly 40 percent of its SCb and 
mercury emissions. 

'̂  EIA, "Emissions ofGreenhouse Gases in the United Sates, 2004;" Energy Information Admiiustradon; 
December 2005, xiii 

'̂  EIA Emissions ofGreenhouse Gases in the United States 2004. December 2005. 

'* Goodman, Sandra; "Benchmarking Air Emissions of tiie 100 Largest Electric Generation Owners in the 
US - 2002:" CERES, Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC), and Public Service Ent^rise Group 
Incorporated (PSEG); April 2004. An updated "Benchmarking Study" has been released: Goodman, 
Sandra and Walker, Michael. "Benchmarking Air Emissions ofthe 100 Largest Electric Geno^ion 
Owners m tiie US - 2004." CERES, Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC), and PubUc Service 
Enterprise Group Incorporated (PSEG). April 2006. 
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4. Governments worldwide have agreed to respond to 
ciimate change by reducing greenhouse gas emissions 

The prospect of global warming and associated climate change has spurred one ofthe 
most comprehensive mtemational treaties on environmental issues.̂  The 1992 United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change has ahnost worldwide membership; 
and, as such, is one ofthe most widely supported of all mtemational envu'onmental 
agreements.̂ ** President CJeorge H.W. Bush signed the Convention in 1992, and it was 
ratified by Congress ui the same year. In so doing, the United Stat^ jomed other nations 
m agreeing that 'The Parties should protect the clunate system for the benefit of presait 
and future generations of humankmd, on the basis of equity and in accordance with their 
common but differentiated responsibilities and respective equabilities."^' Industrialized 
nations, such as the United States, and Economies in Transition, known as Annex 1 
countries in the UNFCCC, agree to adopt climate change policies to reduce their 
greenhouse gas emissions. ̂  Industrialized countries that were members of die 
Organization for Economic Coq)eration and Development (OECD) in 1992, called 
Annex II countries, have the forther obligation to assist developmg countries with 
emissions mitigation and climate change adaptation. 

Following this historic agreement most Parties to the UNFCCC adopted the Kyoto 
Protocol on December 11,1997. The Kyoto Protocol supplements and strengdiens the 
Convention; the Convention continues as the main focus for intergovernmental acti(m to 
combat climate change. The Protocol establishes legally-bmdmg targets to limit or 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.^ The Protocol also includes various mecharusms to cut 
emissions reduction costs. Specific mles have been developed on emissions sinks, jomt 
implementation projects, and clean development mechanisms. The Protocol envisions a 
long-term process of five-year commitment periods. Negotiations on targets for the 
second commitment period (2013-2017) are beginning. 

The Kyoto targets are shown below, m Table 4.1, Only Parties to the Convention that 
have also become Parties to the Protocial (i.e. by ratifymg, accepting, approving, or 
acceding to it), are bound by the Protocol's commitments, following its entry mto force in 

'̂  For comprehensive information on the UNFCC and the Kyoto Protocol, see UNFCC, "CMng for 
Climate: a guide to the climate change convention and the Kyoto Protocol,** issued by the Climate 
Changfe Secretariat (UNFCC) Bonn, Germany. 2003. This and other publications are avmtable at the 
UNFCCC*s website: http://unfccc.int/. 

°̂ The First World Climate Conference was held in 1979. In 1988, the Wodd Meteorological Society and 
the United Nations Environment Progranune created the Intergovernmental Panel on Clunate C ĥange to 
evaluate scientific information on climate change. Subsequentiy, in 1992 countries around the world, 
including the United States, adopted the Uruted Nations Framework Convention on Gimate Change. 

'̂ From Article 3 of tiie United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, 1992. 

^̂  One of obligations ofthe United States and other industrialized nations is to a National Report describii^-
actions it is takmg to implement tiie Convention 

^ Greenhouse gases covered by the Protocol are CO2, CH4, NjO, HFCs, PFC:s and SF .̂ 
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February 2005.̂ * The individual targets for Annex 1 Parties add up to a total cut in 
greenhouse-gas emissions of at least 5 percent fi'om 1990 levels in the commitment 
period 2008-2012. 

Only a few industrialized countries have not signed the Kyoto Protocol; these countries 
include die United States, Australia, and Monaco. Of these, the United States is by fer 
the largest emitter with 36.1 percent of Annex I emissions in 1990; Australia and Monaco 
were responsible for 2.1 percent and less than 0.1 percent of Annex I emissions, 
respectively. The United States did not sign the Kyoto protocol, stating concerns over 
impacts on the US economy and absence of binding emissions targets for countries such 
as India and China. Many developing countries, including India, Chma and Brazil have 
signed the Protocol, but do not yet have emission reduction targets. 

In December 2005, the Parties agreed to final adoption of a Kyoto "mlebook" and a two-
track approach to consider next steps. These next steps will include negotiation of new 
binding commitments for Kyoto's developed country parties, and, a nonbinding "dialogue 
on long-term cooperative action" under die Framework Convention. 

Table 4.1. Emission Reduction Targets Under the Kyoto Protocol^ 

Conntry 

EU-15*, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Latvia, Liechtenstein, 
Utiiuania, Monaco, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Switzerland 

United States*** 

Canada, Huneary, Japan, Poland 

Croatia 

New Zealand, Russian Federation, Ukraine 

Norway 

Australia*** 

Iceland 

Target: change in emissions fiom 
1990** levels by 2008/2012 

-8% 

-7% 
-6% 
-5% 
0 
H% 
+8% 
+10% 

* The EU's 15 member States will redistribute their targets among themselves, as allowed under the 
Protocol The EUhas already reached agreement on how its targets will be redistributed 
** Some Economies In Transition have a baselirw other than 1990. 
*** The United States and Australia have in(£cated their intention not to ratify the Kyoto Protocol 

As the largest single emitter of greenhouse gas emissions, and as one ofthe only 
industrialized nations not to sign the Kyoto Protocol, the United States is under 
significant intemational scmtiny; and pressure is building for the United States to take 
more initiative in addressing the emerging problem of climate change. In 2005 clunate 
change was a priority at the G8 Summit in Gleneagles, with the G8 leaders agreemg to 
**act with resolve and urgency now" on the issue of clunate change.̂ * The leaders 

^ Entry into force required 55 Parties to tiie Convention to ratify the Protocol, including Annex I Parties 
accounting for 55 percent of that group's carbon dioxide emissions in 1990. This threshold was reached 
when Russia ratified the Protocol in November 2004. The Protocol entered mto force Februaiy 16,2005. 

^ Background information at: http*y/unfccc.int/essential_background/lcyoto_protocol/items/3l4S.php 

^ G8 Leaders, Climate Change, Clean Energy, and Sustainable Development, Political Statotnent and 
Action Plan fi-om the G8 Leaders* Communiqu6 at die G8 Summit in Gleneagles U.K., 2005. Available 
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reached agreement that greenhouse gas emissions should slow, peak and reverse, and that 
the G8 nations must make "substantial cuts" in greenhouse gas emissions. They also 
reaffirmed their commitment to the UNFCCC and its objective of stabilizing greenhouse 
gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that prevents dangerous anthro|50graic 
interference with the clunate system. 

The EU has already adopted goals for emissions reductions beyond the Kyoto Protocol. 
The EU has stated its commitment to limiting global surface temperature increases to 2 
degrees centigrade above pre-industrial levels. The EU Envnonment Council concluded 
in 2005 that to meet this objective in an equitable maimer, developed countries should 
reduce emissions 15-30% below 1990 levels by 2020, and 60-80% below 1990 levels by 
2050. A 2005 report from the European Environment Agency concluded that a 2 degree 
centigrade temperatore increase was likely to require that global emissions mcreases be 
limited at 35% above 1990 levels by 2020, widi a reduction by 2050 of between 15 and 
50% below 1990 levels.̂ * The EU has committed to emission reductions of 20-30% 
below 1990 levels by 2020, and reduction targets for 2050 are still under discussion.^ 

5. Legislators, state governmental agencies, 
shareholders, and corporations are worldng to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions from the United States 

There is currentiy no mandatory federal program requiring greenhouse gas emission 
reductions. Nevettheless, various federaJ legislative proposals are under consideration, 
and President Bush has acknowledged that humans are contributing to global warming. 
Meanwhile, state and municipal governments (uidividually and in cooperation), are 
leading the development and design of climate policy in the United States. 
Simultaneously, companies in the electric sector, acting on their own initiative or in 
compliance with state requirements, are begiimmg to incorporate fiitore climate change 
policy as a factor in resource planning and investment decisions. 

at: 
http://ww\v.g8.gov.uk/servlet/Front?paeename=ODenMarket/Xcelerate/ShowPage&c=Page&cid=109423 
5520309 

^ Council of tile European Union, Information Note - Brussels March 10, 2005. 
http://ue.eu.int/uedocs/cmsUpload/st07242.en05.pdf 

^ European Environment Agency, Climate Chtmge and a European Low Carbon Energy Sl)^em, 2QQ5. 
EEA Report No 1/2005. ISSN 1725-9177. 
httD://reports.eea.europa.eu/eea report 2005 l/en/Climate change-FlNAL-web.pdf 

^ IkM; and European Parliament Press Release "Winning the Battle Against Climate Change" November 
17,2005. httD-//www.eurooarl.europa.eu/news/expert/infopress page/Q64-2439-320-l 1-46-911-
20051 i 171PRQ2438-16-11 -2Q05-2005-faIse/default en.htm 
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5.1 Federal initiatives 

With ratification ofthe United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change in 
1992, the United States agreed to a goal of "stabilization of greenhouse gas 
concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic 
interference with the clunate system."̂ ** To date, the Federal Govenunent m die United 
States has not required greenhouse gas emission reductions, and the question of what 
constitotes a dangerous level of human mterference with the climate system remains 
unresolved. However, legislative initiatives for a mandatory market-based greenhouse 
gas cap and trade program are under consideration. 

To date, the Bush Administration has relied on voluntary action. In July 2005, President 
Bush changed his public position on causation, acknowledging that the earth is wanning 
and that human actions are contributmg to global wamung?' That summer, the 
Administration launched a new climate change pact between the United States and five 
Asian and Pacific nations aimed at stimulating technology development and uiducing 
private investments in low-carbon and carbon-fi'ee technologies. The Asia-Pacific 
Partnership on Clean Development and Climate - signed by Australia, China, India, 
Japan, South Korea and the United States - brings some ofthe largest greenhouse gas 
emitters together; however its reliance on voluntary measures reduces its effectiveness. 

The legislative branch has been more active in exploring mandatory greenhouse gas 
reduction policies. In June 2005, the Senate passed a sense ofthe Senate resolution 
recognizing the need to enact a US cap and trade program to slow, stop and reverse the 
growth of greenhouse gases. ^̂  

^ The UNFCC was signed by President George H. Bush in 1992 and ratified by tile Senate in tiie same 
year. 

'̂ "Bush acknowledges human contribution to global warming; calls for post-Kyoto strategy." Greenwire, 
July 6,2005. 

^̂ US Senate, Sense ofthe Senate Resolution on Climate Change, US Senate Resohition 866; June 22,2005. 
Available at: 
http://energv.senate.eov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=PressReleases.Detail&PressRelease id^34715& 
Montii=6&YeaT=2005&Partv=0 
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Sense ofthe Senate Resolution - June 2005 

It is the sense ofthe Senate that, before the end ofthe 109th 
Congress, Congress should enact a comprehensive and effective 
national program of mandatory, market-based limits on emissions 
of greenhouse gases that slow, stop, and reverse the growth of 
such emissions at a rate and in a manner that 

(1) will not significantly harm the United States economy; and 

(2) will encourage complementary action by other nations that are 
major trading partners and key contributors to global emissions. 

This Resolution built upoii previous areas of agreement in the Senate, and provides a 
foundation for fiiture agreement on a cq) and trade program. On May 10,2006 the 
House Appropriations Committee adopted very similar language supporting a mandatoiy 
cap on greenhouse gas emissions m a non-binding amendment to a 2007 spending bill.̂  

Several mandatory «nissions reduction proposals have been introduced in Congress. 
These proposals establish emission trajectories below the projected business-as-usual 
emission trajectories, and they generally rely on market-based mechanisms (such as cqi 
and trade programs) for achieving the targets. The proposals also include various 
provisions to spur technology innovation, as well as details pertaining to offsets, 
allowance allocation, restrictions on allowance prices and other issues. Through theu* 
consideration of these proposals, legislators are increasingly educated on the complex 
details of different policy q)proaches, and they are laymg the grcnmdwork for a national 
mandatory program. Federal proposals that would require greenhouse gas emission 
reductions are summarized m Table 5.1, below. 

" "House appropriators OK resolution on need to cap emissions," Greenwire, May 10,2005. 
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Table 5.1. Summary of Federal Mandatory Emission Reduction Proposals 

Proposed 
National Poiiey 

McCain 
Lieberman S.139 

McC:ain 
Lieberman SA 

2028 

Bingaman-
Domenici (NCEP) 

Sen. Feinstein 

Jeffords S. 150 

Carper S. 843 

Rep. Udall - Rep. 
Petri 

Title or 
Description 

Climate 
Stewardship Act 

Climate 
Stewardship Act 

Greenhouse Gas 
Intensity 

Reduction Goals 

Strong Economy 
and Climate 

Protection Act 

Muhi-pollutant 
legislation 

Clean Air Planning 
Act 

Keep America 
Competitive 

Global Warmmg 
Policy Act 

Year Proposed 

2003 

2005 

2004 

2006 

2003 

2005 

2006 

Emission Targets 

C:^ at 2000 levels 
2010-2015. Cap at 

1990 levels 
beyond 2015. 

Cap at 2000 levels 

Reduce GHG 
mtensity by 

2.4%^r2010-
2019 and by 

2.8%/yr2020-
2025. Safety-

valve on allowance 
price 

Stabilize emissions 
through 2010; 

0.5% cut per year 
fr(Mn 2011-15; 1% 
cut per year from 
2016-2020. Total 
reduction is 7.25% 

below current 
levels. 

2.050 bilUon tons 
beginning 2010 

2006 levels (2.655 
bUlion tons C02) 
starting in 2009, 

2001 levels (X454 
billion tons C02) 
starting in 2013. 

Establishes 
prospective 
baselme for 

greenhouse gas 
emissions, with 

safety valve. 

Sectors Covered 

Economy-wide, 
large emitting 

sources 

Economy-wide, 
large emitting 

sources 

Economy-wide, 
large emittmg 

sources 

Economy-wide, 
large emitting 

sources 

Existing and new 
fossil-fuel fired 

electric generating 
plants >I5MW 

Existing and new 
fbssil-fUel fired. 

nuclear, and 
renewable electric 
generating plants 

>25MW 

Not available 

Landmark legislation that would regulate carbon, the Climate Stewardship Act (S.139), 
was introduced by Senators McCain and Lieberman m 2003, and received 43 votes in the 
Senate. A companion bill was introduced in the House by Congressmen Olver and 
Gilchrest, As initially proposed, the bill created an economy-wide two-step cap on 
greenhouse gas emissions. The bill was reintroduced in the 109* Congress on February 
10, 2005; the revised Climate Stewardship Act SA 2028, would create a national cap and 
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trade program to reduce CO2 to year 2000 emission levels ov©r the period 2010 to 2015. 
Other legislative initiatives on climate change were also under consideration in the spring 
of 2005, including a proposal by Senator Jeffords (D-VT) to c ^ greenhouse gas 
emissions from the electric sector (S. 150), and an electric seotcM- four-pollutant bill fixMn 
Senator Carper (D-DE) (S. 843). 

In 2006, the Senate appears to be moving beyond the question of whether to regulate 
greenhouse gas emissions, to working out the details of how to regulate greenhouse gas 
emissions. Senators Domenici (R-NM) and Bingaman (D-NM) are workmg on bi
partisan legislation based on the recommendations ofthe National Commissicm on 
Energy Policy (NCEP). The NCEP - a bipartisan group of energy experts from industry, 
government, labor, academia, and environmental and consumer groups - released a 
consensus strategy in December 2004 to address major long-term US energy 
challenges. Their report recommends a mandatory economy-wide tradable permits 
program to limit GHG. Costs would be capped at $7/metric ton of CO2 equivalent in 
2010 with the cap rising 5 percent annually. The Senators are mvestigating the details 
of creating a mandatory economy-wide cap and trade system based on mandatory 
reductions in greenhouse gas intensity (measured in tons of emissions per dollar of GDP). 
In the spring of 2006, the Senate j&ieî y and Natural Resources Committee held hearings 
to develop the details of a proposal.̂ ^ During these hearings many companies m the 
electric power sector, such as Exelon, Duke Energy, and PNM Resources, expressed 
support for a mandatory national ̂ eenhouse gas cap and trade program.̂ ^ 

Two other proposals in early 2006 have added to the detail of die increasmgly lively 
discussion of federal climate change strategies. Senator Feinstein (D-CA) issued a 
proposal for an economy-wide cap and trade system in order to fiather spur debate on the 
issue.^' Senator Feinstein's proposal would cap emissions and seek reductions at levels 
largely consistent with tibe original McCmn-Lieberman proposal. The most recent 
proposal to be added to the discussion is one by Reps. Tom Udall (D-NM) and Tom Petri 
(R-WI). The proposal includes a market-based trading system with an emissions cap to 
be established by the EPA about three years after the bill becomes law. The bill includes 
provisions to spur new rese^xh and development by setting aside 25 percent ofthe 
trading system's allocations for a new Energy Department technology program, and 10 
percent ofthe plan's emission allowances to the State Deparhnent for spending on zero-
carbon and low-carbon projects in developing nations. The bill would regulate 
greenhouse gas emissions at "upstream" sources such as coal mines and oil imports. Also, 

^̂  National Commission on Energy PoUcy, Ending the Energy Stalemate, Decemb^ 2004, pages 19-29. 

^̂  The Senators have issued a white paper, inviting comments on various aspects of a greenhouse gas 
regulatory system. See. Senator Pete V. Domenici and Senator Jeff Bingaman, "Design Elements of a 
Mandatory Market-based Greenhouse Gas Regulatory Syst̂ n,** issued February 2,2006. 

^̂  All ofthe comments submitted to the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee are available at: 
http://energv.senate.eov/public/index.cfin?FuseAction=IssueItems.View&Issueltem n>^38 

" Letter of Senator Femstein announcing "Strong Economy and Climate Protection Act of 2006," Mardi 
20, 2006. 
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it would establish a "safety valve" initially luniting the price of a ton of carbon dioxide 
emission to $25.̂ ** 

Figure 5.1 illustrates the anticipated emissions trajectories from the economy-wide 
proposals - though the most recent proposal in the House is not included due to its lack of 
a specified emissions cap. 
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Figure 5.1. Emission Trajectories of Proposed Federal Legislation 

Anticipated emissions trajectories from federal proposals for economy-wide greenhouse gas cap and trade 
proposals (McCain Lieberman S. 139 Climate Stewardship Act 2003, McCain-Lieberman SA 2028 Climate 
Stewardship Act 2005, National Commission on Energy Policy greenhouse gas emissions intensity cap, and 
Senator Feinstein's Strong Economy and Climate Protection Act). EM Reference trajectory is a composite 
of Reference cases in EIA analyses ofthe above policy proposals. 

The emissions trajectories contained in the proposed federal legislation are in feet quite 
modest compared with emissions reductions that are anticipated to be necessary to 
achieve stabilization of atmospheric concentrations of gre^ouse gases at levels that 
correspond to temperatore increase of about 2 degrees centigrade. Figure 5.2 compares 
various emission reduction trajectories and goals in relation to a 1990 baseline. US 
federal proposals, and even Kyoto Protocol reduction targets, are small compared with 
the current EU emissions reduction target for 2020, and emissions reductions that vrill 
ultimately be necessary to cope with global warming. 

"̂ Press release, "Udall and Petri mtroduce legislation to curb global warming," March 29,2006. 
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of Emission Reduction Goals 
Figure compares emission reduction goals with 1990 as the baseline. Kyoto Protocol target for the United 
States would have been 7% below 1990 emissions levels. EU target is 20-30% below 1990 emissions 
levels. Stabilization target represents a reduction of 80% below 1990 levels. While there is no 
international agreement on the level at which emissions concemrations should be stabilized, and the 
emissions trajectory to achieve a stabilization target is not determined, reductions <^80% below 1990 
levels indicates the magnitude of emissions reductions that are currently anticipated to be necessary. 

As illustrated in die above figure, long term emission reduction goals are likely to be. 
much more aggressive than those contamed in federal policy proposals to date. Hius it is 
likely that cost projections will increase as targets become more stringent. 

While efforts continue at the federal level, some mdividual states and regions are 
adopting their own greenhouse gas mitigation policies. Many corporations are also 
taking steps, on their own initiative, pursuant to state requirements, or under pressure 
from shareholder resolutions, in anticipation of mandates to reduce emissions of 
greenhouse gases. These efforts are described below. 

5.2 State and regional policies 

Many states across the country have not waited for federal policies and are developing 
and implementing climate change-related policies that have a direct bearing on resource 
choices in the electric sector. States, actmg uidividually, and through regional 
coordination, have been the leaders on climate change policies m the United States. 
Generally, policies that individual states adopt fall into the following categories: (1) 
Direct policies that require specific emission reductions fivm electric generation sources; 
and (2) Indirect policies that affect electric sector resource mix such as through 
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promoting low-emission electric sources; (3) Legal proceedings; or (4) Voluntary 
programs including educational efforts and energy planning. 

Table 5.2. Summary of Individual State Climate Change Policies 

Type of Policy 

Direct 

• Power plant emission restrictions (e.g. cap or 
emission rate) 

• New plant emission restrictions 

• State GHG reduction targets 

• Fuel/generation efficiency 

Indfa^t (clean energy) 

• Load-based GHG cap 

• GHG in resource planning 

• Renewable portfolio standards 

• Energy efficiency/renewable changes and 
fending; energy efficiency programs 

• Net metering, tax incentives 

Lawsuits 

• States, environmental groups sue EPA to 
detennine whether greenhouse gases can be 
regulated under the Clean Air Act 

• States sue individual companies to reduce GHG 
emissions 

Climate change action pUns 

Examples 

• MA,NH 

• OR.WA 

• CT, NJ, ME, MA, CA. NM, NY, OR, WA 

• CA vehicle emissions standards to be adopted 
by cn', NY. ME, MA, NJ, OR, PA, Rl, VT, 
WA 

• CA 

• CA.WA,OR,MT.KV 

• 22 states and D.C. 

• More tiian half the states 

• 41 states 

• States mclude CA, CT, ME, MA, NM, NY. 
OR,RI.VT,andWI 

• NY. CT, CA, lA, NJ, Rl, VT, WI 

• 28 states, with NC and AZ in proRress 

Several states have adopted dhect policies that require specific emission reductions from 
specific electric sources. Some states have capped carbon dioxide emissions from 
sources in the state (through mlemaking or legislation), and some restrict emissions fiY)m 
new source through ofifeet requhements. The Clalifomia Public Utilities Commission 
recently stated tiiat it will develop a load-based cap on greenhouse gas emissions in the 
electric sector. Table 5.3 summarizes these direct policies. 
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Table 5.3. State Policies Requiring GHG Emission Reductions From Power Plants 

Program type 

Emissions lunit 

Emissions limit 

Emissions limit on 
new plants 

Emissions limit on 
new plants 

Load-based 
emissions limit 

State 

MA 

NH 
OR 

WA 

CA 

Description 

DepartmHit of 
Envkonmental Protection 

decision capping GHG 
emissicms, requiring 10 
percent r^uction fix)m 

historic baselme 

NH Clean Power Act 

Standard for CO2 emissions 
from new electricity 

gen^ating faciUties (base-
load gas, and non-base load 

generation) 

Law requiring new power 
plants to mitigate emissions 

or pay fw a portion of 
emissions 

PubUc UtiUties Commission 
decision stating intent to 

establish load-based cap on 
GHG emissions 

Date 

April 1,2001 

M(QrL2002 

Updated 
September 2003 

March 1.2004 

Februaiy 17, 
2006 

Source 

310C.M.R. 
7.29 

HB284 

OR Admin. 
Rules, Ch. 
345,Div24 

RCW 
80.70.020 

D. 06-02-
032 in 

docket R. 
04-04-003 1 

Several states requne that integrated utilities or default service suppliers evaluate costs or 
risks associated with greenhouse gas emissions in long-range planning or resource 
procurement. Some ofthe states such as Califomia require that companies use a specific 
value, while other states require generally that companies consider the risk of future 
regulation m their planning process. Table 5.4 summarizes state requirements for 
consideration of greenhouse gas emissions in the planning process. 
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Table 5.4. Requirements for Consideration of GHG Emissions in Electric Resource 
Decisions 

Program 
type 

GHG value in 
resource 
planning 

GHG value in 
resource 
planning 

GHG value in 
resource 
planning 

GHG value in 
resource 
planning 

GHG value in 
resource 
planning 

GHG in 
resource 
plarming 

GHG in 
resource 
planiurig 

GHG in 
r^ource 
planmng 

GHGm 
resource 
plaiming 

GHG in CON 

State 

CA 

WA 

OR 

NWPC 
C 

MN 

MT 

KY 

UT 

MN 

MN 

Description 

PUC reqwres tiiat regulated utility 
IRPs include carbon adder of SS/ton 

CX)2, escalating at 5% pw year. 

Law requirmg that cost of risks 
associated witii carbon emissions be 

included in Integrated Resource 
Planning for electric and gas 

utilities 
PUC requires tiiat regulated utility 
IRPs include analysis of a range of 

carbon costs 
Inclusion of carbon tax scenarios in 

Fifth Power PUui 

Law requires utilities to use PUC 
established environmental 

externalities values in resource 
planning 

IRP statute includes an 
"Environmental Externality 

Adjustment Factor" which mcludes 
risk due to greenhouse gases. PSC 
required Northwestoti to account 
for financial risk of carbon dioxide 

emissions in 2005 IRP. 
KY staff reports on IRP require 

IRPs to demonsn-ate that planning 
adequately reflects impact of feture 

COz restrictions 

Commission directs Padflcorp to 
consider financial risk associated 
with potenti^ future regulations, 

includmg carbon regulation 

Cfflnmission du-ects Xcel to 
"provide an expansion of C02 

contingency planning to check the 
extent to which resource mix 
changes can lower the cost of 

meeting customer demand under 
different forms of regulation." 

Law requires that prqjosed non-
renews^le generating facilities 

consider the risk of environmental 
regulation over ^pected usefol life 

ofthe ^cility 

Date 

April 1,2005 

January, 2006 

Year 1993 

May, 2006 

January 3,1997 

August 17.2004 

2003 and 2006 

June 18,1992 

August 29.2001 

2005 

Sonrce 

CPUC Decision 05-04-024 

WAC 480-100-238 and 480-
90-238 

Older 93-695 

NWPCC Fifth Energy Plan 

Order in Docket No. E-
999/CI-93-583 

Written Comments 
Identifying Concerns with 
NWE's Compliance witfi 

A.R.M. 38.5.8209-8229; Sec. 
38.5.8219, A.R.M. 

Staff Report On tiie 2005 
Integrated Resource Plan 

Report of LouisvilleGas and 
Electric Corapmy and 

Kentucky Utilities Company 
- Case 2005-00162, Febniaiy 

2006 

Dodcet 90-2035-01, and 
subsequent IRP reviews 

Order in Docket No. RPOO-
787 

Minn. Stat. §2168.243 subd. 
3(12) 
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In June 2005 both Califomia and New Mexico ̂ opted ambitious greenhouse gas 
emission reduction targets that are consistent whh current scientific understanduig of die 
emissions reductions that are likely to be necessary to avoid dangerous human 
interference with the clunate system. In Califomia, an Executive Order directs the state 
to reduce GHG emissions to 2000 levels by 2010,1990 levels by 2020, and 80 percent 
below 1990 levels by 2050. In New Mexico, an Executive Order established statewide 
goals to reduce New Mexico's total greenhouse gas emissions to 2000 levels by 2012,10 
percent below those levels by 2020, and 75 percent below 2000 levels by 2050. In 
September 2005 New Mexico also adopted a legally binding agreement to lower 
emissions through the Chicago Climate Exchange. More broadly, to date at least tw«ity-
eight states have developed Climate Action Plans that include statewide plans for 
addressing climate change issues. Arizona and North Carolina are in the process of 
developing such plans. 

States are also pursuing other approaches. For example, in November 2005, the govemor 
of Pennsylvania announced a new program to modernize energy infrastmctore through 
replacement of traditional coal technology with advanced coal gasification technology. 
Energy Deployment for a Growing Economy allows coal plant owners a limited time to 
continue to operate without updated emissions technology as long as they make a 
commitment by 2007 to replace older plants witii I<3CC by 2013?^ In September of 2005 
the North Carolina legislatore formed a commission to stody and make recommendations 
on voluntary GHG emissions controls. In October 2005, New Jersey designated carbon 
dioxide as a pollutant, a necessary step for the state's participation in the Regional 
Greenhouse Gas Initiative (described below) .'̂ '̂  

Finally, states are pursuing legal proceedmgs addressing greenhouse gas emissions. 
Many states have participated in one or several legal proceedings to seek greerdiouse gas 
emission reductions fi^m some ofthe largest polluting power plants. Some states have 
also sought a legal determination regarding regulation of greenhouse gases under the 
Clean Air Act. The most recent case involves 10 states and two cities suing the 
Environmental Protection Agency to detennine whether greenhouse gases can be 
regulated under the Clean Air Act."*̂  The states argue that EPA's recent emissions 
standards for new sources should mclude carbon dioxide since carbon dioxide, as a ma^at 
contributor to global wanning, harms public health and welfiire, and thus fells within the 
scope ofthe Clean Air Act 

While much ofthe focus to date has been on the electric sector, states are also beginning 
to address greenhouse gas emissions in other sectors. For example, Califomia has 

^̂  Press release, "Govemor Rendell's New Initiative, The Pennsylvania EDGE,' Will Put Commonwealth's 
Energy Resources to Work to <3row Economy, Clean Envircmment," November 28,2005. 

** Press release, "Codey Takes Crucial S t^ to Combat Global Warming." Octc^er 18,2005. 

"' The states are CA. CT. ME, MA, NM, NY, OR, Rl, VT. and WI. New Yoric City and Washmgtcm D.C. 
as well as the Natural Resources Defense Council, the Sierra Club, and Environmental Defense. New 
York State Attomey General Eliot Spitzer. "States Sue EPA for Violating Clean Air Act and Failing to 
Act on Global Warming," press release, April 27,2006. 
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adopted emissions standards for vehicles that would restrict carbon dioxide emissions. 
Ten other states have decided to adopt California's vehicle emissions standards. 

States are not just acting individually; there are several examples of mnovative regional 
policy uiitiatives that range from agreeing to coordinate information (e.g. Southwest 
governors, and Midwestem legislators) to development of a regional cap and trade 
program through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative in the Northeast. These 
regional activities are summarized in Table 5.5, below. 

Table 5.5. Regional Climate Change Policy Initiatives 

Program 
type 

Regional 
GHG 

reduction Plan 

Regional 
GHG 

reduction Plan 

Regional . 
GHG 

coctfdination 

Regional 
legislative 

coordination 

Regional 
Climate 
Charge 

Action Plan 

State 

CT.DE. 
MD.ME. 
NH.NJ, 
NY.VT 

CA,OR, 
WA 

NM,AZ 

IL,IA, 
M1.MN, 
OH.WI 

New 
England, 
Eastern 
Canada 

Description 

Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative 
capping GHG emissions in the regkm 

and establishing trading program 

West Coast Governors' Climate Change 
Imtiative 

Southwest Climate Change Initiative 

Legislators from multiple states agree to 
coordinate regional initiatives limiting 

global warming poUution 

New England Govemors and Eastern 
Canadian Premiers agreement for 
comprehensive regional Climate 

Change Action Plan. Targets are to 
reduce regional GHG emissions to 1990 

levels by 2010, at least 10 percent 
below 1990 levels by 2020, and long-

term reduction consistent witii 
elimination of dangerous threat to 

cliniate (75-85 percent below current 
levels). 

Date 

MOU 
December 
20,2005. 

Model Rule 
February 

2006 

Septembo^ 
2003.Stafif 

rep(Mt 
November 

2004 

February 28, 
2006 

February 7, 
2006 

August, 2001 

Source 

Memorandum of 
Understanding 
and Model Rule 

Staff Report to 
tiie Govemors 

Press release 

Pressrelease 

Memorandum of 
Und^standing 

Seven Northeastem and Mid-Atlantic states (CT, DE, ME, NH, NJ, NY, and VT) reached 
agreement in December 2005 on the creation of a regional greenhouse gas cq) and trade 
program. The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) is a multi-year cooperative 
effort to design a regional cap and trade program mitially covering CO2 emissions from 
power plants in the region. Massachusetts and Rhode Island have actively participated in 
RGGI, but have not yet signed the agreement. Collectively, these states and 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island (which participated m RGGI negotiations) contribute 
9.3 percent of total US CO2 emissions and together rank as the fifth highest CO2 emhter 
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m the world. Maryland passed a law m April 2006 requiring participation in RGGI.̂ ^ 
Pennsylvania, the District of Columbia, die Eastem Canadian Provinces, and New 
Bmnswick are official "observers" in the RGGI process.*^ 

The RGGI states have agreed to the following: 
• Stabilization of CO2 emissions from power plants at current levels for the period 

2009-2015, followed by a 10 percent reduction below current levels by 2019. 
• Allocation of a minimum of 25 percent of allowances for consumer benefit and 

strategic energy purposes 
• Certain offset provisions that increase fiexibility to moderate price impacts 
• Development of complimentary energy policies to improve energy efficiency, 

decrease the use of higher polluting electricity generation and to maintain economic 
growth.^ 

The states released a Model Rule in Febmary 2006. The states must next consider 
adoption of mles consistent with the Model Rule through thefr regular legislative and 
regulatory policies and procedures. 

Many cities and towns are also adoptmg climate change policies. Over 150 cities in the 
United States have adopted plans and initiatives to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases, 
setting emissions reduction targets and taking measures witiiin municipal government 
operations. Climate change was a major issue at die armual US Conference of Mayors 
convention in June 2005, when the Conference voted unanimously to support a climate 
protection agreement, which commits cities to the goal of reducing emissions seven 
percent below 1990 levels by 2012.̂ ^ World-wide, die Cities for Climate Protection 
Campaign (CCP), begim in 1993, is a global campaign to reduce emissrons that cause 
climate change and air pollution. By 1999, the campaign had engaged more t h ^ 350 
local governments in this effort, whojointly accounted for approximately seven pCTcrait 
of global greenhouse gas emissions. All of these recent activities contribute to growing 
pressure within the United States to adopt regulations at a national level to reduce the 
emissions of greenhouse gases, particularly CO2, This pressure is likely to increase over 
time as climate change issues and measures for addressing them become better 

^̂  Maryland Senate Bill 154 Healthy Air Act, signed April 6,2006. 

*̂  Information on this effort is available at www.rgd.ore 

** The MOU states "Each state will maintain and, where feasible, expand energy (>olicies to decrease the 
use of less efficient or relatively higher polluting generation whUe maintaining economic growtii. These 
may include such measures as: ^d-use efSdency programs, demand req>onse programs, distributed 
generation policies, electricity rate designs, appliance efficiency standards and buUding codes. Also, each 
state will m^ntain and, where feasible, e}q)and inY>grams that encourage development of non-carbon 
emitting electric generation and related technologies." RGGI MOU, Section 7, December 20,2005. 

'*' the US Mayors Climate Protection Agreement 2005. Information available at 
http://www.ci.seattie.wa.us/mavor/climate 

^ Information on the Cities for CUmate Protection Campaign, including Unks to over 150 cities that have 
adopted greenhouse gas reduction measures, is available at http://www.iclei.0rg/proiserv.htm#ccD 
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understood by the scientific community, by the public, the private sector, and particularly 
by elected officials. 

5.3 Investor and corporate action 

Several electric companies and other corporate leaders have suppwled the concept of a 
mandatory greerdiouse gas emissions program m die United States. For example, in 
April 2006, the Chairman of Duke Energy, Paul Anderson, stated: 

From a business perspective, the need for mandatory federal policy m the United 
States to manage greenhouse gases is bodi urgent and real. In my view, voluntary 
actions will not get us where we need to be. Until business leaders know what the 
mles will be - which actions will be penalized and which will be rewarded - we 
will be unable to take the significant actions the issue requires."*̂  

Similarly, in comments to the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, the vice 
president of Exelon reiterated the company's support for a f^eral mandatory carbon 
policy, stating that "It is critical that we start now. We need the economic and regulatory 
certamty to mvest in a low-carbon energy fiiture."** Corporate leaders from otiier sectors 
are also increasingly recognizing clunate change as a significant policy issue that will 
affect the economy and individual corporations. For example, leaders fix)m Wal-Mart, 
GE, Shell, and BP, have all taken public positions supporting the development of 
mandatory clunate change policies.*^ 

In a 2004 national survey of electric generatmg companies m the United States, 
conducted by PA Consulting Group, about half the respondents believe that Congress 
will enact mandatory limits on CO2 emissions withui five years, while nearly 60 percent 
anticipate mandatory limits withm the next 10 years. Respondents represented 
companies that generate roughly 30 percent of US electricity.^ Sunilarly, m a 2005 
survey of die North American electricity industry, 93% of respondents anticipate 
increased pressure to take action on global clunate change.^' 

^̂  Paul Anderson^ Chairman, Duke Energy, "Being (and Staying in Business): SustainabUity from a 
Corporate Leadership Perspective," April 6,2006 speech to CERES Annual Conf^ence, at: 
http://wv>rw.duke-energv.com/news/mediainfo/vicwpoint/PAnderson CERES.pdf 

^ Elizabetii Moler, Exelon V.P., to tiie Senate Energy and Natural Resources Commiti:ee. April 4,2006. 
quoted in Grist, httD://www.fiaist.ore/news/muck/2006/04/14/eriscom-little/ 

* Sge, s ^ Raymond Bracy. V.P. for Corporate Aftos. Wal-Mart, Oimments to Senate Energy and 
Natural Resources Committee hearings on the design of C02 cap-and-trade system, April 4,2006; David 
SiiHnp. GE Energy, General Manager, Global Marketing, Comments to Senate Energy and Natural 
Resources Committee he^ings on tiie design of C02 cap-and-trade system, April 4,2006; John Browne, 
CEO of BP, "Beyond Kyoto," Foreign Affans, July/August 2004; Shell company website at 
www.shen.com-

^̂  PA Consufting Group. "Envu'onmental Survey 2004" Press release, October 22.2004. 

'̂ GF Energy, "GF Energy 2005 Electricity Outiook" January 2005. However, it is interesting to note that 
climate ranked 11*̂  among issues deemed important to individual companies. 
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Some investors and corporate leaders have taken steps to manage risk associated widi 
climate change and cazbon policy. Investors are gradually becoming aware ofthe 
financial risks associated with climate change, and there is a growing body of literature 
regarding the financial risks to electric companies and others associated widi climate 
change. Many investors are now demanding that companies take seriously the risks 
associated with carbon emissions. Shareholders have filed a record number of global 
warming resolutions for 2005 for oil and gas companies, electric power producers, real 
estate firms, manufectur^'s, financial institutions, and auto makers.^ The resolutions 
request financial risk disclosure and plans to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Four 
electric utilities - AEP, Cinergy, TXU and Southem - have all released reports on 
climate risk following shareholder requests in 2004. In Febmary 2006, four more US 
electric power companies in Missouri and Wisconsin also agreed to prepare climate risk 
reports. ^ 

State and city treasurers, labor p^sion fund officials, and foundation leaders have fonned 
the Investor Network on Clunate Risk (INCR) which now mcludes mvestors oHitrolling 
$3 trillion in assets. In 2005, the INCR issued "A New Call for Action: Managing 
Climate Risk and Capturing the Opportunities," which discusses effcMts to address 
climate risk since 2003 and identifies areas for fiuther action. It urges mstitutional 
investors, fund managers, companies, and government policymakers to increase their 
oversight and scmtiny ofthe mvestment unplications of climate change.̂ '* A 2004 report 
cites analysis mdicating diat carbon constraints affect maricet value - with modest 
greenhouse gas controls reducing the market capitalization of many coal-dependent US 
electric utilities by 5 to 10 percent, while a more stringent reduction target could reduce 
their market value 10 to 35 percent. ̂ ^ The report recommends, as one ofthe steps that 
company CEOs should pursue, integrating climate policy in strategic business planning to 
maximize opportunities and minimize risks. 

Institutional investors have formed The Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP), whidi is a 
forum for institutional investors to collaborate on climate change issues. Its mission is to 
inform mvestors regarding the significant risks and opportunities presented by climate 
change; and to inform company management regarding the serious concerns of 
shareholders regarding the impact of these issues on company value. Involvement widi 
the CDP tripled in about two and a half years, fr(»n $10 trillion under managements in 

^̂  "US Companies Face Record Number of Global Warming Shareholder Resolutions on Wid» Range of 
Business Sectors," CERES press release, Februaiy 17,2005. 

" "Four Electric Power Companies in Midwest Agree to Disclose CUmate Risk," CERES press release 
February 21,2006. Companies are Great Plains Energy Inc. m Kansas City, MO, Alliant En^gy in 
Madison, WI, WPS Resources m Green Bay, WI and MGE Energy in Madison, WI. 

^ 2005 Institutional Investor Summit, "A New Call for Action: Managing Climate Risk and Capturing the 
Opportunities," May 10,2005. The Final Report from the 2003 Institutional Investors Sununit on 
Climate Risk, November 21.2003 contains good summary information on ri^ associated whh climate 
change. 

^̂  Cogan, Douglas G.; "Investor Guide to Climate Risk: Action Plan and Resource for Plan Sponsors, Fund 
Managers, and Corporations;" Investor Responsibility R^earch Center; July 2004 citing Frank Dixon and 
Martin Whittafcer, "Valuing Corporate Environmental Performance: Innovest's Evaluation ofthe Electric 
Utilities Industry," New York, 1999. 
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Nov. 2003 to $31 trillion under management today.^^ The CDP released its third report 
in September 2005. This report continued the trend in the previous reports of increased 
participation in the survey, and demonstrated increasing awareness of clunate change and 
ofthe business risks posed by climate change. CDP traces the escalation m scope and 
awareness - on behalf of bodi signatories and respondents - to an increased sense of 
urgency with respect to clunate risk and carbon finance in the global business and 
investment community. ^ 

Findings in the third CDP report included: 

• More than 70% of FT500 companies responded to the CDP information request, a 
jump from 59% in CDP2 and 47% in CDPl.^* 

• More than 90% ofthe 354 responding FT500 compaiues flagged climate change 
as posing commercial risks and/or opportunities to their busmess. 

• 86% reported allocating management responsibility for cliniate chmige. 

• 80% disclosed emissions data. 

• 63% of FT500 companies are takmg steps to assess tiieir climate risk and institote 
strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.̂ ^ 

The fourth CDP information request (CDP4) was sent on behalf of 211 institutional 
investors with significant assets under management to the Chairmen of more than 1900 
companies on February 1,2006, including 300 ofthe largest electric utilities globally. 

The Califomia Public Employees' Retirement System (CalPERS) aimounced that it will 
use the influence made possible by its $183 billion portfolio to try to convince companies 
it invests in to release Infonnation on how they address climate change. The CalPERS 
board of tmstees voted unanimously for the envhonmental initiative, which focuses on 
the auto and utility sectors m addition to promoting investment in firms with good 
envhonmental practices.^ 

Major financial institutions have also begun to incorporate climate change into their 
corporate policy. For example, Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan support mandatory 
market-based greenhouse gas reduction policies, and take greenhouse gas emissions into 
account in their financial analyses. Goldman Sachs was the first global investment bank 
to adopt a comprehensive environmental policy establishing company greerdiouse gas 

^ See: http ://www.cdproiectnet/aboutus .asp 

" Innovest Strategic Value Advisors; "CUmate Change and Shareholder Value In 2004," second report of 
the Carbon Disclosure Project; Irmovest Strategic Value Advisors and the Carbon Disctosure Project; 
May 2004. 

^̂  FT 500 is the Financial Times' ranking of tiie top 500 companies raiiked globally and by sector based on 
maricet capital. 

® CDP press release, September 14,2005. Information on the Cwbon Disclosure Project, mcluding 
reports, are available at: http://www.cdproiecLnet/index.asp. 

^ Greenwire, February 16.2005 
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reduction targets and supportmg a national policy to limit greenhouse gas emissions. ^' JP 
Morgan, Citigroup, and Bank of America have all adopted lending policies that cover a 
variety of project impacts including clunate change. 

Some CEOs in the electric industry have determuied that inaction on clunate diange 
issues is not good corporate strategy, and individual electric companies have taken steps 
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Their actions represent increasmg mitiative in the 
electric industry to address the threat of clunate change and manage risk associated 'nith 
futore carbon constraints. Recently, e i^ t US-based utility companies have joined forces 
to create the "Clean Energy Group." This group's mission is to seek "national four-
pollutant legislation that would, among other things... stabilize carbon emissions at 2001 
levels by 2013."^^ The President of Duke Energy urges a federal carbon tax. and states 
that Duke should be a leader on climate change policy.*^ ?nor to its merger with Duke, 
Cinergy Corporation was vocal on its support of mandatory national carbon regulation. 
Cinergy established a target is to produce 5 percent below 2000 levels by 2010 - 2012. 
AEP adopted a similar target FPL Group and PSEG are both aimmg to reduce total 
emissions by 18 percent between 2000 and 2008.^ A fundamental unpedunent to action 
on the part of electi'ic generating companies is the lack of clear, consistent, national 
guidelines so that companies could pursue emissions reductions without sacrificmg 
competitiveness. 

While statements such as diese are an important first step, they are only a starting pomt, 
and do not, in and of themselves,- cause reductions in carbon emissions. It is important to 
keep Ui muid the distinction between policy statements and actions consistent with those 
statements. 

6. Anticipating tiie cost of reducing carbon emissions 
in the electric sector 

Uncertainty about the form of futore greenhouse gas reduction policies pos^ a plaiming 
challenge for generation-ownuig entities in die electric sector, including utilities and non-
utility generators. Nevertheless, it is not reasonable or pmdent to assume in resource 
planning that there is no cost or financial risk associated with carbon dioxide emissions, 
or with other greenhouse gas emissions. There is clear evidence of climate change, 
federal legislation has been under discussion for the past few years, state and regional 
regulatory efforts are currently underway, investors are increasingly pushing for 
companies to address climate change, and the electric sector is likely to constitute one of 

^̂  Goldman Sachs Environmental Policy Framework, 
http://www.es.com/our firm/our culture/corporate citizenshio/environmental policy framework/docs/E 
nvironmentalPoHcvFramewQrk.pdf 

^̂  Jacobson, Sanne. Neil Numark and Paloma Sarria, ''Greenhouse Gas Emissions: A Changing US 
Climate," Public Utilities FortmgMy, February 2005. 

^ Paul M. Anderson Letter to Shareholders, March 15,2005. 
«Ibid. 
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the primaiy elements of any fiitore regulatory plan. Analyses of various economy-wide 
policies indicate that a majority of emissions reductions will come fixim die electric 
sector. In this context and policy climate, utilities and non-utility generators must 
develop a reasoned assessment ofthe costs associated with expected emissions reductions 
requirements. Including this assessment in the evaluation of resource options enables 
companies to judge die robustness of a plan under a variety of potential circumstances. 

This is particularly important in an industry where new capital stock usually has a 
lifetime of 50 or more years. An analysis of capital cycles in the electric sector finds that 
"extemal market conditions are the most significant mfiuence on a firm's decision to 
invest in or decommission large pieces of physical capital stock.̂ ^ Failure to adequately 
assess market conditions, including the potential cost increases associated with likely 
regulation, poses a significant investment risk for utilities. It would be hnpmdent for any 
company investing in plants in the electric sector, where capital costs are high and assets 
are long-lived, to ignore policies that are inevitable in the next five to twenty years. 
Likewise, it would be short-sighted for a regulatory entity to accept the valuation of 
carbon emissions at no cost. 

Evidence suggests that a utility's overall compliance decisions will be more efficient if 
based on consideration of several pollutants at once, rather than addressing pollutants 
separately. For example, in a 1999 stody EPA found that pollution control strategies to 
reduce emissions of nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, carbon dioxide, and mercury are 
highly inter-related, and that the costs of control strategies are highly interdependent^ 
The stody foimd that the total costs of a coordinated set of actions is less than that of a 
piecemeal approach, that plant owners will adopt different control strategies if diey are 
aware of multiple pollutant requirements, and that combined SO2 and carbon emissions 
reduction options lead to fiirther emissions reductions.*' Similarly, in one of several 
stodies on multi-pollutant strategies, the Energy Information Administration (EIA) found 
that using an integrated approach to NOx, SO2, and CO2, is likely to lead to lower total 
costs than addressing pollutants one at a time.*^ While these stodies clearly indicate that 
federal emissions policies should be comprehensive and address multiple pollutants, they 
also demonstrate die value of including fiitore carbon costs in current resource planning 
activities. 

There are a variety of sources of information that form a basis for developing a 
reasonable estimate ofthe cost of carbon emissions for utility planning purposes. Useful 
sources include recent market transactions in carbon markets, values that are currently 
bemg used in utility planning, and costs estimates based on scenario modelii^ of 
proposed federal legislation and the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. 

*̂  Lempert, Popper. Resitar and Hart, '"Capital Cycles and the Timing of Climate Change Policy." Pew 
Center on Global Climate Change, October 2002. page 

* US EPA, Anafysis of Emissions Reduction Options for the Electric Power Industry, March 1999. 

*" US EPA, Briefing Report, March 1999. 

** EIA. Analysis qfStrategies for Reducing Multiple Emissions from Power Plants: Sulfitr Dioxide, 
Nitrogen Oxides, and Carbon Dioxide. December 2000. 
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6.1 International maricet transactions 

Implementation ofthe Kyoto Protocol has moved forward with great progress in recent 
years. Countries in the European Union (EU) are now trading carbon in die first 
intemational emissions market, the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS), which 
officially launched on January 1,2005. This market, however, was operating before that 
time - Shell and Nuon entered the first trade on the ETS m February 2003. Trading 
volumes increased steadily throughout 2004 and totaled approximately 8 million tons 
CO2 in tiiat year. *̂  

Prices for current- and near-term EU allowances (2006-2007) escalated sharply in 2005, 
rising from roughly $11/ton CO2 (9 euros/ton-C02) in the second half of 2004 and 
leveling off at about $36/ton CO2 (28 euros/ton- CO2) early in 2006. In March 2006, the 
market price for 2008 allowances hovered at around $32/ton CO2 (25 euros/ton- CQ2).̂ ** 
Lower prices in late April resulted from several countries' announcements that their 
emissions were lower than anticipated. The EU member states will submit their carbon 
emission allocation plans for the period 2008-2012 in June. Market activity to date in the 
EU Emissions trading system illustrates the difficulty of predictmg carbon emissions 
costs, and the financial risk potentially associated with carbon emissions. 

With the US decision not to ratify the Kyoto Protocol, US busmesses are unable to 
participate in die intemational markets, and emissions reductions in the United States 
have no value in intemational markets. When the United States does adopt a mandatory 
greenhouse gas policy, the ability of US businesses and companies to participate m 
intemational carbon markets will be affected by the design ofthe mandatory program. 
For example, if the mandatoiy program in the United States mcludes a safety valve price, 
it may restrict participation in intemational markets.^' 

6.2 Values used In electric resource planning 

Several compmiies in the electric sector evaluate the costs and risks associated with 
carbon emissions in resource planning. Some of them do so at their own initiative, as 
part of pmdent business management, others do so in compliance with state law or 
regulation. 

Some states require companies under their jurisdiction to account for costs mid/or risks 
associated with regulation of greenhouse gas emissions in resource plarming. These 
states include Califomia, Oregon, Washington, Montana, KentoclQ' (through staff 
reports), and Utah. Other states, such as Vermont, require that companies take into 
account envfronmental costs generally. The Northwest Power and Conservation Council 

® "What determines the Price of Carbon," Carbon Market Analyst, Point Carbon, October 14,2004. 

^̂  These prices are from Evolution Express trade data, http://www.evomarkets.com/, accessed on 3/31/06. 

^'See. e.g. Pershing, Jonathan, Comments in Response to Bingaman-Domenici Climate Change White 
Paper, March 13,2006. Sandalow, David. Coinments in Response to Bingaman-Domenici Climate 
Change White P^er, The Brookings Institution, March 13,2006. 
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includes various carbon scenarios in its Fifth Power Plan. For more information on these 
requirements, see the section above on state policies.'^ 

Califomia has one ofthe most specific requirements for valuation of carbon in integrated 
resource planning. The Califomia Public Utilities Commission (PUC) requires 
companies to include a carbon adder in long-term resource procurement plans. The 
Commission's decision requires die state's largest electric utilities (Pacific Gas & 
Electric, Southem Califomia Edison, and San Diego Gas & Electric) to factor the 
financial risk associated with greenhouse gas emissions into new long-term power plant 
investments, and long-term resource plans. The Commission initially directed utilities to 
include a value between $8-25/ton CO2 in their submissions, and to justify their selection 
of a number. '^ In April 2005, the Commission adopted, for use in resource planning and 
bid evaluation, a CO2 adder of $8 per ton of CO2 in 2004, escalating at 5% per year. 
The Montana Public Service Commission specifically directed Northwest Energy to 
evaluate the risks associated with greenhouse gas enussions in its 2005 Integrated 
Resource Plan (IRP)7^ In 2006 tiie Oregon Public Utilities Commission (PUC) will be 
investigating its long-range plarming requirements, and will consider whether a specific 
carbon adder should be required in die base case (Docket UM 1056). 

Several electric utilities and electric generation companies have incorporated assumptions 
about carbon regulation and costs m their long term planning, and have set specific 
agendas to mitigate shareholder risks associated with futore US carbon regulation policy. 
These utilities cite a variety of reasons for incorporatUig risk of fiitore carbon regulation 
as a risk factor in their resource plannmg and evaluation, including scientific evidence of 
human-induced climate change, the US electric sector emissions contribution to 
emissions, and the magnitode ofthe financial risk of fiiture greenhouse gas regulation. 

Some of die companies believe that there is a high likelihood of federal regulation of 
greenhouse gas emissions within their planning period. For example, Pacificorp states a 
50% probability of a CQ2 limit starting in 2010 and a 75% probability starting in 2011. 
The Northwest Power and Conservation Council models a 67% probability of federal 
regulation in the twenty-year planning period ending 2025 in its resource plan. 
Northwest Energy stetes that CO2 taxes "are no longer a remote possibility."'* Table 6.1 
illustrates the range of carbon cost values, in $/ton CO2, that are currently being used m 
the industry for both resource planning and modeling of carbon regulation policies. 

• 

^ For a discussion ofthe use of carbon values in integrated resource plarming see. Wis^, Ryan, and 
BoUng«-, Mark; Balancing Cost and Risk: The Treatment of Renewable Energy in Western Utility 
Resource Plans; Lawr^ce Berkeley National Laboratories; August 2005. LBNL-58450 

'^ California Public Utilities Commission, Decision 04-12-048, December 16,2004 

'̂̂  Califomia Public Utilities Commission, Decision 05-04-024, April 2005. 

^̂  Montana PubUc Service Commission, "Wrhten Comments Identifying Concerns with NWE's 
Compliance witii A.R,M. 38.5.8209-8229," August 17. 2004. 

'^ Nortiiwest Energy 2005 Electric Default Supply Resource Procurement Plan, December 20,2005; 
Volume l,p. 4. 
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Table 6.1 CO2 Costs in Long Term R^ource Plans 

Company 

PG&E* 

1 Avista 2003* 

Avista 2005 

Portiand General 
Electric* 

Xcel-PSCCo 

Idaho Power* 
Pacificorp 2004 

Northwest 
Energy 2005 

Nortfiwest 
Power and 

Conservation 
Council 

C02 emissions tradmg assumptions for various years 
($2005) 

$0-9/ton (start year 2006) 

$3/ton (start year 2004) 

$7and$25/ton(2010) 
$15 and $62/ton (2026 and 2023) 

$0-55/ton (start year 2003) 

$9/ton (start year 2010) escalating at 2.5%/year 

$0-61/ton (start year 2008) 

$0-55/ton 

$15and$41/ton 

$0-15/ton between 2008 and 2016 

$0-31/ton after 2016 

* Values for these utilitiesfrom Wiser. Ryan, andBolinger, Mark "Balancing Cost <xnd Risk: The 
Treatment of Renewable Energy in Western Utility Resource Plans." Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratories. August 2005. LBNL-58450. Table 7. 
Other values: PacifiCorp, Integrated Resource Plan 2003, pages 45-46; and Idaho Power Company, 2004 
Integrated Resource Plan Drcfi. July 2004, page 59; Avista Integrated Resource Plan 2005, Section 6.3; 
Northwestem Energy Integrated Resource Plan 2005, Volume I p. 62: Northwest Power and Conservati<m 
Council. Fifth Power Plan pp. 6-7. Xcel-PSCCo, Comp-ehensive Settlement submitted to the CO PUC in 
dockets 04A-2I4E, 2I5E and 216E. December 3, 2004 Converted to $2005 using GDP implicit price 
deflator. 

These early efforts by utilities have brought consideration ofthe risks associated with 
future carbon regulations into the mauistream m resource planning the electric sector. 

6.3 Analyses of carbon emissions reduction costs 

With the emergence of federal policy proposals m the United States in the past several 
years, there have been several policy analyses that project the cost of carbon-dioxide 
equivalent emission allowances under different policy designs. These studies reveal a 
range of cost estunates. While it is not possible to pinpoint emissions reduction costs 
given current uncertamties about the goal and design of carbon regulation as well as die 
inherent uncertainties in any forecast, the stodies provide a useful source of information 
for inclusion in resource decisions. In addition to establishing ranges of cost estimates, 
the stodies give a sense of which fectors affect future costs of reducing carbon emissions. 

There have been several stodies of proposed federal cap and trade programs in die United 
States. Table 6.2 identifies some ofthe major recent stodies of economy-wide carbon 
policy proposals. 
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Table 6.2. Analyses of US Carbon Policy Proposals 

PoUcy proposal 

McCain Lieberman - S. 139 

McCain Lieberman - SA 2028 

Greenhouse Gas intensity Targets 

Jeffords-S. 150 

Carper 4-P-S. 843 

Analysis 

EIA 2003. MIT 2003, Tellus 2003 

EIA 2004, MIT 2003. Tellus 2004 

EIA 2005, EIA 2006 

EPA 2005 

EIA 2003. EPA 2005 

Bodi versions ofthe McCam and Lieberman proposal (also known as the Climate 
Stewardship Act) were the subject of analyses by EIA, MIT, and the Tellus Institote. As 
originally proposed, the McCain Lieberman legislation capped 2010 emissions at 2000 
levels, with a reduction in 2016 to 1990 levels. As revised, McCain Lieberman just 
included the mitial cap at 2000 levels without a fiirther restriction. In its analyses, EIA 
ran several sensitivity cases exploring the unpact of technological innovation, gas prices, 
allowance auction, and flexibility mechanisms (barddng and intemational offsets). 

In 2003 researchers at the Massachusetts Institote of Technology also analyzed potential 
costs ofthe McCain Lieberman legislation.'^ MIT held emissions for 2010 and beyond at 
2000 levels (not modeling the second step ofthe proposed l^islation). Due to 
constraints ofthe model, the MIT group stodied an economy-wide emissions lunit rather 
than a limit on the energy sector. A first set of scenarios considers the cap tightening m 
Phase II and banking. A second set of scenarios exammes the possible effects of outside 
credits. And a final set exammes the effects of different assumptions about baseline gross 
domestic product (GDP) and emissions growth. 

The Tellus Institote conducted two stodies for the Natoral Resources Defense Council of 
the McCain Lieberman proposals (July 2003 and June 2004).'^ In its analysis ofthe first 
proposal (S. 139), Tellus relied on a modified version of the National Energy Modeling 
System that used more optimistic assumptions for energy efficiency and renewable 
energy technologies based on expert input from colleagues at the ACEEE, the Union of 
Concemed Scientists, the National Laboratories and elsewhere. Tellus then modeled two 
policy cases. The "Policy Case" scenario mcluded the provisions ofthe Climate 
Stewardship Act (S.139) as well as oil savings measures, a national renewable 
transportation fuel standard, a national RPS, and emissions standards contained in the 
Clean Air Planning Act. The "Advanced Policy Case" included the same complimentary 
energy policies as the "Policy Case" and assumed additional oil savings m the 

" &iergy Infonnation Administration, Analysis <^S. 139, the Climate Stewardship Act cf2003, EIA June 
2003, SR/OIAF/2003-02; Energy Information Adminisftration, Anafysis of Senate Amendment 2028, the 
Climate Stewardship Act of 2003, EIA May 2004, SR/OIAF/2004-06 

"̂  Paltsev, Sergei; Reilly, John M.; Jacoby, Heniy D.; Ellennan, A. Denny; T ^ , Kok Hou; Emissions 
Trading to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions in ihe United States: the McCain-Lieberman Proposal. 
MIT Joint Program on the Science and Policy of Global Change; Report No. 97; June 2003. 

"̂  Bailie et al., Anafysis ofthe Climate Stewardship Act, July 2003; Bailie and Dougherty, Analysis of the 
Climate Stewardship Act Amendment, Tellus Institute. June, 2004. Available at 
http://www.tellus.ore/energv/publications/McCainLieberman2004.pdf 
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transportation sector fi'om increase the fuel efficiency of light-duty vehicles (CAFE) (25 
mpg in 2005, increasing to 45 mpg in 2025). 

EIA has also analyzed the effect and cost of greenhouse gas mtensity targets as proposed 
by Senator Bingaman based on the National Commission on Energy Policy, as well as 
more stringent mtensity targets.**' Some ofthe scenarios included safety valve prices, and 
some did not 

In addition to the analysis of economy-wide policy proposals, proposals for GHG 
emissions restrictions have also been analyzed. Botii EIA and die U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) analyzed the four-pollutant policy proposed by Senator Carper 
(S. 843).*^ EPA also analyzed the power sector proposal from Senator Jeffords (S. 
150).̂ ^ 

Figure 6.1 shows the emissions trajectories that die analyses of economy-wide policies 
projected for specific policy proposals. The graph does not include projections for 
policies that would just apply to the electric sector smce those are not directly comparable 
to economy-wide emissions trajectories. 
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°̂ EIA, Energy Market Impacts cf Altemative Greenhouse Gas Intensity Reduction Goals, March 2006. 
SR/O1AF/2006-0I. 

*' EIA. Analysis of S. 485, tiie Clear Skies Act of 2003, and S. 843, tiie Clean Air Planning Act of 2003. 
EIA Office of Integrated Analysis and Forecasting. SR/OIAF/2003-03. SeptOTiber 2003. US EPA, Multi-
pollutant Legislative Analysis: The Clem Power Act (Jeffords, S. 150 in die 109&t). US EPA Office of 
Air and Radiation, October 2005. 

*̂  US Environmental Protection Agency, Multi-pollutant Legislative Analysis: The Clean Air Planning Act 
(Carper, S 843 in the 108th). US EPA Office of Air and Radiation, October 2005. 
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Figure 6.1. Projected Emissions Trajectories for US Economy-wide Carbon Policy 
Proposals. 
Prelected emissions trajectories from EIA and Tellus Institute Analyses of US economy-wiek carbon 
policies. Emissions projections are for "effected sources" imder p-oposed legislation. S. 139istheElA 
analysis cf McCain Lieberman Climate Stewardship Act from 2003, SA 2028 is the EIA analysis of McCain 
Lieberman Climate Stewcff'dship Act as amended in 2005. GHGINCEP is the EIA analysis ofgreenhduse 
gas intensity targets recommended by the National Commission on Energy Policy and endorsed by 
Senators Bingaman and Domenici, GHGIC&T4 is the most stringent emission reduction target modeled by 
EIA in its 2006 anafysis of greenhouse gas intensity targets, and Tellus S. 139 is from the Tellus Institute 
analysis cfS. 139. 

Figure 6.2 presents projected carbon allowance costs fiom the economy-wide and electric 
sector stodies in constant 2005 dollars per ton of carbon dioxide. 
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Figure 6.2. Allowance Cost Estimates From Studies of Economy-wide and Electric 
Sector US Policy Proposals 
Carbon emissions price forecasts based on a range cf proposed federal carbon regulations. Sources cf 
data include: Triangles - US Energy Irformation Agency (EIA); Square - US EPA; Circles - TeUus 
Institute; Diamond-MIT. All values shown have been converted into 2005 d<Alars per sht^ ton C02 
equivalent. Color-coded policies evaluated include: 
Blue: S 139. the McCain-Lieberman Climate Stewardship Act <f January 2003. MIT Scenario includes 
banking and zero-cost credits (effectively relaxing the cap by 15% and 10% in phase I and II. 
respectively.) The Tellus scenarios are the "Policy" case (higher vahies) a n d ^ "Advanced^ case (lower 
values). Both Tellus cases include complimentary emission reduction policies, with "advance" policy 
case assuming additional oil savir^s in the transportation sector from increase the fuel efficiency o f l i ^ -
duty vehicles (CAFE). 
Tan: S. ISO. the Clean Power Act cf2005 
Violet: S. 843. the Clean Air Planning Act cf2003. Includes international trading cf offsets. EIA data 
incluck "High Offsets "(lower prices) and "Mid Offsets " (lUgher prices) cases. EPA data shows effect qf 
tremendous offset flexibility. 
Bright Green: SA 2028. the McCain-Lieberman Climate Stewardship Act Ament^ent of October 2003. 
This version sets the emissions cap at constant 2000 levels and allows for 15% cfthe carbon reductions to. 
be met through offsets from non-covered sectors, carbon sequestration and qualified interncOional 
sources. 
Yellow: EIA analysis cfthe National Commissi<m on Energy Policy (NCEP) policy cpUon 
recommendations. Lower series has a sqfety-vahe maximum permit price of $6.10 per metric ton C02 in 
2010 rising to S8.50 per metric ton C02 in 2025, in 2003 dollars. Higher series has no sttfety value price. 
Both include a range of complementary policies recommended by NCEP. 
Orange: EIA analysis of cap and trade policies based on NCEP, but varying the carbon intensity 
reduction goals. Lower-priced series (Cap and trade 1) has an intensity reduction <:f2.4%fyrfrom 2010 to 
2020 and 2.8%/yr from 2020 to 2030; safety-valve prices are $6.16 in 2010. rising to $9.86 in 2030, in 
2004 dollars Higher-priced series (Cap and trade 4) has intensity reductions of3%peryecBr and4%per 
year for 2010-2020 and 2020-2030. respectively, and sq/ety-vahe prices qf$30.92 tn 20I0risir^ to 
$49.47 in 2030, in 2004 dollars. 

The lowest allowance cost results (EPA S. 843, EL\ NCEP, and EIA Cap & Tra^) 
correspond to the EPA analysis of a power sector propam with very extensive offset use, 
and to EIA analyses of greenhouse gas intensity targets with allowance safety valve 
prices. In these analyses, the identified emission reduction target is not achieved because 
the safety valve is triggered. In EIA GHGI C&T 4, the price is higher because the 
greenhouse gas intensity target is more stringent, and there is no safety valve. The EIA 
analysis of S. 843 shows higher cost projections because ofthe treatment of offsets, 
which clearly cause a huge range in tiie projections for this policy. In the EPA analysis, 
virtually all compliance is from offsets ^om sources outside ofthe power sector. 

In addition to its recent modeling of US policy proposals, EIA has performed several 
stodies projecting costs associated with compliance with the Kyoto Protocol. In 1998, 
EIA performed a stody analyzing allowance costs associated with six scenarios ranging 
from emissions in 2010 at 24 percent above 1990 enussions levels, to emissions in 2010 
at 7 percent below 1990 emissions levels.*^ In 1999 EIA performed a very similar stody, 
but looked at phasing in carbon prices begirming in 2000 instead of 2005 as in the 

*̂  ElA, "Impacts ofthe Kyoto Protocol on US Energy Markets and Economic Activity," Octob^ 1998. 
SR/OIAD/98-03 
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origmal stody.̂ ^ Carbon dioxide costs projected m these EIA stodies of Kyoto targets 
were generally higher than those projected m the stodies of economy-wide legislative 
proposals due m part to the more strmgent emission reduction requirements ofthe Kyoto 
Protocol. For example, carbon dioxide allow^ces for 2010 were projected at $91 per 
short ton CO2 ($2005) and $100 per short ton CO2 ($2005) respectively for targets of 
seven percent below 1990 emissions levels. While the United States has not ratified the 
Kyoto Protocol, these stodies are informative since they evaluate more stringent emission 
reduction requirements than those contained in current federal policy proposals. 
Scientists anticipate that avoiding dangerous clunate change wilt require even steeper 
reductions than those m the Kyoto Protocol. 

The State Workmg Group ofthe RGGI in the Nordieast engaged ICF Consuhing to 
analyze the hnpacts of implementing a C02 cap on the electric sector m the nordieastem 
states. ICF used the IPM model to analyze the program package that the RGGI states 
ultimately agreed to. ICF's analysis results (m $2004) range from $l-$5Aon CQ2 m 2009 
to about $2.50-$12Aon CO2 in 2024,*^ The lowest C02 allowance prices are associated 
with the RGGI program package under the expected emission growth scenario. The costs 
increase significantly under a high emissions scenario, and increase even more when the 
high emissions scenario is combined with a national cap and trade progrmn due to the 
greater demand for allowances in a national program. ICF performed some analysis that 
mcluded aggressive energy efficiency scenarios and found that those energy efficiency 
components would reduce the costs ofthe RGGI program significantly. 

In 2003 ICF was retamed by the state of Connecticut to model a carbon cap across the 10 
nordieastem stetes. The cap is ̂  at 1990 levels in 2010,5 percent below 1990 levels in 
2015, and 10 percent below 1990 levels in 2020. The use of offsets is phased in with 
entities able to offset 5 percent or dieir emissions in 2015 and 10 percent in 2020, The 
CO2 allowance price, in $US 2004, for the 10-state region mcreases over the forecast 
period in the policy case, rising from $7/ton in 2010 to $11/ton in 2020,** 

6.4 Factors that affect projections of carbon cost 

Results from a range of stodies highlight certam Actors that affect projections of fotore 
carbon emissions prices. In particular, the studio provide insight mto whether the factors 
increase or decrease expected costs, and to the relationships among different fiictors. A 
number ofthe key assumptions that affect policy cost projections (and mdeed policy 
costs) are discussed in this section, and summarized in Table 6.3. 

** EIA, "Analysis ofthe Impacts of an Early Start for Compliance with the Kyoto Protocol," July 1999. 
SR/OlAF/99-02. 

" ICF Consulting pres^itation of'"RGGI Electricity Sector ModeUng Results." S^rtember 21.2005. 
Results of thelCF analysis are available at www.rggi.orE 

^ Center for Clean Air Policy, Connecticut Climate Charge Stakeholder Dialogue: Recommendations to 
the Governors' Steering Committee, January 2004, p. 3.3-27. 
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Here we only consider these factors in a qualitative sense, ahhough quantitotive meta
analyses do exist." It is important to keep these fiictors in mind when attemptmg to 
compare and survey the range of cost^nefit stodies for carbon emissions policies so the 
varying forecasts can be kept in the proper perspective. 

Base case emissions forecast 

Developing a business-as-usual case (in the absence of federal carbon emission 
regulations) is a complex modeling exercise in itself, requiring a wide range of 
assumptions and projections which are themselves subject to uncertainty. In addition to 
the question of fiitore economic growth, assumptions must be made about the emissions 
intensity of that growth. Will growdi be primarily in the service sector or in industry? 
Will technological improvements throughout the economy decrease the carbon emissions 
per unit of output? 

In addition, a significant open question is the future generation mix in the United States. 
Throughout the 1990s most new generating investments wwe in natoral gas-fired units, 
which emit much less carbon per unit of output than other fossil fuel sources. Today 
many utilities are looking at baseload coal due to die increased cost of natoral gas, 
implying much higher emissions per MWh output Some analysts predict a comeback for 
nuclear energy, which despite its high cost and unsolved waste disposal and safety issues 
has extremely low carbon emissions, 

A business-as-usual case which included several decades of conventional base load coal, 
combined with rapid economic expansion, wouM present an extremely high emissicms 
baseline. Tliis would lead to an elevated projected cost of emissions reduction regardless 
ofthe assumed policy mechanism. 

Complimentary policies 

Complimentary energy policies, such as direct investments m energy efficiency, are a . 
very effective way to reduce the demand for emissions allowances and thereby to lower 
their market price. A policy scenario which includes aggressive energy efficiency along 
with carbon emissions limits will resuh in low^ allowances prices than one in which 
energy efficiency is not directly addressed.̂ " 

Policy implementation timeline and reduction target 

Most "policy" scenarios are stmctured according to a goal such as achievmg "1990 
emissions by 2010" meaning diat emissions should be decreased to a level in 2010 which 

" See, e.g., Carolyn Fischer and Richard D. Morgenstem, Carbon Abatement Costs: Wfty the Wide Ra r^ 
of Estimates? Resources for the Future, September, 2003. http://wwwjff.Qrg/Documents/RFF-DP-03-
42.pdf 

^̂  A recent analysis by ACEEE demonstrates the effect of energy efficiency investments in reducing ti» 
projected costs of tiie Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. Prindle. Shipley, and Elliott; Energy 
Efficiency's Role in a Carbon Cap-and-Trade System: Modeling Results fi^m the Regional Greenhouse. 
Gas Initiative; American CouncU for an Energy Efficient Economy, May 2006. Report Number E064. 
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is no higher than they were in 1990. Both of tirese policy partiftieters have strong 
implications for policy costs, although not necessarily in die intoitiVe^^nse, A kter 
implementation date means that th^e is more time for the electric generating uidusty to 
develop and install mitigation technology, but it also means that if they wait to act, they 
will have to make much more drastic cuts in a short period of time. Models which assume 
phased-in targets, forcing industry to take early action, may sthnulate technological 
innovations so that later, more aggressive targets can be reached at lower cost 

Program flexibility 

The philosophy behind cap and trade regulation is that the mles should specify an overall 
emissions goal, but the market should find the most efficient way of meeting that goal. 
For emissions with broad impacts (as opposed to local health unpads) this approach will 
work best at minimizing cost if maxhnum fiexibility is bulk into the system. For 
example, trading should be allowed across as broad as possible a geographical region, so 
that regions with loM r̂ mitigation cost will maxunize theu* mitigation and sell then* 
emission allowances. This need not be restricted to CO2 but can include other GHGs on 
an equivalent basis, and indeed can potentially include tradmg for of&ets which reduce 
atmosph^ic CO2 such as reforestation projects. Another form of fiexibility is to allow 
utilities to put emissions allowances "in the baidc" to be used at a time when they hold 
higher value, or to allow intemational trading as is done in Europe through the Kyoto 
protocol. 

One drawback to programs with higher flexibility is that they are much more complex to 
administer, monitor, and verify. ^̂  Emissions reductions must be credited only once, and 
offsets and trades must be associated with verifiable actions to reduce atmospheric CO2. 
A generally accepted standard is the "five-point" test: "at a minmium, eligible offsets 
shall consist of actions that are real, surplus, verifiable, permanent and enforceable."^ 
Still, tiiere is a clear benefit in terms of overall mitigation costs to aim fer as much 
fiexibility as possible, especially as it is unpossible to predict with certainty what the 
most cost-effective mitigation strategies will be in the futore. Models which assume 
higher flexibility in all of these areas are likely to predict lower compliance costs for 
reachmg any specified goal. 

Technological progress 

The rate of improvement in mitigation technology is a cmcial assumption hi predicting 
futore emissions control costs. This has been an important factor in every major air 
emissions law, and has resulted, for example, in the pronounced downward trend in 
allowance prices for SO2 and NOx in the years since regulations of those two pollutants 
were enacted. For CO2, looming questions include the fiitore feasibility and cost of 
carbon captore and sequestration, and cost unprovements in carbon-fi-ee generation 

^ An additional consideration is that greater geographic flexibility reduces potential local co-benefits, 
discussed below, that can derive from efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

^ Massachusetts 310 CMR 7.29. 
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technologies. Improvements ui the efficiency of coal buming technology or in the cost of 
nuclear power plants may also be a factor. 

Reduced emissions co-beneflts 

Most technologies which reduce carbon emissions also reduce emissions of other criteria 
pollutants, such as NOx, SO2 and mercury. This results in cost savings not only to the 
generators who no longer need these permits, but also to broader economic benefits in the 
form of reduced permit costs and consequentiy lower priced electricity. In addition, there 
are a number of co-benefits such as unproved public health, reduced premature mcMtality, 
and cleaner air associated with overall reductions in power plant emissions which have a 
high economic value to society. Models which mclude these co-benefits will predict a 
lower overall cost impact from carbon regulations, as the cost of reducing caibon 
emissions will be offeet by savings in these other areas. 

Table 6.3. Factors That Affect Future Carbon Emissions Poli<^ Costs 

Assumption 

• ''Base case" emissions 
forecast 

• Complimentary 
policies 

• PoUcy implementation 
timeline 

• Reduction targets 

• Program flexIbUity 

• Technological progress 

Increases Prices if... 

Assumes h i ^ rates of growtii in 
the abs^ice of a policy, strong 
and sustained economic growtii 

No investments m programs to 
reduce carbon emissions 

Delayed and/or sudden program 
implementation 

Aggressive reduction target, 
requiring high-cost marginal 
mitigation strategies 

Minimal flexibility, Umited use of 
trading, banking and offsets 

Assume only tnday*s technology 
at today's costs 

Decreases Prices if... 

Lower forecast of business-as-
usual** emissions 

Aggressive mvestments in enragy 
efficiency and renewable en^gy 
indqsendent of emissions 
allowance market 

Early action, phased-m emissions 
limits. 

Mmimal reduction target, within 
range of least-cost mitigation 
strategies 

High fiexibiUty, broad tradmg 
geographlcaUy and among 
emissions types including various 
GHGs, allowance banking, 
inclusion of of&ets perhaps 
including intemational projects. 

Assume rapid improvements bi 
mitigation technology and cost 
reductions 

e 
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Assumption 

• Emissions co-benefits 

Increases Prices if... 

Ignore emissions co-benefits 

Decreases Prices if... 

Includes savings in reduced 
emissions of criteria pollutants. 

Because ofthe uncertainties and interrelationships surrounding these factors, forecasting 
long-range carbon emissions price trajectories is quite complicated and involves 
significant uncertainty. Of course, this uncertainty is no greater than the imcertainty 
surrounding other key variables underlymg future electricity costs, such as fuel prices, 
although there are certain charact^istics that make carbon emissions price forecasting 
unique. 

One of these is that the forecaster must predict the future political climate. As 
documented throughout this paper, recent years have seen a dramatic increase in both the 
documented effects of and the public awareness of global climate change. As these trends 
continue, it is likely that more aggressive and more expensive emissions policies will be 
politically feasible. Political events in other areas ofthe world may be another &ctor, in 
that it will be easier to justify aggressive policies in the United States if other nations 
such as China are also limiting emissions. 

Another important consideration is the relationship between early investments and later 
emissions costs. It is likely that policies which produce high prices early will greatly 
accelerate technological innovation, which could lead to^prices in the following decades 
which are lower than they would otherwise be. Tliis effect has clearly played a role in 
NOx and SO2 allowance trading prices. However, the effect would be offset to some 
degree by the tendency for emissions limits to become more restrictive over time, 
especially if mitigation becomes less costly and the effects of global clunate change 
become increasingly obvious. 

6.5 Synapse forecast of carbon dioxide aiiowance prices 

Below we offer an emissions price forecast which the authors judge to represent a 
reasonable range of likely fiiture CO2 allowance prices. Because ofthe factors discussed 
above and others, it is likely that the actoal cost of enussions will not follow a smooth 
path like diose shovm here but will exhibit swmgs between and even outside of our "low*' 
and "high'̂  cases in response to political, technological, market and other factors. 
Nonetheless, we believe that these represent the most reasonable range to use for 
planning purposes, given all of die information we have been able to collect and analyze 
bearing on this important cost component of fiiture electricity generation. 

Figure 6.3 shows our price forecasts for die period 2010 through 2030, superunposed 
upon projections collected fix)m other stodies mentioned in this paper. 
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Figure 6.3. Synapse Forecast of Carbon Dioxide Allowance Fric^ 
High, mid and low-case Synapse carbon (hoxide emissions price forecasts superimposed on pdicy model 
forecasts as presented in Figure 6.2. 

In developing our forecast we have reviewed the cost analyses of federal proposals, the 
Kyoto Protocol, and current electric company use of carbon values in IRP processes, as 
described earlier in this paper. The highest cost projections from stodies of U.S. policy 
proposals generally reflect a combination of fiictors including more aggressive emissions 
reductions, conservative assumptions about complimentary energy policies, and lunited 
or no offsets. For example, some ofthe highest results come from EIA analysis ofthe 
most aggressive emission reductions proposed — the Clunate Stewardship Act, as 
originally proposed by Senators McCain and Lieberman in 2003. Sunilarly, die highest 
cost projection for 2025 is from the EPA analysis ofthe Carper 4-P bill, S. 843, in a 
scenario with fairly restricted offset use. The lowest cost projections are fix>m the 
analysis ofthe greerdiouse gas intensity goal with a safety valve, as proposed by die 
National Commission on Energy Policy, as well as from an EPA analysis ofthe Caî êr 4-
P bill, S. 843, with no restrictions on o f^ t use. These highest and lowest cost estimates 
illustrate the effect ofthe factors diat affect projections of CO2 emissions costs, as 
discussed in the previous section. 

We believe diat the U.S. policies that have been modeled can reasonably be consid^ied to 
represent the range of U.S. policies that could be adopted in die next several years. 
However, we do not anticipate the adoption of either the most aggressive or reshictive, or 
the most lenient and flexible policies illustrated in the range of projections from recent 
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analyses. Thus we consider both the highest and the lowest cost projections torn those 
stodies to be outside of our reasonable forecast. 

We note that EIA projections of costs to comply with Kyoto Protocol targets were much 
higher, in the range of $lOOAon CO2. The higher cost projections associated with the 
Kyoto Protocol targets, which are somewhat more aggressive than U.S. policy proposals, 
are consistent with the anticipated effect of a tnore carbon-constrained fiitore. The EIA 
analysis also has pessimistic assumptions regardmg carbon ernission-reducing 
technologies and complementary policies. The range of values that certain electric 
compaiues currently use in thefr resource planrung and evaluation processes largely &11 
within the high and low cost projections from policy stodies. Our forecast of carbon 
dioxide allowance prices is presented m Table 6.4. 

Table 6.4. Synapse forecast of carbon dioxide allowance prices ($2005/ton CO2). 

SvBiipse Low Case 

Svnapse Mid Case 

Svniipse High Case 

2010 

0 

5 

10 

2020 

10 

25 

40 

2030 

20 

35 

50 

LeveUzed Vahie 
2010-2040 

8,5 

19.6 

30.8 

As illustrated in the table, we have identified what we believe to be a reasonable high, 
low, and mid case for three time periods: 2010,2020, and 2030. These high, low, and 
mid case values for the years in question represent a range of values that are reasonably 
plausible for use m resource plarmmg. Certamly other price trajectories are possible, 
indeed likely dependmg on factors such as level of reduction target, and year of 
Implementation of a policy. We have much greater confidence in the levelized values 
over the period than we do in any particular aimual values or in the specific shape ofthe 
price projections. 

Using these value ranges, we have plotted cost Imes in Figure 6.3 for use in resource 
analysis. In selecting these values, we have taken mto account a variety of factors for the 
three time periods. While some regions and states may impose carbon emissions costs 
sooner, or federal legislation may be adopted sooner, our assumption conservatively 
assumes that implementation of any federal legislative requirements is unlikely before 
2010. We project a cost m 2010 of between zero and $10 per ton of CQ2. 

Durmg the decade fix)m 2010 to 2020, we anticipate that a reasonable range of carbon 
^nissions prices reflects the effects of increasmg public concern over climate change 
(this public concern is likely to support increasingly stringent emission reduction 
requfrements) and the reluctance of policymakers to take steps that would increase the 
cost of compliance (this reluctance could lead to increased emphasis on energy 
efficiency, modest emission reduction targets, or increased use of oflfeets). Thus we find 
die widest uncertainty in our forecasts begms at the end of this decade from $10 to $40 
per ton of CO2, dq>ending on the relative strength of these factors. 

After 2020, we expect the price of carbon emissions allowances to trend upward toward 
the marginal mitigation cost of carbon emissions. This number still depends on uncertain 
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factors such as technological innovation and the stringency of carbon caps, but it is likely 
that the least expensive mitigation options (such as simple energy efficiency and fiiel 
switching) will be exhausted. Our projection for the end of this decade ranges fitim $20 
to $50 per ton of CO2 emissions. 

We think the most likely scenario is that as policymakers commit to taking sericms acticm 
to reduce carbon emissions, they will choose to enact both cap and trade regimes and a 
range of complementary energy policies that lead to lower cost scenarios, and that 
technology innovation will reduce the price of low-carbon technologies, makmgthe most 
likely scenario closer to (though not equal to) low case scenarios than the high case 
scenario. The probability of taking this path increases over time, as society leams more 
about optimal carbon reduction policies. 

Afier 2030, and possibly even earlier, the uncertainty surrounding a forecast of carbon 
emission prices increases due to mterplay of factors such as the level of carbon 
constrauits required, and technological irmovation. As discussed in previous sections, 
scientists anticipate that very significant emission reductions will be na;essary, ui the 
range of 80 percent below 1990 emission levels, to achieve stabilization targets that keep 
global temperature mcreases to a scntnewhat manageable level. As such, we believe there 
is a substantial likelihood that response to climate change impacts will require much 
more aggressive emission reductions than those contained in U.S. policy proposals, and 
in the Kyoto Protocol, to date. If the severity and certainty of climate change are such 
that emissions levels 70-80% below ciirrent rates are mandated, this could resuh in very 
high marginal emissions reduction costs, though the cost of such deeper cuts has not been 
quantified on a per ton basis. 

On the other hand, we also anticipate a reasonable likelihood that mcreasing concern over 
climate change impacts, and the accompanying push for more aggressive emission 
reductions, will drive technological irmovation, which may be anticipated to prevent 
unlimited cost escalation. For example, widi continued technology improvement, coupled 
with attainment of economies of scale, significant price declines hi distributed generation, 
grid management, and storage technologies, are likely to occur. The combination of such 
price declines and carbon prices could enable Ix^ping very large supplies of distributed 
resources, such as solar, low-speed wind and bioenergy resources, as well as ii\e 
development of new energy efficiency options. The |3otential development of carbon 
sequestration strategies, and/or the transition to a renewable energy-based economy may 
also mitigate continued carbon price escalation. 

7. Conclusion 
The eardi's climate is strongly influenced by concentrations of greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere. International scientific consensus, expressed in the Third Assessment 
Report ofthe Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change and in countless pe^-
reviewed scientific stodies and reports, is diat the clunate system is already being - and 
will continue to be - dismpted due to anthro|>ogenic emissions of greenhouse gases. 
Scientists expect increasing atmospheric concentrations of greerdiouse gases to cause 
temperatore increases of 1.4 - 5.8 degrees centigrade by 2100, the fastest rate of change 
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since end ofthe last ice age. Such global wanning is expected to cause a wide range of 
clunate impacts including changes in precipitation pattems, increased climate variability, 
melting of glaciers, ice shelves and permafrost, and rising sea levels. Some of diese 
changes have already been observed and documented m a growing body of scientific 
literatore. All countries will experience social and economic consequences, with 
disproportionate negative impacts on those countries least able to adapt. 

The prospect of global warming and changing clunate has spurred international efforts to 
work towards a sustainable level of greenhouse gas emissions. These intemational 
efforts are embodied in the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change: 
The Kyoto Protocol, a supplement to the UNFCCC, establishes legally binding lunits <MI 
the greenhouse gas emissions by industrialized nations and by economies in transition. 

The United States, which is the single largest contributor to global emissions of 
greerdiouse gases, remauis one of a very few industrialized nations that have not signed 
onto the Kyoto Protocol. Nevertheless, federal legislation seems likety m the next few 
years, and individual states, regional organizations, corporate shareholders and 
corporations themselves are making serious efforts and taking significant steps towards 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions in the United States. Efforts to pass federal 
legislation addressing carbon emissions, though not yet successful, have gained ground in 
recent years. And climate change issues have seen an unprecedented level of attention in 
the United States at all levels of government in the past few years. 

These developments, combined with the growmg scientific certamty related to clunate 
change, mean that establishing federal policy requiring greenhouse gas emission 
reductions is just a matter of time. The question is not whedier the United States will 
develop a national policy addressing climate change, but when and how, and how much 
additional damage will have been incurred by the process of delay. The electric sector 
will be a key component of any regulatory or legislative approach to reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions botii because of this sector's contribution to national emissions and the 
comparative ease of controlling emissions from large point sources. While the futore 
costs of compliance are subject to uncertainty, they are red and will be mandatory within 
the lifetune of electric industry capital stock being plaimed for and built today. 

In this scientific, policy and economic context, it is impmdent for decision-makers in the 
electric sector to ignore the cost of future carbon emissions reductions or to treat futore 
carbon emissions reductions merely as a sensitivity case. Failure to consider the potential 
futore costs of greenhouse gas emissions under fiitore mandatory emission reductions 
will result in mvestments that prove quite uneconomic in the fiiture. Long term resource 
planning by utility and non-utility owners of electric genwation must account for die cost 
of mitigating greenhouse gas emissions, particularly carbon dioxide. For example, 
decisions about a company's resource portfolio, including building new power plants, 
reducing other pollutants or installing pollution controls, avoided costs for efficiency or 
renewables, and retirement of existing power plants all c£ui be more sophisticated and 
more efficient with appropriate consideration of fiitore costs of carbon emissions 
mitigation. 

Regulatory uncertainty associated witii climate change clearly presents a plarming 
challenge, but this does not justify proceeding as if no costs will be associated vdth 
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• carbon emissions in the fiitore. The challenge, as with any unknown future cost driver, is 
to forecast a reasonable range of costs based on analysis ofthe infonnation available. 
This report identifies many sources of informaticm that can form the basis of reasonable 
assiunptions about the likely costs of meeting futore carbon emissions reduction 
requirements. 

Additional Costs Associated with Greenhouse Gases 

It is important to note that the greerdiouse gas emission reduction requirements contained 
m federal legislation proposed to date, and even the targets in the Kyoto Protocol, are 
relatively modest compared with the range of emissions reductions that are anticipated to 
be necessary for keeping global warming at a man^eable level. Further, we do not 
attempt to calculate the fiill cost to society (or to electric utilities) associated widi 
anticipated futore climate changes. Even if electric utilities comply with some ofthe 
most aggressive regulatory requirements underlying our CO2 price forecasts presented 
above, climate change will ccmtinue to occur, albeit at a slower pace, and more stringent 
emissions reductions will be necessary to avoid dangerous changes to the clknate system. 

The consensus fix>m the intemational scientific conununity clearly indicates that in order 
to stabilize the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and to try to keep 
further global warmmg trends manageable, greenhouse gas emissions will have to be 
reduced significantly below those lunits underlying our CO2 price forecasts. The 
scientific consensus expressed in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Report 
from 2001 is that greenhouse gas emissions would have to decline to a very small 
fimction of current emissions in order to stabilize greenhouse gas concentrations, and 
keep global warming in the vicinity of a 2-3 degree centigrade temperature increase. 
Simply complying with the regulations underlying our CO2 price forecasts does not 
eliminate the ecological and socio-economic threat created by CO2 emissions - it merely 
mitigates that threat. 

Incorporating a reasonable CO2 price forecast into electricity resource planning will help 
address electricity consumer concerns about pmdent economic decision-makmg and 
direct unpacts on future electricity rates. However, current policy proposals are just a 
first step in the direction of emissions reductions that are likely to ultimately be 
necessary. Consequently, electric sector participants should anticipate uicreasingly 
stringent regulatory requirements. In addition, anticipating the financial risks associated 
with greenhouse gas regulation does not address all the ecological and socio-economic 
concerns posed by greenhouse gas emissions. Regulators should consider other polwy 
mechanisms to account for the remaining pervasive impacts associated with gre^ousc 
gas emissions. 
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This report updates and expands upon previous versions of Synapse Ener^ Economics 
reports on climate change and carbon prices. 

This version, dated June 8,2006, is identical to the version dated May 18, save for a 
correction to the unit description used in Figure 6.2. 
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Summary for PolicympkefS 

A. Introduction 

This Summary sets out the key policy-relevant findings of the 
Fourdi Assessment of Worldng Group H of the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Qimate Change (IPCC). 

The Assessment is of current scientific understanding of the 
impacts of climate change on natural, managed and human 
systems, the capacity of these systems to adapt and their 
vulnerability.' It builds upon past IPCC assessments and 
incorporates new knowledge gained since the Third Assessment. 

Statements in this Summary are based on chapters in the 
Assessment and principal sources are given at the end of each 
paragraph.' 

B. Current knowledge about observed 
impacts of climate change on the 
natural and human environment 

A full consideration of observed climate change is provided in 
the Working Group I Fourth Assessment, This part of the 
Working Group n Summary concerns the relationship between 
observed climate change and recent observed changes in the 
natural and human environment. 

The statements presented here are based largely on data sets that 
cover Uie period since 1970. The number of studies of observed 
trends in the physical and biological environment and their 
relationship to regional climate changes has increased greatly 
since the liurd Assessment in 2001. The quality of the data sets 
has also improved. There is, however, a notable lack of 
geographical balance in the data and literature on observed 
changes, with marked scarcity in developing countries. 

Recent studies have allowed a broader and more confident 
assessment of the relationship between observed wanning and 
impacts than was made in the Third Assessment. That 
Assessment concluded that "there is high confidence^ that recent 
regional changes in temperature have had discemible impacts 
on many physical and biologica] systems". 

From the current Assessment we conclude the following. 

Observational evidence from ail continents and most oceans 
shows that many natural systems are being affected by 
regional climate changes, partlculariy temperature Increases. 

With regard to changes in snow, ice and frozen ground 
(including permafrost),* there is high confidence that natural 
systems are affected. Examples are: 
• enlargement and increased numbers of glacial lakes [1.3]; 
• increasing ground instability in permafrost regions, and rock 

avalanches in mountain regions [1.3]; 
• changes in some Arctic and Antarctic ecosystems, including 

those in sea-ice biomes, and also predators high in the food 
chain [1.3.4.4,15.4]. 

Based on growing evidence, there (is high confidence that the 
following effects on hydrological systems are occurring: 
• increased runoff and eariier spring peak discharge m many 

glacier- and snow-fed rivers [13]; 
• wanning of lakes and rivers in many regions, with effects on 

thermal stmcture and water quality [13]. 

There is very h i ^ confidence, based on more evidence from a 
wider range of species, that recent warming is strongly affecting 
terrestrial biological systems, including such changes as: 
• earlier timing of spring events, such as kaf-unfolding, bird 

migration and egg-laymg [ 1.3]; 
• poleward and upward shifts in ranges in plant and animal 

species [ U . 8.2.14.2]. 

Based on satellite observations since the early 1980s, d)ere is high 
confidence that there has been a trend in many regions towards 
earlier 'greening'^ of vegetation in the spring linked to longer 
thermal growing seasons due to recent warming [13,142]. 

There is high confidence, based on substantial new evidence, 
that observed changes in marine and freshwater biological 
systems are associated with rising water temperatures, as well as 
related changes in ice coyer, salinity, oxygen levels and 
circulation [1.3]. These include: 
• shifts in ranges and changes in algal, plankton and fish 

abundance in high-latitude oceans [13]; 
• increases in algal and zoqilankton abundance in high-latitude 

and high-altitude lakes [13]; 
• range changes and earlier migrations of &sh in rivers [ 1.3]. 

' For definitions, see Endbojc f. 
^ Sources to statements are given in square brackets. For example. [3.3] refers to Chapter 3. Section 3. in the sourcing, F = Figure. T . Table, B - Box and ES =: 

Executive Summary. 
' See Endbox 2. 
" See Worliing Grotip I Fourth Assessment. 
» Measured by the Normalised Differance Vegetation Index, which is a relative measure of the amount of green vegetation In an area based on satellite images. 
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The uptake of anthropogenic carbon since 1750 has led to the 
ocean becoming more acidic, with an average decrease in pH of 
0.1 units [IPCC Working Group I Fourth Assessment]. However, 
the effects of observed ocean acidification on the marine 
biosph^e are as yet undocumented [13]. 

A global assessment of data since 1970 has shown It is fikety^ 

that anthropogenic wamiing has had a discemible mfiuence 

on many physical and biological systenfis. 

identification of changes due to external forcing. Finally, at the 
regional scale other factors (such as land-use change, pollution, 
and invasive species) are influential [1.4]. 

Nevertheless, the consistency between observed and modelled 
changes in several studies and the spatial agreement between 
significant regional warming and consistent in^jacts at the global 
scale is su^icient to conclude with high confidence that 
anthropogenic warming over the last three decades has had a 
discemible influence on many physical and biological systems 
[1.4]. 

Much more evidence has accumulated over the past five years to 
indicate that changes in many physical and biological systems 
are linked to anthropogenic warming. There are four sets of 
evidence which, taken together, support this conclusion: 

1. The Working Group I Fourth Assessment concluded that most 
of the observed increase in the globally averaged temperature 
since the.imd-20th centmy is veiy likely due to the obscaT/ed 
increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentrations. 

2. Of the more than 29,000 observational data series,^ from 75 
studies, that show significant change in many physical and 
biologica] systems, more than. 89% are consistent with the 
direction of change expected as a response to warming 
(Figure SPM.l) [1.4]. 

3. A global synthesis of studies in this Assessment strongly 
demonsUTttes that ttie spatial agreement between regions of 
significant warming across the globe and the locations of 
significant observed changes in many systems consistent 
with warming is very imlikely to be due solely to natural 
variability of temperatures or natural variability of the 
systems (Figure SPM.l) [L4], 

4. Finally, there have been several modelling studies that have 
linked responses in some physical and biological systems to 
anthropogenic warming by comparing observed respcmses in 
these .systems with modelled responses in which the natural 
forcings (solar activity and volcanoes) and anthropogenic 
forcings (greenhouse gases and aerosols) are explicitly 
separated. Models with combined natural and anthropogenic 
forcings simulate observed responses sigmficantly better than 
models with natural forcing only [1.4]. 

Limitations and gaps prevent more complete attribution of the 
causes of observed system responses to anthropogenic warming. 
First, the available analyses are limited in the number of systems 
and locations considered. Second, natural tenqierature variability 
is larger at the regional than at the global scale, thus affecting 

Other effects of regional climate t i n g e s on natural and 

luffiian environments are emerging, although many are 

difficult to discem (toe to adaiMafion and non-climatic tftlvers. 

Effects of temperature increases have been documented in the 
following (medium confidence): 
• effects on agricultural and forestry management at Northern 

Hemisphere higher latitudes^ such as eariier spring planting of 
crops, and alterations in disturbance regimes of forests due 
to fires and pests [13]; 

• some aspects of hmium health, such as heat-related mortality 
in Europe, infectious disease vectors in some areas, and 
allergenic pollen in Northern Hemisphere high and mid-
latitudes [13,82,8£S]; 

• some human activities in the Arctic (e^,, hunting and travel 
over snow and ice) and in lower-elevation alpine areas (such 
as mountain sports) [13]. 

Recent climate changes and climate variations are beginning to 
have effects on many other natural and human systems. 
However, based on the published literature, the impacts have not 
yet become established trends. Examples include: 

• Settlements in mountain regions are at enhanced risk of 
glacier lake outburst floods caused by melting glaciers. 
Govemmentai institutions in some places have begun to 
respond by building dams and drainage works [13]. 

• In the Sahelian region of Africa, warmer and drier conditions 
have led to a reduced length of growing season with 
detrimental effects on crops. In southem Africa, longer dry 
seasons and more uncertain rainfall are prompting adaptation 
measures [1.3]. 

• Sea-level rise and human development are together 
contributing to losses of coastal wetlands and mangroves and 
increasing damage from coastal flooding in many areas [13]. 

* See Endbox 2. 
^ A subset of about 29,000 data series vvas selected fham about 90,000 data series from 577 studies. TTiese r t ^ 

a period of at least 20 yeais; and (3) ̂ K ivw ig a significant change In eiltier direction, as assessed In individual studies. 
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Changes in physical and biological systems and surface temperature 1970-2004 
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America M . Europe (EUf^. Aiiica ^^fR). ̂ s a ( ^ ) , Australia and New Zealand ( f i , t^ , and Polar f e l o n s (Pf^ and (B) globahscale: Terrestrial (W^). Marirre 

and Freshwat^- (MFVV), and Global (GLO). The numbers ofsUxHes from the seven regbnal boxes (f>iAM. ....PR) do not add up to the gtote/ (i3LQ| totab 

because mjmbers ^trni /egfons except F^laf do not ^ckide the nwr^xrs related to M a r ^ and Freshwater ^ F W ) systems, tjocaitkyis of lar^-area m&ine 

changes are not shomi on the map. ( / > / & i ^ Group t l Foixth Assessment Fl.8, F1.9; Vitorif^g Group I Fourth Assessm&it fastt f . 
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C. Current knowledge about future impacts 

The following is a selection of the key findings regarding 
projected impacts, as well as some findings on vukierabOity and 
adaptation, in each system, sector and region for the range of 
(unmitigated) climate changes projected by the IPCC over this 
century* judged to be relevarit for people and tte environment.' 
The impacts frequently reflect projected changes in precipitation 
and other climate variables in addition to temperature, sea level 
and concentrations of atmospheric carbon dioxide. The magnitude 
and timing of impacts will vary with the amount and timing of 
climate change and, in some cases, the capacity to adapt. Tiiese 
issues are discussed further in later sections of the Summary. 

More specific information Is now available across a wide 

range of systems and sectors concerning the nature of futine 

impacts, including for some fields not covered in previous 

assessments. 

Freshwater resources and their management 

By mid-century, annual average riv^ runoff and water availability 
are projected to increase by 10-40% at high latitudes and in some 
wet tropical areas, and decrease by 10-30% over some dry regions 
at mid-latitudes and in the dry tropics, some of which arc presently 
water-stressed areas. In some places and in particular seasons, 
changes <Mer from these annual figures. ** D'* [3.4] 

Drought-affected areas will likely increase in extent. Heavy 
precipitation events, which are very likely to increase in frequency, 
will augment flood risk, ** N [Woridng Group I Fourth Assessment 
Table SPM-2, Working Group H Fourth Assessment 3.4] 

hi the course of flie century, water supplies Stored in gladers and OTOw 
cover arc projected to decline, reducing water availability in regions 
supplied by meltwater from major mountain ranges, where more than 
one-sbtfli of the world population currently lives. ** N [3.4] 

Adaptation procedures and risk management practices for the 
water sector are being developed in some countries and regions 
that have recognised projected hydrological changes with related 
uncertainties. *** N [3.6] 

Ecosystems 

The resilience of many ecosystems is likely to be exceeded this 
century by an unprecedented combination of climate change, 
associated disturbances (e.g., flooding, drought, wildfire, insects, 
ocean acidification), and otiier global change drivers (e.g., land-
use change, pollution, over-exploitation of resources). ** N [4.1 
to 4.6] 

Over the course of this century, net carbon uptake by terrestrial 
ecosystems is likely to peak before mid-c^tury and then weak^ 
or even reverse," thus amplifying climate change. ** N [4£S. 
F4.2] 

Approximately 20*30% of plant and animal species assessed so 
far are likely to be at increased risk of extinction if mcreases in 
global average temperature exceed li-2.5'C.*N [4.4,T4.1] 

Fbr mcreases in global average temperature exceeding 1.5-2.5'C 
and in concomitant atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations, 
there are projected to be major changes in ecosystem structure 
and function, species' ecological interactions, and species* 
geographical ranges, with {^edominantiy negative consequences 
for biodiversity, and ecosystem goods and services e.g., water 
and food supply. ** N [4.4] 

The progressive acidification of oceans due to increasing 
atmospheric carbon dioxide is expected to have negative impacts 
on marine shell-forming organisms (e.g., corals) and their 
dependent species. * N [B4.4,6.4] 

Food, fibre and forest products 

Crop productivity is projected to increase slightly at mid- to high 
latitudes for local mean temperature increases of up to 1-3'*G 
depending on the crop, and then decrease beyond that in some 
regions. * D [5.4] 

At lower latitudes, especially seasonally dry and tropical 
regions, crop productivity is projected to decrease for even small 
local temperature increases (l-l'^C), which would increase the 
risk of hunger. * D [5.4] 

Globally, tiie potential for food production is projected to 
increase with increases in local average temperature over a range 
of 1-3°C, but above tiiis it is projected to decrease. * D [5.4.5.6] 

" Tem[3erature cfianges are expressed as the difference ̂ om ̂ e period 1980-1999. To express the chaige relative to ̂  poiod 1850-1899, add O.S*C. 
° Criteria of choice: magnitude and timing of impact, confidence In ^ e assessment, representative coverage of the system, sector and region. 
°̂ In Section C. the following convoitions are used: 

BBlationshio ta the Third AssBSsment: 
D Further dev^opment of a conclusion in ihe Thvd Assessment 
N New conclusion, not in the Thitxt Assessment 
L&/et of confidencB in the whale statemBr^ 
" " very high conSdence 
'* High confidence 
' Medium confiderice 

'''' Assuming continued greenhouse gas emisaons at or atxwe current rates and other global chviges induding land-use changes. 
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Increases in the frequency of droughts and floods are projected to 
affect local crop production negatively, especially in subsistence 
sectors at low latimdes. ** D [5.4,5£S] 

Adaptations such as altered cultivars and planting times allow 
low- and mid- to high-latitude cereal yields to be maintained at 
or above baseline yields for modest warming. * N [5.5] 

Globally, commerciai timber productivity rises modesdy with 
climate change in the ̂ ort- to medium-term, with large regional 
variability around the global trend. * D [5.4] 

The most vulnerable industries, settiements and societies are 
generally those in coastal and river flood plains, those wlK}se 
economies are closely linked with climate-sensitive resources, 
and those in areas prone to extreme weather events, especially 
where rapid urbanisation is occurring. ** D [7.1,7.3 to 7.5] 

Poor communities can be especially vulnerable, in particular 
those concentrated in high-risk areas. They tend to have more 
limited adaptive capacities, and are more dependent on 
climate-sensitive resources such as local water and food 
supplies. **N [7.2.7.4,5.4] 

Regional changes in the distribution and production of particular 
fish species are expected due to continued warming, with adverse 
effects projected for aquaculture and fisheries. ** D [5.4] 

Coastal systems and low-lying areas 

Coasts are projected to be exposed to increasing risks, including 
coastal erosion, due to climate change and sea-level rise. The 
effect will be exaceibated by mcreasing human-induced pressures 
on coastal areas. *** D [63,6.4] 

Corals are vulnerable to thermal stress and have low adaptive 
capacity. Increases Ln sea surface temperature pf about 1-3°C are 
projected to result in more frequent coral bleaching events and 
widespread mortality, unless there is thermal adaptation or 
acclimatisation by corals. *** D [B6.1,6.4] 

Coastal wetlands including salt marshes and mangroves are 
projected to be negatively affected by sea-level rise especially 
where they are constrained on their landward side, or starved of 
sediment. ***D [6.4] 

Many millions more people arc projected to be flooded every year 
due to sea-level rise by the 2080s. Those densely-populated and 
low-lying areas where adaptive capacity is relatively low, amd 
which already face other challenges such as tropical storms or 
local coastal subsidence, are especially at risk. The numbers 
affected will be laigest in die mega-deltas of Asia and Affica while 
small islands are especially vulnerable. *** D [6.4] 

Adaptation for coasts will be more challenging in developing 
countries than in developed countries, due to constraints on 
adaptive capacity. ** D [6.4,6iI,T6.U] 

Where extreme weather events become more intense and/or 
more frequent, the economic and social costs of those events 
will increase, and these increases will be substantial in the areas 
most directly affected. Climate change inqjacts spread from 
directly impacted areas and sectors to other areas and sectors 
through extensive and complex linkages. •• N [7.4,7.5] 

Health 

Projected climate change-related exposures are likely to affect 
the health status of millions of people, particularly those with 
low adaptive capacity, through: 

•increases in malnutrition and consequent disorders, with 
implications for child growth and development; 

•increased deaths, disease and injury due to heatwaves, 
floods, storms, fires and droughts; 

• the increased burden of diarrhoeal disease; 
• the increased frequency of cardio-respiratory diseases due 

to higher concentrations of ground-level ozone related to 
climate change; and, 

• the altered spatial distribution of some infectious disease 
vectors. •*D [8.4,8.ES, 8.21 

Climate change is expected to have some mixed effects, such 
as a decrease or increase in the range and transmission 
potential of malaria in Africa. ** D [8.4] 

Studies in temperate areas^^ have shown that climate change 
is projected to bring some benefits, such as fewer deaths from 
cold exposure. Overall it is expected that these benefits will be 
outweighed by the negative health effects of rising 
temperatures worldwide, especially in developing countries. 
**D[8.4] 

Industry, settlement and society 

Costs and benefits of climate change for industry, settlement and 
society will vary widely by location and scale. In the aggregate, 
however, net effects will tend to be more negative the larger die 
change in climate. ** N [7.4.7.6] 

The balance of positive and negative health impacts will vary 
from one location to another, and will alter over time as 
temperatures continue to rise. Critically important will be 
factors that directly shape the health of populations such as 
education, health care, public health initiatives and 
infrastmcture and economic development. *** N [8.3] 

'̂  studies mainly in industrialised countries. 
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IMore specific information is now available across the 

regions of the worid concerning the nature of future 

impacts, including for some places not covered in previous 

assessments. 

Africa 

By 2020, between 75 million and 250 million people are 
projected to be exposed to increased water stress due to climate 
change. If coupled with increased demand, this will adversely 
affect livelihoods and exacerbate water-related problems. ** D 
[9.4,3.4,8.2,8.4] 

Agricultural production, including access to food, in many 
African countries and regions is projected to be severely 
compromised by climate variabiUty and change. The area 
suitable for agriculture, the length of growing seasons and yield 
potential, particularly along the margins of semi-arid and arid 
areas, are expected to decrease. This would further adversely 
affect food security and exacerbate malnutrition in the continent. 
In some countries, yields from rain-fed agriculture could be 
reduced by up to 50% by 2020. ** N [9.2.9.4,9.6] 

Local food supplies are projected to be negatively affected by 
decreasing fisheries resources in large lakes due to rising water 
temperatures, which may be exacerbated by continued over
fishing. ** N [9.4,5.4,84] 

Towards the end of the 21st century, projected sea-level rise will 
affect low-lying coastal areas with large populations. The cost of 
adaptation could amount to at least 5-10% of Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP). Mangroves and coral reefs are projected to be 
furti:ier degraded, with additional consequences for fisheries and 
tourism. **D [9.4] 

New studies confinn that Africa is one of the most vulnerable 
continents to climate variability and change because of multiple 
stresses and low adaptive capacity. Some ada[^tion to current 
climate variability is taking place; however, this may be 
insufficient for future changes in climate. ** N [9.5] 

Asia 

Glacier melt in the Himalayas is projected to increase flooding. 
and rock avalanches from destabilised slopes, and to affect water 
resources within the next two to three decades. This will be 
followed by decreased river flows as the glaciers recede. * N 
[10.2,10.4] 

Freshwater availability in Central,South,£a$t and Soudi-£ast Asia, 
particularly in large river basins, is projected to decrease due to 
climate change whkh, along with pcqnilation growth and increasing 
demand arising from h^her standards of living, could adversely 
afiiect more than a billion people by fte 2050s. ** N [104] 

Coastal areas, especially l^avily-populated megadelta regions 
in South, East and Soutiv-East Asia, will be at greatest risk due 
to increased flooding from the sea and, in some megadeltas, 
flooding from the rivers. ** D [10.4] 

Climate change is projected to impinge on the sustainable 
development of most developing coimtries of AsJâ  as it 
compounds tiie pressures on natural resources and the 
environment associated with rapid urbanisation, industrialisaticm. 
and economic developm^t. ** D [10.5] 

It is projected that crop yields could increase up to 20% in East 
and South-East Asia while they could decrease up to 30% in 
Central and Soutii Asia by tiie imd-21st century. Taken together, 
and considering the influence of rapid population growth and 
urbanisation, the risk of hunger is projected to remain very high 
in several developing countries. * N [10.4] 

Endemic morbidity and mortality due to diaiihoeal disease 
primarily associated with floods and droughts are expected to 
rise in East. South and South-East Asia due to projected changes 
in the hydrological cycle associated with global warming. 
Increases in coastal water temperature would ex^^^rbate the 
abundance and/or toxicity of cliolera in South Asia. **N [10.4] 

Australia and New Zealand 

As a result of reduced precipitation and increased evaporation, 
water security problems are projected to intensify by 2030 in 
southem and eastern Australia and. in New Zealand, in 
Northland and some eastern regions. ** D [11.4] 

Significant loss of biodiversity is projected to occur by 2020 in 
some ecologically rich sites including the Great Barrier Reef and 
Queensland Wet Tropics. Other sites at risk include Kakadu 
wetlands, south-west Australia, sub-Antarctic islands and die 
alpine areas of both countries. *** D [11.4] 

Ongoing coastal development and peculation growth in areas 
such as Cairns and South-east Queensland (Australia) and 
Northland to Bay of Plenty (New Zealand), are projected to 
exacerbate risks frcrni sea-level rise and increases in the severity 
and frequency of storms and coastal flooding by 2050. *•* D 
[11.4.11.6] 
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Production fiom agriculture and forestry by 2030 is projected to 
decline over much of southem and eastem Australia, and over 
parts of eastem New Zealand, due to increased drought and fire. 
However, in New Zealand, initial benefits are projected in west̂ Ti 
and soutiiem areas and close to major rivers due to a longer 
growing season, less frost and increased rainfall. ** N [11 A] 

The region has substantial adaptive capacity due to well-
developed economies and scientific and technical capabilities, 
but there are considerable constraints to implementation and 
major challenges from changes in extreme events. Natural 
systems have Umited adaptive capacity. * * N [ 11.2,11.5] 

Europe 

For the first time, wide-ranging impacts of changes in current 
climate have been documented: retreating glaciers, longer 
growmg seasons, shift of species ranges, and health impacts due 
to a heatwave of unprecedented magnitude. The observed 
changes described above are consistent witii tiiose projected for 
fumre climate change. *** N [12.2,12.4,12.6] 

Nearly all European regions are anticipated to be negatively 
affected by some future impacts of climate change, and these 
will pose challenges to many economic sectors. Climate change 
is expected to magnify regional differences in Europe's natural 
resources and assets. Negative impacts will include increased 
risk of inland flash floods, and more frequent coastal flooding 
and increased erosion (due to stotmmess and sea-level rise). The 
great majority of organisms and ecosystems will have difficulty 
adapting to clunate change. Mountainous areas will face glacier 
retreat, reduced snow cover and winter tourism, and extensive 
species losses (in some areas up to 60% under high enussion 
scenarios by 2080). *** D [12.4] 

In Southern Europe, climate change is projected to worsen 
conditions (higli temperatures and drought) in a region already 
vulnerable to climate variability, and to reduce water availability, 
h3rtJropower potential, summer tourism and, in general, crop 
productivity. It is also projected to increase health risks due to heat
waves, and the frequency of wildfires. ** D [122,12.4,12.7] 

In Central and Eastrni Europe, summer precipitation is projected to 
decrease, causing higher water stress. Health risks due to heatwaves 
are projected to increase. Poorest productivity is expected to decline 
and die ftequency of peatland fires to increase. ** D [12.4] 

In Northern Europe, climate change is initially projected to bring 
mixed effects, including some benefits such as reduced demand 
for heating, increased crop yields and increased forest growth. 
However, as climate change continues, its negative impacts 
(including more fi:equent winter floods, endangered ecosystems 
and increasing ground instability) are likely to outweigh its 
benefits. **D [12.4] 

Adaptation to climate change is likely to benefit from experience 
gained in reaction to extreme climate events, specifically by 
implementing proactive climate' change risk management 
adaptation plans. *** N [125] 

Latin America 

By mid-century, increases in tempeaiature and associated decreases 
in soil water are projected to lead to gradual replacement of 
ttopical forest by savanna in eastem AmazcHiia. Semi-arid 
vegetation will tend to be replaced by arid-land vegetation. There 
is a risk of significant biodiversity loss through species extinction 
in many areas of tropk;al Latin America. ** D [13.4] 

In drier areas, climate change is expected to lead to salinisation 
and desertification of agricultural land. Productivity of some 
important crops is projected to decrease and livestock 
productivity to decline, with adverse consequences for food 
security. In temperate zones soybean yields are projected to 
increase. **N [13.4,13.7] 

Sea-level rise is projected to cause increased risk of flooding in 
low-lying areas. Increases in sea surface temperature due to climate 
change are projected to have adverse effects on Mesoamerican 
coral reefs, and cause shifts in the location of south-east Pacific 
fish stocks. **N [134,13.7] 

Changes in precipitation pattems and the (^sappearance of glaciers 
are projected to significantiy affect water availability for human 
consumption, agriculture and energy generation. ** D [13.4] 

Some countries have made efforts to adapt, particularly through 
conservation of key ecosystems, early warning systems, risk 
management in agriculture, strategies forflood drought and coastal 
management, and disease surveillance systems. However, the 
effectiveness of these efforts is outweighed by: lack of basic 
infomiation. observation and monitoring systems; lack of capacity 
buUding and appropriate political, institutional and technological 
frameworks; low income; and settiements in vulnerable areas, 
among otiiers. ** D [132] 

North America 

Warming m western mountains is projected to cause decreased 
snowpack, more winter flooding, and reduced summer flows, 
exacerbating competition for over-allocated watra- resources. *** 
D[14.4,B142] 

Disturbances from pests, diseases and fire are projected to have 
increasing impacts on forests, with an ext^ded period of high fire 
risk and lai*ge increases in area burned. *** N [14.4, B J4.1 ] 

Moderate climate change in tiie early decades of the century is 
projected to increase aggregate yields of rain-fed agriculture by 5-
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20%, but with important variability among regions. Major 
challenges are projected for crops that are near the warm end of 
their suitable range or which depend on highly utilised water 
resources. ** D [14.4] 

Cities that currentiy experience heatwaves are expected to be 
further challenged by an increased number, intensity and duration 
of heatwaves during the course of the century, with potential for 
adverse healtii impacts. Elderly populations are most at risk. *** 
D[14.4]. 

Coastal communities and habitats will be increasingly stressed by 
climate change impacts interacting with development and 
pollution. Population growtii and the rismg value of mfrastmcture 
in coastal areas increase vulnerability to climate variabiUty and 
future climate change, with losses projected to increase if the 
intensity of tropical storuLS increases. Current ad^tation is uneven 
and readiness for increased exposure is low. *** N [142,144] 

Polar Regions 

In tiie Polar Regions, die main projected biophysical effects are 
reductions in thickness and extent of glaciers and ice sheets, and 
changes in natural ecosystems with detrimental effects on many 
organisms including migratory birds, mammals and higher 
predators. In the Arctic, additional impacts include reductions in 
the extent of sea ice and pemiafrost, increased coastd erosion, 
and an increase in the depth of permafrost seasonal tiiawing. ** D 
[15.3,15.4.152] 

For human communities in the Arctic, impacts, particularly those 
resulting from changing snow and ice conditions, are projected to 
be mixed. Detrimental impacts would include ftiose on 
infrastructure and traditional indigenous ways of life. ** D [15.4] 

Beneficial impacts would include reduced heating costs and more 
navigable northern sea routes. * D [15.4] 

In botii polar regions, specific ecosystems and habitats are 
projected to be vulnerable, as climatic barriers to species invasions 
are lowered. ** D [15.6,15.4] 

Arctic human communities are already adapting to climate 
change, but both external and internal stressors challenge their 
adaptive capacities. Despite the resilience shown historically by 
Arctic indigenous communities, some traditional ways of life are 
being tlu^atened and substantial investments arc needed to adapt 
or re-locate physical stmctures and communities. ** D [15£S, 
154. !55,15.7] 

Small islands 

Small islands, whether located in the tropics or higher latitudes, 
have characteristics which make them especially vulnerable to the 

effects of climate change, sea-level rise and extreme events. *** 
D [16.1,163] 

Deterioration in coastal conditions, for example tiirough erosion 
of beaches and coral bleaching, is expected to affect local 
resources, e.g., fisheries, and reduce the value of these destinations 
fortourism.**D[l6.4] 

Sea-level rise is expeaed to exacerbate inundation, storm surge, 
erosion and other coastal hazards, thus threatening vital 
infrastructure, settiements and ̂ ilities tiiat supp(Ht the livelihood 
of island communities. *** D [16.4] 

Climate change is projected by mid-cenmry to reduce water 
resources in many small islands, e.g., in the Caribbean and 
Pacific, to tiie point where they become insufficient to meet 
demand during low-rainfall periods. *** D [16.4] 

Witii higher temperatures, increased invasion by non-native 
species is expected to occur, particularly on mid- and high-
latimde islands. •* N [16.4] 

Magnitudes of Impact can now he estimated more 

systematically for a range of possible Increases in global 

average temperature. 

Since tite IPCC Third Assessment, many additional smdies, 
particularly in regions that previously had b e ^ bttle researched, 
have enabled a more systematic understanding of how the timing 
and magnitude of impacts may be affected by changes in climate 
and sea level associated witii differing amounts and rates of change 
in global average temperature. 

Examples of this new inf<mnation are presented in Figure SPM2. 
Entries have been selected which are judged to be relevant for 
people and the environment and for whidi there is high confid^ice 
in tiie assessm^t. All examples of impact are drawn from diapters 
ofthe Assessment, where more detailed information is available. 

Depending on circumstances, some of these impacts could be 
associated with *key vuhierabilities\based on a number of crit^a 
in the literature (magnitude, timing, persistence/reversilnlity, the 
potential for adaptation, distributional aspects, likelihood and 
importance' of the inqiacts). Assessment of potential key 
vulnerabilities is intended to provide infonnation on rates and 
levels of climate change to help decision-makers make appn^ate 
responses to the risks of climate change [19£S, 19.]]. 

The 'reasons for concern* identified in the Thud Assessment 
remain a viable frameworic for considering key vulnerabilities. 
Recent research has updated some of die findings from tiie Tliuxt 
Assessment [19.3]. 
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Key impacts as a function of increasing global average temperature change 
(Impacts will vary by extent of adaptation, rate of temperature change, and socio-economic pathway) 

Global mean annual temperature change relafive t o 1980-1999 ( X ) 

1 2 3 4 5 X 

WATER 

ECOSYSTEMS 

FOOD 

COASTS 

HEALTH 

• • - L B I V ^ - * ! ; 

Increased water avaliabilityIh^m^is^ti^jtsi^i^^m^ 

Decreasing wateraVaifabn^^anid^^^cPinaliSbu^^ 

Hundreds of miliidns of p e o p i e ; ^ J ^ ^ ^ n < r ^ i ^ > ^ ^ ^ 

Up to 30% of species at Sighlffidint̂ Jedrnctibn! 
-aroundthe^lbbe increasing risk of extinction \. 

Increased coral bleaching — Mtost corals biwdied . .Widespread:Cwa| mortality ;7 '̂̂ ^>«^™ -ii — . 

Terrestrial biosphere tehds t̂oWard a net carbon source as: 
-15% ^—^^--«>«^-HiiaMi*HMOT»'.4}K of ecQ̂ stems affected 

Increasing spedes range shifts and wtklfire risk 

Ecosystemchan^ di^e to v^dice^n^ 
overturning circuiatk)n..;'. :! -. . , - , . :;^^'^ 

Complex, localised negative impacts on small holders, subsistence farmers and fishers 

Tendencies for cereal productivity 
to decrease in low latitudes ' 

Tendendes tor some ttreaE productivity, 
to increase at mid- to high latitudes 

Productivity of all cereals, 
decreases in low latitudes 

Cereal pioductivtty to 
decrease In some regions 

Increased damage from floods and storms 

About 30% of 
global coastal > 
wetiands lost* 

Millions more people could experience 
coastal flooding each year 

Increasing^burdeTifrbrnir t ia lh i i t i f f t i t?^)?^®'^-*^^ - - - - ^ 

Increased nriorbldity a h d ^ d n ^ ^ m o m l f ^ ^ 

Changed distribiitlOTipJ'sciSei^d^^ 

-W -̂cp} 

3.4.1,3.4.3 

3.ES. 3.4.1.3.4.3 

3A1.T13.20.6.2. 
TS.B5 

4.ES, 4.4.11 

T4.1.F4.4.B4.4. 
6.4.1.6.6^.66.1 

4.ES.T4.1.F4J, 
F4.4 
4.Z2,4.4.1.4.4^4, 
4.4.5.4.4.6.4.4.10. 
B4.S 
193.5 

6.ES, 5,4.r 

6.ES.5^J!.F5.2 

5.ES. 5.4A F5.2 

6.ES. 6.3,2, 6.4.1. 
6.4.2 

6.4.1 

T6.6.F6.a,TS.B5 

aES,8A1.S.7. 
T8.2.TIW 

8.ES. 8.2.2, S.2.3. 
8.4.1,8.4^8.7, 
T8AF8.3 
8.ES, 8^.8, 6.7, 
88.4 
8.6,1 

1 2 3 4 

Global mean annual temperature change relative t o 1960-1899 T O 

5°C 

^ Significant is defined here as more than 4096. 
* Based on avwage rate of sea level rise of 4J rnm^ar from 2000 to 2080. 

Figure SPM.2. Illustrative examples of globed impeK:te prolected tor dtmate changes ^ffid sea tevei and a t m o ^ h & l c cartxm dioxide where r^varA) 

associated wiOidifferernarnounts of i r ic re^e in glot>af average surface temperaUjrem the 21 St century [T20.^. The b ^ i < lines Unk t r r^x ic^ dotted 

anrovifs indicate impacts continuing with increasing temperature. Bitries are placed so that the left-hand side of the text indicates the approximate 

onset of a given impact. Quantitative entries for water stress and flooding represent the adtMonal impacts ofd imale change re^Uve to the conditions 

protected across the range of Special Report on Hmisstons Scenartos (SftES) scenarios A1FI, A2, B I and B2 (see EndtKix 3). Adaptafcn to cl&nate 

change is not included in these estimations. All entries are fmm publlshwl studies recorded in Ute chaffers of ̂ e Assessm&tt Sources are d/ven in 

the right-hand column of the Table. Confidence levels for all statements are high. 
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Impacts due to altered frequencies and intensities of extreme 

weather, climate and sea-level events are very lllceiy to 

change. 

Impacts of cliniate change wHI vmy regionally iHit, aggregated 

and discounted to the present, they are very Hlcely to knpose 

net annual c o ^ which wIM Increase over time as global 

temperatures Increase. 

Since the IPCC Third Assessment, confidence has increased tiiat 
some weather events and extremes will become more frequent, 
more widespread and/or more intense during the 21st centiuy; 
and more is known about the potential effects of such changes. 
A selection of these is presented in Table SPM.l. 

Tlie direction of trend and likelihood of phenomena arc for IPCC 
SRES projections of climate change. 

Some large-scale climate events have the potential to cause 

very large impacts, especially after the 21st centun^ 

Very large sea-level rises that would result from widespread 
deglaciation of Greenland and West Antarctic ice sheets imply 
major changes in coastlines and ecosystems, and inundation of 
low-lying areas, with greatest effects in river deltas. Relocating 
populations, economic activity, and infrastructure would be 
cosdy and challenging. There is medhim confidence that at least 
partial deglaciation ofthe Greenland ice sheet, and possibly the 
West Antarctic ice sheet, would occur over a period of time 
ranging from centuries to millennia for a global average 
temperature increase of M^C (relative to 1990-2000), causing 
a contribution to sea-level rise of 4-6 m or more. The complete 
melting of the Greenland ice sheet and the West Antarctic ice 
sheet would lead to a contribution to sea-level rise of up to 7 m 
and about 5 m. respectively [Working Group I Fourth 
Assessment 6.4, 10.7; Working Group II Fourth Assessment 
19.3]. 

Based on climate model results, it is very unlikely that the 
Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC) in the North 
Atiantic will undergo a large abrupt transition during the 21st 
century. Slowing of the MOC during this century is very likely, 
but temperatures over the Atiantic and Europe are project^ to 
increase nevertheless, due to global warming. Impacts of large-
scale and persistent changes in the MOC are likely to include 
changes to marine ecosystem productivity, fisheries, ocean 
carbon dioxide uptake, oceanic oxygen concentrations and 
terrestrial vegetation [Working Group I Fourth Assessment 10.3, 
10.7; Working Group II Fourth Assessment 12.6.19.3]. 

This Assessment makes it clear that the im^^cts of future climate 
change will be mbced across regions. For incieases m ̂ obal mean 
temperature of less than l-3°C above 1990 levels, some impacts 
are projected to produce benefits in some places and some sectors, 
and produce costs in other places and otiier sectoiis. It is, however, 
projected that some low-latitude and polar r^ions will exp^ience 
net costs even for small increases in temperature. It is very likely 
tiiat all regions will experience either declines in net benefits or 
incieases in net costs for increases in temperature greater tiian 
about 2-3*C [9.ES, 9.5, 10.6, T10.9, 15.3, 15JES]. These 
ot̂ servations confirm evidence reported in the Third Assessment 
that, while developing countries are expected to experience larger 
percentage losses, global mean losses could be 1-5% GDPfbr 4''C 
of warming [F203]. 

Many estunates of aggregate net economic costs of damages from 
climate change across the globe (i.e., tiie social cost of carbon 
(SCC), expressed in terms of fiiture net benefits and costs that are 
discounted to tiie present) are now available. Peer-reviewed-
estimates of tiie SCC for 2005 have an averagse value of US$43 
per tonne of carbon Ci-6., US$ 12 per tonne of carbon dioxide), but 
tiie range around this mean is large. For example, in a survey of 
100 estimates, the values ran from US$-I0 per tonne of carbon 
(US$-3 per tonne of carbon dioxide) up to US$350 per tonne c£ 
cartion (US$95 per tonne of carbon dioxide) [20.6]. 

The large ranges of SCC are due in the large part to diSerences 
in assumptions regarding climate sensitivity, response lags, the 
treatment of risk and equity, economic and non-economic 
impacts, the inclusion of potentially catastrophic losses, and 
discount rates. It is very likely tiiat globally aggregated figures 
underestimate the damage costs because they cannot include 
many non-quantifial^e impacts. Taken as a whole, the range of 
published evidence indicates that tiie net damage costs of climate 
change are likely to be significant and to increase over time 
[T20.3,20.6,F20.4]. 

It is virtually certain that aggregate estimates of costs mask 
significant differences in impacts across sectors, regions, 
countries and populations. In some locations and among some 
groups of people with high exposure, high sensitivity and/or k>w 
adaptive capacity, net costs will be significantiy larger than the 
global aggregate [20.6,20.ES, 7.4]. 
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direction of trend trends I 
projections foe 21st Agriculture, forestry Water resources 
century using and ecosystems [3.4] 
SRES scenarios [4.4,5.4] 

Human health [8.2, Industry, settlement and 

S.4] society [7,4] 

Over most land 
areas, warmer and 
fewer cold days 
and nights. 
warmer and more 
frequent hot days 
and nights 

Warm spells/heat 
waves. Frequency 
increases aver 
most land areas 

• 

Heavy 
precipitation 
events. Frequency 
Increases over 
most areas 

Area affected by 
drought increases 

Intense tropical 
cyclone activity 
increases 

Increased 
incidence of 
extreme high sea 
level (excludes 
tsunamis)' 

Virtually certain*' 

Very likely 

Very likely 

Likely 

llkeiy 

Ukeiy 

-

Increased yields in 
colder 
environments; 
decreased yields ki 
warmer envawi-
ments; increased 
insect outbreaks 

Reduced yIeMs in 
warmer regions 
due to heat stress; 
Increased danger 
ofwiklfire 

Damage to crops; 
soil erosion. 
inabarty to 
cultivate land due 
to waterlogging of 
sols 

Land degradation; 
lower yieMs/crop 
damage and 
failure increased 
Iwestock deaths; 
Increased risk of 
wiklfire 

Damage to crops; 
windthrow 
(uprooting) of 
trees; damage to 
coral reefs 

Saffnisation of 
itrigatton water, 
estuaries and 
freshwater 
systems 

Effects on water 
resources relying 
on snow melt; 
effects on some 
water supplies 

Increased water 
demand; water 
quaHty problems. 
e.g., algal blooms 

Adverse effects on 
quality of surface 
and groundwater; 
contamination of 
water supply; 
water scarcfty may 
be relieved 

More wklespread 
water stress 

Power outages 
causing disruption 
of public water 
supphr 

Decreased 
freshwater 
availability due to 
saltwater intrusion 

Reduced human 
mortality from 
decreased cold 
exposure 

Increased risk of 
heat-related 
mortality, esfiec-
ially for the elderly. 
chronically sick, 
very young and 
socially-Isolated 

Increased risk of 
deaths, injuries 
and infectious. 
respiratory and 
skin diseases 

increased risk of 
food artd water 
shortage Increased 
risk of malnutritkin; 
increased risk of 
waters and fbod-
bome diseases 

Increased risk of 
deaths, injiries. 
water- and food-
bome diseases; 
post-traumatic 
stress disorders 

Increased risk of 
deaths and injuries 
by drowning in 
floods; migration-
related health 
effects 

Reduced energy demand for 
heating; increased demand for 
cooling; declining air quality in 
cities; reduced disruption to 
transport due to snow, k>e; 
effects on winter tourism 

Reduction in quality of life for 
people in warm areas without 
appropriate housing; imisacts 
on the ekleriy, very young and 
poor 

Disruption of settlements, 
commerce, transport and 
societies due to flooding; 
pressures on urban and rural 
infrastructures; k>s5 of 
property 

Vlteter shortages for 
settlements, industry and 
societies; reduced 
hydropower generation 
potentials; potential for 
populatton migration 

Disruption by fk>od and high 
winds; withdrawal of risk 
coverage In vulnerable areas 

for population migrations, toss 
of property 

Costs of coastal protection' 
versus costs of landHise 
relocation; potential for 
movement of populations and 
infrastructure; also see 
tropical cyclones above 

• See Wc»-|(irtg Qnoup 1 Fourth Ass^sment Table 3.7 for ftmher details regarding definitions. 
*• Warming of the most extreme days and nights each year. 
'= Extreme high sea level depends <x\ average saa level anti on Fsgiored weather systems. It is defined as the Nghest 1 % of hourly values of observed sea level at a station 

for a given reference period. 
" In all scenarios, the projected global average sea level at 210D Is higher than in the reference period [Wnldng Gnnip I Fourth Assessmem 10.Q. The effect of changes 

in regional weather systems on sea level extawrtes fias not been sssessed. 

Table SPM.l. Bcamples of possible ̂ rtpscts <^ climate change due to changes if} extreme weather s ^ climate events, based on profectk^}sto the 
mid- to late 21st century. These do not tâ ce into SKicount any changes or developments ki adaptive capacity. Examples of all entries are to be found 
in chapters in Uie hilt Assessment ("see sourx:e at top of columns). The first hvo columns of Uie tsbfe (shaded y^low) a ^ teken direcUy from the 
Working Group t Fourth Assessment {Tab/e SPM-2}. The fifceKhood estimates in Column 2 relate to the phenomena feted in Coft/mn t. 

• 

• 
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D. Current knowledge about responding 
to c l imate change 

Some adaptation is occuiring now, to observed and pro|ei:tei] 

future climate change, Init on a limited basis. 

There is growing evidence since tiie IPCC Third Assessment of 
human activity to adapt to observed and anticipated climate 
change. For example, climate change is considered in the design 
of infrastmcture projects such as coastal defence in the Maldives 
and The Netherlands, and the Confederation Bridge in Canada. 
Other examples include prevention of glacial lake outburst 
flooding in Nepal, and policies and strategies such as water 
management in Australia and government responses to heat
waves in, for example, some European countries [7.6,8.2.8.6, 
17£S. 17.2,16.5.11.5]. 

Tlie array of potential adaptive responses available to human 
societies is very large, ranging fi'om purely technological (e.g., 
sea defences), tiirough behavioural (e.g., altered food and 
recreational choices), to managerial (e.g., altered farm practices) 
and to policy (e.g., planning regulations). While most 
technologies and sbrategies are known and developed in sonte 
countries, the assessed literature does not ixuticate how effective 
various options'̂  are at fully reducing risks, particulariy at higher 
levels of warming and related impacts, and for vulnerable 
groups. In addition, there are formidable environmental, 
economic, informational, social, attitudinal and behavioural 
barriers to the implementation of adaptation. For developing 
countries, availability of resources and building adaptive 
capacity are particularly important [see Sections 5 and 6 in 
Chapters 3-16; also 17.2,17.4]. 

Adaptation alone is not expected to cope with all the projected 
effects of climate change, and especially not over the long term 
as most impacts increase in magnitude [Hgure SPM.2]. 

Adaptation will be necessary to address Impacts resulting 

from the wamiing whteh Is already unavoidable due to past 

emissions. 

Vulnerability to dimate change can be exacerbated by the 

presence of other stresses. 

Past emissions are estimated to involve some unavoidable 
warming (about a furtiier O-ê C by the end of tiie century relative 
to 1980-1999) even if atmospheric greenhouse gas concen
trations remain at 2000 levels (see Working Group 1 Fourth 
Assessment). There are some impacts fbr which adaptation is 
the only available and appropriate response. An indication of 
these impacts can be seen in Figure SPM2. 

A wide array of adaptation options is available, but more 

extensive adaptation than Is currently occurring is required 

to reduce vulnerability to future climate change. There are 

barriers, limits and costs, but these are not fully understood. 

Non-climate stresses can increase vulnerability to climate 
change by reducing resilience and can also reduce adaptive 
capacity because of resoiuce deployment to competing needs. 
For example, current stresses on some coral reefs include marine 
pollution and chemical ranoff fi'om-agriculture as well as 
increases in water temperature and ocean acidificaticm. 
Vulnerable regions face multiple stresses th^ affect their 
exposure and sensitivity as well as their capacity to adapt. These 
stresses arise fiom. for example, ciurent climate hazards, poverty 
and unequal access to resources, food insecurity, trends in 
economic globalisation, conflict, and incidence of diseases such 
as HIV/AIDS [7.4, 8.3, 17.3, 20.3]. Adaptation measures are 
seldom undertaken in response to climate change alone tmt can 
be integrated within, for example, water resource management, 
coastal defence and risk-reduction strategies [112* 17.5]. 

Impacts are expected to increase witti increases in global average 
temperature, as indicated in Figure SPM.2. Altiiough many early 
impacts of climate change can be effectively addressed through 
adaptation, the options for successful adaptation diminish and 
the a.ssociated costs increase with increasing climate change. At 
present we do not have a clear picture of tiie limits to adaptation, 
or the cost, partly because effective adaptation measures are 
highly dependent on specific, geographical and climate risk 
factors as well as institutional, political and financial constraints 
[7.6,17.2,17.4]. 

Future vulnerability depends not only on dimate charge but 

also on development pathway. 

An important advance since the IPCC Third Assessment has 
been the completion of impacts smdies for a range of different 
development pathways taking into account not only projected 
climate change but also projected social and economic changes. 
Most have been based on characterisations of population and 
income level drawn from the IPCC Special Report on Emission 
Scenarios (SRES) (see Endbox 3) [2,4]. 

" A table of options is given in the Technical Summary 
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These studies show that the projected impacts of climate change 
can vary greatiy due to tiie development pathway assumed. Fbr 
example, there may be large differences in regional population, 
income and technological development under altemative 
scenarios, which are often a strong determinant of the level of 
vulnerability to climate change [2.4]. 

To illustrate, in a number of recent studies of global impacts of 
climate change on food supply, risk of coastal flooding and water 
scarcity, the projected number of people affected is considerably 
greater under the A2-type scenario of development 
(characterised by relatively low per capita income and large 
population growtii) tiian under otiier SRES futures [T20.6]. This 
difference is largely explained, not by diffierences in changes of 
climate, but by differences in vulnerability [T6,6]. 

Sustainable development^' can reduce vulnerability to dlinate 
change, and climate change could impede nations' abllittes 
to aciueve sustainable development pafliways. 

Sustainable development can reduce vulnerability to climate 
change by enhancing adaptive capacity and increasing 
resilience. At present, however, few plans for promoting 
sustainability have explicitiy included either adapting to-climate 
change impacts, or promoting adaptive capacity [20 J ] . 

concentrations of greenhouse gases are stabilised. Although 
these studies do not take full account of uncertainties in 
projected climate under stabilisation, they nevertheless provide 
indications of damages avoided or vulnerabilities and risks 
reduced for different amounts of emissions reduction [2.4, 
T20.6]. 

A portfolio of adaptation and mitigation measures can 
diminish the risks associated with ciimate change. 

Even tiie most stringent mitigation efforts cannot avoid further 
impacts of climate change in tiie next few decades, which makes 
adaptation essential, particulariy in addressing near-term 
impacts. Unmitigated climate change would, in the long term, 
be likely to exceed the capacity of natural, managed and human 
systems to adapt [20.7]. 

This suggests the value of a portfolio or mix of strategies that 
includes mitigation, adaptation, technological development (to 
enhance both adaptation and mitigation) and research (on 
climate science, impacts, adaptation and mitigation). Such 
portfolios could combine policies with incentive-based 
approaches, and actions at all levels from the individual citizen 
through to national governments and intemational organisations 
[18.1.18.5]. 

On the other hand, it is very likely that climate change can slow 
the pace of progress towards sustainable development, either 
directiy through increased exposure to adverse impact or 
indirectiy tiirough erosion of the capacity to adapt. This point is 
clearly demonstrated in the sections of the sectoral and regional 
chapters of this report tiiat discuss the implk:ations for sustainable 
development [See Section 7 m Chapters 3-8,203,20.7]. 

The Millenruum Development Goals (MDGs) are one measure 
of progress towards sustainable development. Over the next 
half-century, climate change could impede achievement of tiie 
MDGs [20.7]. 

Many impacts can be avoided, reduced or delayed by 
mitigation. 

A small number of impact assessments have now been 
completed for scenarios in which future atmospheric 

One way of increasing adaptive capacity is by introducbig doe 
consideration of climate change impacts in development 
planning [18.7], for example, by: 
• including adaptation measures in land-use planning and 

infrastructure design [17.2]; 
• mcluding measures to reduce vulnerability in existing disaster 

risk reduction strategies [17.2,20.8]. 

E. Systematic observing and research 

Although die science to provide policymakers with information 
about climate change impacts and adaptation potential has 
improved since the Third Assessment, it still leaves many 
impcfftant questions to be answered. The chapters of the Working 
Group n Fourth Assessment inchide a number of judgements about 
priorities for further observation and research, and tiiis advice 
should be considered seriously (a list of tiiese recommendations is 
given in the Technical Summary Section TS-6). 

' The Brundtland Commissian definition of sustainabls development is ussd in this Assessment: "development that meets the needs of the present without con^xomlsing 
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs". Ttie same definition vias used by the IPCC WorKing Group II Third Assessment and Third Assessment 
Syntftesis fteport. 

• 
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Endbox 1. Definitions of key terms 

Climate change in IPCC usage refers to any change in climate over time, whether due to natural variability or as a result of 
human activrty. This usage differs from that in the Framework ConVentton on Climate Change, where climate change refers 
to a change of climate that is attributed directly or indirectly to human activity that afters the composition of the gtobal 
atrtiosphere and that is in addition to natural dimate variability observed over comparable t^ifie periods. 

Adaptive capacity is the ability of a system to adjust to dimate change Onduding dimate V£u1ability and extremes) to 
moderate potential damages, to take advantage of opportunities, or to cope with the consequences. 

Vulnerability is the degree to which asystem is sljsceptlbie to,' and unable tacope with, adverse effecb of dimate change, 
including climate vanability and extremes. Vulnerabllrty Is a functbn of the character, magnitude, and rate of dimate charige 
and variation to which a system is exposed, its senShitMty, arid its adaptive capacity. ••-•: 

Endbox 2. Communication of Uncertainty in the Working Group II Fourth Assessment 

A set of terms to describe uncertainties in current knowledge is common to alt parts of the IPCC Fourth Assessment. 

Description of confidence 
Authors have assigned a confidence level to the nr^jor statements in the Surrimary for Policymakers ori the basis of theN' 
assessment of current knowledge, 2is follows: 

Terminology 
Very high confidence 
High confidence 
Medium confidence 
Low confidence 
Very low confidence 

Degree pf cdni^ence in k)eing correct 
Atleast.Qoutof lOchancieof-.beingcon'ect 
About 8'out of 10 chance-• 
About 5 out of 10 chance 
About 2 out of 10 chance 
Less than a 1 out of 10 chance 

Descnption of likelihoqd 
Likelihood refers to a probabilistic assessment of some welMefined oufcome having occun^ or occum'ng in the future, and 
may be basod on quantitative analysis or an elidtation of expert views.: In the Summary for Policymakers, when authons 
-evaluate the likelihood of certain outcomes, the associated meanings are: 

Terminology 
Virtually certain 
Very likely ^ 
Ukeiy 
About as likely as not 
Unlikely ^ 
Very unlikely 
Exceptionally unlikely 

Likelihood of. the occurrence/ outcome 
>99% probability of occurrence 
90 to 99% proljability 
66 to 90% probabilitY 
33 to 66%.probabilrty-. 
1pt6 33%prob£i)|ilty. 
1 to 10% probabilrty 
<1 % probability 
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Endbox 3. The Emissions Scenarios of the IPOC Special Report 
on Emissions Scenarios (SRHS) 

A^^ ̂ Ihe A t sto^jne and scedarfo fanmlf descnbes^^future world of very rapW^nortilc growths-global pppol|tovthat^baks ^ 

reduction>''iii regionaltliffer^ncesinj^f^ciipitr income 1^e7VJ.s£%rprioffiE£nj^C^evelo;^imo-t^ 
alt^native dirsfctions of technolo0i6aV griange^n th$ Qgeigy,^ i§ i i i ' ^^e three M groups are dlstin|uk^ed ^^t i iei f ^ 
technological emf̂ jhasls fossil imensive (AfPI), hon fo^i l e^^pfs^ame^ ^tTV^^r^a iDalanceacres^all sttirc€^''(A3B)^i^'^re 

uiar ane i^ sptJrce, on tnei assumption iha''^ 
rates applyto all energy supply and end use technotogicS) 
balanced js deflnedas not relying too heavily on one partldular ^ n e i ^ spurce, on the: assumption Ihat^tTaF jmprovenctent 

UPDIV and end use technologies) ^ ^ ^ , ^ * 

A2. The A2 storyline and scenario family'desdsbes a very hetensg'bReogs wodd. ThetmderVIng theme is^elf rSli^ice atid ' 
preservation of local identtbes. Fertility pattems ̂ K^rossiegions cori^erge^T^^OWly, WhiCb results in contmMOusty mtireasihg -
population Economicdevelopment is primanly regionally onented ai;i^ per capita eoonomic growth and leobnok^cal change 
nrore fragmented and slower than otiier storylines ' „ , -̂ -̂  . ^ 

B1. The 61 ^toi^hne and scenano family descnt^es ̂  convergent World with the^ame gtOliat population^-thaf peaks in mid-
century ^dtfedines themafter, m in the Al storyline, Isutwith i;apicl' cWige in ecQnonnlg$|rMCturBS tDytfard a servk^ and 
Infdrmatipn econpmyj with reductions in nr^tenal intensity and'tl^elntnxlucttonof^c^nMraresourteefficl^nittechnolDgi&s^ " 
The emphasisjs on global solutions to jsconomtc, socidl and environmental-^ustainabiltfy, jji(^uding improved equity^ but 
Without additional dimate initiatives ^ - '̂  

^^ 
B2. The B2 storyline and scenano family! desd^bes st worid in which the ehlpha§is is on kiOal sojtjtiQns to economic, social 
:and envtronmental sustainability, 11 is a world with continuously increasirig global population, et a rate lower fhan A2, 
intermediate levels of economic development ahd less rapid and more diverse technok)glcaI change thanin the^ l and At 
storylines. While the scenano is also onent^ towards environmental prt)tection and social ̂ urty, it focuses onbcal and 
regional levels *• j ^ ^ 

An illMstrative scenario was chosen for eachjpf the six scenano grojLjpSb^16,.A1l̂ fi A1X A2, B1 and B2 Al t^ouid be 
;considered equally sound * ^ I , ~ ^ -

The SRES Scenanos "do not Include additional climate Initiatives, whi(^ m^anstll^'no^ceiimWare included thai e x p i r y 
assume impleimentation ofthe Unrte'd Nations Eramework Cqnven&onon (^Ima^ihangeVtf ie emissionslargefs of^he ^ 
Kyoto RcotqcQh , ^ ?,^ ^ ! ^ ^ ' -̂̂  
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STERN REVIEW: The Economics of Climate Change 

Executive Summary 

Ttie scientific evidence Is now overwhelming: climate change presents very serious 
global risks, and it demands an urgent global response. 

This independent Review was commissioned by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
reporting to both the Chancellor and to the Prime Minister, as a contribution to 
assessing the evidence and building understanding of the economics of climate 
change. 

The Review first examines the evidence on the economic impacts of climate change 
Itself, and explores the economics of stabilising greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere. The second half of the Review considers the complex policy challenges 
involved in managing the bansltion to a low-carbon economy and in ensuring that 
societies can adapt to the consequences of dimate change that can no longer be 
avoided. 

The Review takes an Intemational perspective. Climate change is global in Its 
causes and consequences, and Intemational collective action will be critical in driving 
an effective, efficient and equitable response on the scale required. This response 
will require deeper intemational co-operation in many areas - most notably In creating 
price signals and markets for carbon, spumng technology research, development 
and deployment, and promoting adaptation, particularly for developing countries. 

Climate change presents a unk|ue challenge for economics: it is the greatest and 
widest-ranging market feilure ever seen. The economic analysis must therefore be 
global, deal with long time horizons, have the economics of risk and uncertainty at 
centre stage, and examine the possibility of major, non-marginal change. To meet 
these requirements, the Review draws on kleas and technkiues from most of the 
important areas of economics, including many recent advances. 

The benents of strong, early action on climate change outweigh tf?e costs 

The effects of our actions now on future changes in the dimate have long lead times. 
What we do now can have only a limited effect on the climate over the next 40 or 50 
years. On the other hand what we do In the next 10 or 20 years can have a profound 
effect on the climate in the second half of this century and in the next 

No-one can predict the consequences of cllnnate change with complete certainty; but 
we now know enough to understand the risks. Mitigation - taking strong action to 
reduce emissions - must be viewed as an investment, a cost incurred now and tn ttie 
coming few decades to avoid the ristcs of very severe consequences in the future. If 
these investments are made wisely, the costs will be manageable, and there will be a 
wide range of opportunities for growth and development along the way. For this to 
work well, policy must promote sound market signals, oven:ome maricet failures and 
have equity and risk mitigation at Its core. That essentially Is the conceptual 
frameworit of this Review, 

The Review considers the economic costs of the impacts of climate change, and the 
costs and benefits of action to reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs) 
that cause it, In three different ways: 

• Using disaggregated techniques, in other words considering the physical 
impacts of dimate change on the econonriy. on human life and on the 
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environment, and examining the resource costs of different technologies and 
strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions; 

• Using economic models, induding integrated assessment models that 
estimate the economic impacts of climate change, and macro-economic 
models that represent the costs and effects of the transition to low-carbon 
energy systems for the economy as a whole; 

• Using <x)mparisons of the current level and future trajectories of the 'sodal 
cost of carbon' (the cost of Impacts associated with an additional unit of 
greenhouse gas emissions) with the marginal abatement cost (the costs 
assodated with incremental reductions in units of emissions). 

From all of these perspectives, the evidence gathered by the Review leads to a 
simple conclusion: the benefits of strong, early action considerably outweigh the 
costs. 

The evidence shows that ignoring climate change will eventually damage economic 
growth. Our actions over the coming few decades ccxild create risks of major 
disruption to economic and social activity, later in this century and in the next, on a 
scale similar to those assodated with the great wars and the economic depression of 
the first half of the 20^ century. And it will be difficult or impossible to reverse these 
changes. Tackling climate change is the pro-growth strategy for the longer term, and 
it can be done in a way that does not cap the aspirations fer growth of rich or poor 
countries. The eariier effective action Is taken, the less costly it will be. 

At the same time, given that climate change is happening, measures to help people 
adapt to it are essential. And the less mitigation we do now, the greater the difficulty 
of continuing to adapt In future. 

* * * 
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The first half of the Review considers how the evidence on the economic impacts of 
climate change, and on the costs and benefits of action to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions, relates to the conceptual framework described above. 

The scientific evidence points to increasing rislcs of serious, /rrevers/bfe 
impacts from climax change associated with business-as-usuai (BAU) paXhs 
for emissions. 

The scientific evidence on the causes and future paths of dimate change Is 
strengthening all the time, in particular, scientists are now able to attach probabilities 
to the temperature outcomes and impacts on the natural environment associated with 
different levels of stabilisation of greenhouse gases in the abnosphere. Scientists 
also now understand much more about the potential for dynamic feedbacks that 
have, in previous times of climate change, strongly amplified the underlying physical 
processes. 

The stocks of greenhouse gases In the atmosphere (including carbon dioxide, 
methane, nitrous oxides and a number of gases that arise from industrial processes) 
are rising, as a result of human activity. The sources are summarised in Figure 1 
below. 

The current level or stock of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is equivalent to 
around 430 parts per million (ppm) CO2 \ compared with only 2d0ppm before the 
Industrial Revolution. These concentrattons have already caused the worid to warm 
by more than half a degree Celsius and will lead to at least a further half degree 
warming over the next few decades, because ofthe inertia in the climate system. 

Even if the annual flow of emissions did not increase beyond today's rate, the stock 
of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere would reach double pre-industrial levels by 
2050 - that is 550ppm COae - and would continue growing thereafter. But the 
annual flow of emissions is accelerating, as fest-growing economies invest in hlgh-
carison infrastructure and as demand for energy and transport increases around the 
worid. The level of 550ppm COae could be reached as eariy as 2035. At this level 
^ere is at least a 77% chance - and pertiaps up to a 99% chance, depending on the 
climate model used - of a global average temperature rise exceeding 2''C. 

^ Referred to hereafter as COz equivalent, COae 
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Figure 1 Grednhouse-gas emissions In 2000, by source 

ENERGY 
ElUISSIONS 

Power 
(24%) 

Industry (14%) 

Transport 
(14%) 

Buildings 
(8%) 

Other energy 
related (5%) 

Waste (3%) 

Agriculture 
(14%) 

NON-ENERGY 
EMISSIONS 

Land use 
(18%) 

Total emissions in 2000:42 GtC02e. 

E n e ^ onisslons are mostly CO2 (some non-C02 In industry and ottier energy related). 
NcMvene^y emissions are CO2 ^ n d use) and non-C02 (agriculture sid waste). 

Source: Prepared by Stem Review, from data drawn from Worid Retources Institute Climate 
Analysis Indicators Tool {CAfT) on-line database version 3.0-

Under a BAU scenario, the stock of greenhouse gases couki more than b^bie by the 
end of the century, giving at least a 50% risk of exceeding Ŝ 'C global average 
temperature change during the following decades. This would take humans into 
unknown territory. An iltustratfen of the scale of such an increase Is that we are now 
only around 5°C warmer than in the last rce age. 

Such changes would transform the physical geography of the worid. A radical 
change in the physical geography of the world must have powerful implications for 
the human geography - where people live, and how they live their Ih/es. 

Figure 2 summarises the scientific evidence of the links between concentrations of 
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, the probability of different levels of global 
average temperature change, and the physical impacts expected fbr each level. The 
risks of serious, irreversible impacts of climate change increase strongly as 
concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere rise. 

• 
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• 

• 

Figure 2 Stabilisation levels and probability ranges for temperature Increases 
The figure below Illustrates the types of Impacts that could be experienced as the world comes Into 
equilibrium with more greenhouse gases. The top panel shows the range of temperatures projected at 
stabilisation levels between 400ppm and 750ppm C02e at equilibrium. The solid horizontal lines indicate 
the 5 - 95% range based on climate sensitivity estimates from the IPCC 2001^ and a recwit Hadley 
Centre ensemble s t u d / . The vertical 6ne indicates the mean of the 50*^ percentile pdnt Ttie d a ^ e d 
lines show the 5 - 95% range based on eleven recent studies . The bottom panel Illustrates the range of 
impacts expected at different levels of warming. The relationship between global average temperature 
changes and regional climate changes is very uncertain, especially with regard to changes in 
precipitatton (see Box 4.2). This figure shows potential changes based on current scientific literature. 

Wigley, T.M.L and S.C.B. Ftaper (2001): 'Interpretation of high projections for global-mean warming', Science 293: 
451-454 based on Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change C2001): 'Climate change 2001; the sdentilic basis. 
Contribution of Wbrldng Group I to the Third Asse^ment Repon of \lne Intergovemm^ital Panel on Ciimate Change' 
[Houghton JT, Ding Y, Griggs DJ, et al. (eds.)], Cambrfdge. Cambridge University Press. 

Murphy, J.M., D.M.H. Sexton DN. Bamett et al. (2004): 'Quantification of modelling unoeftaintles in a large 
ensemble of climate change simulations', Nature 430:768 - 772 
* Meinshausen, M. (2006): "What does a 2"C target mean for greenhouse gas concentrations? A brief analysis based 
on multi-gas emission pathways and several climate ssisitiN^ uncertainty estimates', Avoiding dsngerous dimate 
change, in H.J. Schellnhuber et al. (eds.), Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, pp.26S • 280. 
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Ciimate change threatens the basic e/ements of life for people around tfie 
world - access to water, food production, health, and use of land and the 
environment 

Estimating the economic costs of climate change Is challenging, but there is a range 
of methods or approaches that enable us to assess the likely magnitude of the risks 
and compare them vnth the costs. This Review osnsklers three of these 
approaches. 

This Review has first considered in detail the physical impacts on economic activity, 
on human life and on the environment 

On cunent trends, average global temperatures will rise by 2 - 3°C within the next 
fifty years or so. ^ The Earth will be committed to several degrees more wamiing if 
emissions continue to grow. 

Warming will have many severe impacts, often mediated through water 

• Melting glaciers wifl initially Increase flood risk and then strongly reduce water 
supplies, eventually threatening one-sbcth of the worid's population, 
predominantly in the Indian sub-continent, parts of China, and the Andes in 
South America. 

•. Declining crop yields, espedally in Africa, could leave hundreds of millions 
without the ability to produce or pun:hase suffident feod. At mid to high 
latitudes, crop yields may Increase for moderate temperature rises (2 - Z^C), 
but then dedine with greater amounts of wanning. At 4''C and above, global 
feod production is likely to be seriously affected. 

• In higher latitudes, cold-related deaths will decrease. But climate change will 
increase woridwide deaths from malnutrition and heat stress. Vector-bome 
diseases such as malaria and dengue fever could become more widespread 
if effective control measures are not in place. 

• Rising sea levels will result in tens to hundreds of millions more people 
flooded each year with warming of 3 or 4'*C. There will be serious risks and 
Increasing pressures fer coastal protection in South East Asia (Bangladesh 
and Vietnam), snnati Islands in the Caribbean and the Pacific, and large 
coastel cities, such as Tokyo, New Yoric, Cairo and London. According to one 
estimate, by the middle of the cenUiry, 200 million people may become 
pemnanently displaced due to rising sea levels, heavier floods, and more 
intense droughts. 

• Ecosystems will be particulariy vulnerable to dimate change, with around 15 -
40% of spedes potentially feeing extinction after only 2''C of wanning. And 
ocean acidification, a direct result of rising carbon dioxide levels, will have 
major effects on marine ecosystems, with possible adverse consequences on 
fish stocks. 

e 

All <^nges in global mean b^npexaAure are expressed relative to pre-industrial tevels (1750 -1850). 
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The damages from climate change wiii accelerate as the worid ge^ warmer. 

Higher temperatures will increase the chance of triggering abrupt and large-scafe 
changes. 

• Warming may induce sudden shifts in regional weather pattems such as the 
monsoon rains in South Asia or the El Nif̂ o phenonnenon - changes that 
would have severe consequences fer water availabilhy and flooding in tropical 
regions and threaten the livelihoods of millions of people. 

• A number of studies suggest that the Amazon rainferest could be vulnerabfe 
to dimate change, with nnodels projecting significant drying in this region. One 
model, for example, finds that the Amazon rainferest coukj be significantly, 
and possibly irrevocably, damaged by a warming of 2 - dX. 

• The melting or collapse of ice sheets would eventually threaten land whi(^ 
today is home to 1 in every 20 people. 

While there is much to learn about these risks, the temperatures that may result from 
unabated climate change will teke the worid outside the range of human experience. 
This points to the possibility of very damaging consequences. 

The impacts of climate change are not evenly distributed - the poorest 
countries and people will suffer earliest and most And if and when tfie 
damages appear it wiii be too late to reverse the process. Thus we are forced 
to look a long way aitead. 

Ciimate change is a grave threat to the developing worid and a major dsstede to 
continued poverty reduction across its many dimensions. First, developing regions 
are at a geographic disadvantege: they are already warmer, on average, than 
developed regions, and they also suffer from high rainfall variability. As a r^ult, 
further warming will bring poor countries high costs and few benefits. Second, 
developing countries - in particular the poorest - are heavily dependent on 
agriculture, the most climate-sensitive of all economic sectors, and suffer from 
inadequate health provision and low-quality public services. Third, their low incomes 
and vulnerabilities make adaptetion to climate change particulariy difficult. 

Because of these vulnerabilities, climate change is likely to reduce further already 
low incomes and increase illness and death rates in developing counto'es. Falling 
farm incomes will increase poverty and reduce the ability of households to invest in a 
better future, forcing them to use up meagre savings just to survive. At a national 
level, climate change will cut revenues and raise spending needs, worsening public 
finances. 

Many developing counbies are already stmggflng to cope with ^eir current ciimate. 
Climatic shocks cause setbacks to economic and sodal developnnent in developing 
countries today even with temperature increases of less than VC. The impacte of 
unabated climate change, - that Is, Increases of 3 or 4*̂ 0 and upwards - will be to 
increase the risks and costs of these events very powerfully. 

Impacts on this scale could spill over national borders, exacerbating the damage 
further. Rising sea levels and other dimate-driven changes couki drive millions of 
people to migrate: more than a fHth of Bangladesh could be under water with a i m 
rise in sea levels, which is a possttHlity by the end of the century. Climate-related 
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shocks have spartted violent conflict in the past, and conflict Is a serious risk in areas 
such as West Africa, the Nile Basin and Central Asia. 

Climate change may Initially have small posith/e effects for a few developed 
countnes, but is lilieiy to be very damaging for the much higher temperature 
increases expected by mid- to late-century under BAU scenarios. 

In higher latitude regfens, such as Canada. Russia and Scandinavia, climate change 
may lead to net benefits for temperature increases of 2 or 3^C, through higher 
agricultural yields, lower winter mortelity, lower heating requirements, and a possible 
boost to tourism. But these regions will also experience the most rapid rates of 
wamiing, damaging infrastructure, human health, local Ih/elihoods and biodiversity. 

Developed countries in lower latitudes will be more vulnerable - fer example, water 
availability and crop yields in southem Europe are expected to decline by 20% with a 
2''C Increase in global temperatures. Regions where water is already scarce will fece 
serious difficulties and grovinng costs. 

The increased costs of damage from extreme weather (storms, hurricanes, typhoons, 
floods, droughts, and heat waves) counteract some eariy benefits of dimate change 
and will Increase rapidly at higher temperatures. Based on simple extrapolatfens, 
coste of extreme weather alone could reach 0.5 - 1 % of worid GDP per annum by the 
middle of the century, and will keep rising if the worid continues to wami. 

• A 5 or 10% increase in hurricane wind speed, linked to rising sea 
temperatures, is predicted approxinr^tely to double annual damage costs, in 
the USA. 

• In the UK, annual flood tosses alone could increase from 0.1% of GDP today 
to 0.2 - 0.4% of GDP once the increase in global average temperatures 
reaches 3 or 4*C. 

• Heat waves like that experienced in 2003 in Europe, when 35,000 people 
died and agricultural losses reached $15 billion, will be commonplace by the 
middle of the century. 

At higher temperatures, developed economies fece a growing risk of large-scale 
shocks - for example, the rising costs of extreme weather events coukJ affect global 
fmancial markets through higher and more volatile costs of insurance. 

Integrated assessment models provide a tool for estimating the toUii impact on 
the economy; our estimates suggest that Utis is l ik^y to be higher than 
previously suggested. 

The second approach to examining the risks and costs of climate change adopted in 
the Review is to use integrated assessment models to provide aggregate monetery 
estimates. 

Fonnal modelling of the overall impact of dimate change in monetery terms is a 
formidable challenge, and the limitetions to modelling the world over two centuries or 
more demand great caution In Interpreting resulte. However, as we have explained, 
the lags from action to effect are very long and the quantitetive analysis needed to 
inform action will depend on such long-range modelling exercises. The monetery 
impacts of climate change are now expected to be more serious than many eariier 
studies suggested, not least because those studies tended to exclude some of the 
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most uncertain but potentially most damaging impacts. Thanks to recent advances in 
the science, it is now possible to examine these risks more directly, using 
probabilities. 

Most formal modelling in the past has used as a sterting point a scenario of 2-3'*C 
wanning. In this temperature range, the cost of dimate change could be equivafent to 
a permanent loss of around 0-3% in global worid output compared with what could 
have been achieved in a worid without climate change. Devekaping countries will 
suffer even higher costs. 

However, those eariier models were too optimistic about wanning: more recent 
evidence indicates that temperatore changes resulting from BAU trends in emissions 
may exceed 2-3*0 by the end of this century. This increases the likelihood of a wider 
range of impacts than previously considered. Many of these impacts, such as abrupt 
and large-scale climate change, are more difficult to quantify. With S-ê C wanning -
which is a real possibility for the next century - existing nriodels that include the risk of 
abnjpt and large-scale dimate change estimate an average 5-10% loss in global 
GDP, with poor counbies suffering coste in excess of 10% of GDP. Further, there Is 
some evidence of small but significant risks of temperature rises even above this 
range. Such temperatore increases would teke us into territory unknown to human 
experience and involve radical changes In the worid around us. 

With such possibilities on the horizon, it was dear that the modelling frameworic used 
by this Review had to be built around the economics of risk. Averaging across 
possibilities conceals risks. The risks of outcomes much worse than expected are 
very real and they could be catestrophic. Policy on climate change Is in large 
measure about reducing these risks. They cannot be fully eliminated, but they can 
be substantially reduced. Such a modelling frameworic has to teke into account 
ethical judgements on the distribution of income and on how to treat future 
generations. 

The analysis shouW not focus only on nan^w measures of income like GDP. The 
consequences of climate change for health and for the environment are likely to be 
severe. Overall comparison of different strategies will Include evaluation of these 
consequences too. Again, difficult conceptual, ethical and measurement issues are 
involved, and the results have to be boated with due circumspection. 

The Review uses the results from one particular model, PAGE2002, to illustrate how 
the estimates derived from these integrated assessment models change in response 
to updated scientific evidence on the probabilities atteched to degrees of temperature 
rise. The choice of model was guided by our desire to analyse risks explicitly - this is 
one of the very few models that would allow that exerdse. Further, its underlying 
assumptions span the range of previous stodies. We have used this model with one 
set of data consistent with the climate predictions of the 2001 report of tiie 
Intergovemmentet Panel on Climate Change, and with one set that includes a small 
increase in the amplifying feedk)ad($ in the climate system. This increase Illustrates 
one area of the increased risks of climate change that have appeared in the peer-
reviewed scientific literatore published since 2001. 

We have also considered how the application of appropriate discount rates, 
assumptions about the equity weighting atteched to the valuation of impacte in poor 
countries, and estimates of the impacte on mortelity and the environment would 
increase the estimated economic coste of climate change. 
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Using this model, and including those elemente of the analysis tiiat can be 
incorporated at the moment, we estimate the total cost over tiie next two centuries of 
dimate change associated under BAU emissions invoh/es impacte and risks that are 
equK/alent to an average reduction in global per-caplte consumption of at least 5%, 
now and forever. V\^ile this cost estimate is already sb-ikingly high, it also leaves out 
much tiiat Is importent. 

The cost of BAU would increase still further, were the model systematically to teke 
account of three importent factors: 

• First, Including direct Impacte on the environment and human health 
(sometimes called *non-market' impacts) Increases our estimate of the totel 
cost of climate change on tiiis path from 5% to 11% of global per-capite 
consumption. There are difficult analytical and ethical issues of measurement 
here. The methods used in this model are feirly conservative In the value tiiey 
assign to these impacte. 

• Second, some recent scientific evidence Indicates that the climate system 
may be more responsive to greenhouse-gas emissions than previously 
tiiought, for example because of the existence of amplltying feedbacks such 
as the release of methane and weakening of carbon sinks. Our estimates, 
based on modelling a limited increase in this responsiveness, indicate that the 
potential scate of tiie dimate response could Increase the cost of dinrrate 
change on the BAU patii from 5% to 7% of global consumption, or from 11% 
to 14% if the non-mari(et impacts described above are included. 

• Third, a disproportionate share of the climate-change burden fells on poor 
regions of tiie world. If we weight this unequal burden appropriately, the 
estimated global cost of climate change at 5-6X warming could be more than 
one-quarter higher than without such weighte. 

Putting these additional fectors togetiier would increase the totel cost of BAU dimate 
change to the equivalent of around a 20% reduction In consumption per head, now 
and Into tiie future. 

In sumnnary, analyses tiiat teke into account the full ranges of botii impacte and 
possible outcomes - that Is, that employ the basic economics of risk - suggest that 
BAU dimate change will reduce welfere by an amount equivalent to a reduc:tion in 
consumption per head of between 5 and 20%. Taking account of tiie Increasing 
scientific evidenĉ e of greater risks, of aversion to the possibilities of catesbrophe, and 
of a broader approach to tiie consequences tiian implied by narrow output measures, 
the appropriate estimate is likely to be in tite upper part of tills range. 

Economic forecasting over just a few years Is a difHcult and impredse tesk. The 
analysis of climate change requires, by ite nature, that we look out over 50,100. 200 
years and more. Any such modelling requires caution and humility, and the resulte 
are specific to the model and its assumptions. They should not be endowed with a 
precision and certeinty that Is simply impossible to achieve. Furtiier, some of tiie big 
uncerteinties in tiie science and the economics concem the areas we know least 
about (for example, the impacte of very high temperatores), and for good reason -
this is unknown tenitory. The main message from these models is that when we try to 
teke due account of tiie upside risks and uncerteinties, tiie probability-weighted coste 
look very terge. Much (but not all) of the risk can be reduced through a strong 
mitigation policy, and we argue that tiiis can be achieved at a far lower cost than 
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those calculated for the impacte. in this sense, mitigation is a highly productive 
investment. 

Emissions have been, and continue to be, driven by economic growth; yet 
stabilisation of greenhouse-gas concentrations in the atmosphere Is feasible 
and consistent whh continued growth. 

CO2 emissions per head have been strongly correlated with GDP per head. As a 
result, since 1850, North America and Europe have produced around 70% of all the 
CO2 emissions due to energy production, while developing countries have accounted 
for less than one quarter. Most fotore emissions growth will come from today's 
developing countries, because of their more rapid population and GDP growth and 
their increasing share of energy-intensh/e industries. 

Yet despite the historical pattern and the BAU projections, the worid does not need to 
choose between averting climate change and promoting growtii and devetopment. 
Changes in energy technologies and the structore of economies have reduced the 
responsiveness of emissions to income growth, particulariy in some of the richest 
countries. With strong, deliberate policy choices, it is possible to 'decarbonise' botii 
developed and developing economies on the scale required for climate stebilisation, 
while malntelning economk: growth in both. 

Stebilisation - at whatever level - requires that annual emissions be brought down to 
the level tiiat balances the Earth's natural capacity to remove greenhouse gases 
from the atmosphere. The longer emissions remain above this level, the higher the 
final stebilisation level. In the. long term, annual global emissions will need to be 
reduced to below 5 GtC02e, the level that the eartti can absoris without adding to the 
concentration of GHGs in the atmosphere. This is more than 80% below the 
absolute level of current annual emissions. 

This Review has focused on the feasibility and coste of stebilisation of greenhouse 
gas concentiations in the atmosphere in the range of 450-550ppm C02e. 

Stebilising at or below 550ppm COZB would require global emissfens to peak in the 
next 10-20 years, and tiien fall at a rate of at least 1 - 3% per year. The range of 
paths is illustrated in Figure 3. By 2050, global emissions would need to be around 
25% below cun-ent levels. These cute will have to be made in the context of a worid 
economy in 2050 that may be 3 - 4 times larger than today - so emissions per unit of 
GDP would need to be just one quarter of current levels by 2050. 

To stabilise at 450ppm C02e, without overshooting, global emissions wouki need to 
peak in the next 10 years and then fell at more than 5% per year, reaching 70% 
below current levels by 2050. 

Theoretically it might be possible to "overshoot" by allowing the atmospheric GHG 
concentration to peak above tiie stebilisation level and tiien fell, but tills would be 
both practically very difficult and very unwise. Overshooting paths involve greater 
risks, as temperatures will also rise rapidly and peak at a higher level for many 
decades before felling back down. Also, overshooting requires that emissfens 
subsequentiy be reduced to extremely low levels, below tiie level of natural carison 
absorption, which may not be feasible. Furthemnore, If the high temperatures were to 
weaken the capadty of the Earth to absori? carbon - as becomes more likely with 
overshooting - future emissions would need to be cut even more rapidly to hit any 
given stebilisation terget for atmospheric concentration. 
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Figure 3 lilustrafive emissions paths to stabilise at 550ppm COje. 

The figure beW shows six illustrative paths to stabllteatton at 550ppm Cp2e. The rates of emissions 
cuts gh<en In the legend are the maximum 10-year average rate df.decline of global emisstoris. The 
figure shows that delaying emissions cuts (shifting the peak to tiie right) means that emissions must be 
reduced nnore rapidly to achieve the sanie stabilisafion goal The rate of emissibhs cuts is also very 
sensitive to the height of the peak. For example, if emisskiris peak at 48 &00^ rather than 52 GtCOz in 
2020, the rate of cuts te reduced from 2.5%/yr to 1.5%/yr. 
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Soume: Reproduced by ttie Stem Review.beised on Meinshausen, M- ( ^ 8 ) : "What doesa 2''C target 
mean for greenhouse gas concentrations? A brief analysis based on tntjiKirgaS ernission pathways and 
several climate sensitivHy uncertainty estimates'. Avoiding dangerous dimate diahge, in H.J. 
Schellnhuber et al. (eds.), Cambridge: Cambridge Unh/ersRy Press, pp.265 - 280. 

Achieving these deep cuts In emissions will have a cost TTie Review estimates 
the annual costs of stabilisation at 500-550ppm COgS to be around 1% of GDP 
by 2050 - a level that is significant but manageable. 

Reversing the historical trend in emissions growtii. and achieving cute of 25% or 
more against today's levels is a major chalfenge. Costs will be incunred as the worid 
shifte from a high-carbon to a low-carit}on trajectory. But there will also be business 
opportunities as the markete for low-cariDon, high-efficiency goods and services 
expand. 

Greenhouse-gas emissions can be cut in four ways. Coste will differ considerably 
depending on which combinatfen of tiiese methods is used, and in which sector 

• Reducing demand for emisstons-intensive goods and services 

• Increased efficiency, which can save txith money and emissions 

• Action on non-energy emissions, such as avoiding deforestation 

• Switching to lower-carbon technologies for power, heat and transport 
Estimating the costs of these changes can be done in two ways. One is to look at the 
resource coste of measures, Including tiie introduction of low-carbon technologies 
and changes in land use, compared with the coste of the BAU altemative. This 
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provides an upper bound on costs, as it does not teke account of opportunities to 
respond involving reductions in demand for high-carison goods and sen/ices. 

The second is to use macroeconomk; models to explore the system^de effecte of 
the transitfen to a low-carbon energy economy. These can be usefol in tracking the 
dynamic interactions of different fectors over time, including the response of 
economies to changes in prices. But they can be complex, with tiieir resulte affected 
by a whole range of assumptions. 

On the basis of tiiese two methods, central estimate is that stebilisation of 
greenhouse gases at levels of 500-550ppm COse will cost, on average, around 1% of 
annual gfebal GDP by 2050. This is signifrcant, but is fully consistent with continued 
growth and development, in contrast with unabated climate change, which will 
eventually pose signifrcant threate to growth. 

Resource cost estimates suggest tiiat an upper bound for the expected annual 
cost of emissions reductions consistent with a trajectory leading to 
stabilisation at SSOppm CO^ Is illieiy to de around 1% of GDP by 2050. 

This F̂ eview has considered in deteil the potential for, and coste of, technotogles and 
measures to cut emissions across different sectors. As with the impacte of dimate 
change, this is subject to importent uncerteinties. These include the difficulties of 
estimating the coste of technologies several decades into the fotore, as well as the 
way in which fossil-foel prices evolve in the fotore. It is also hard to know how people 
will respond to price changes. 

The precise evolution of the mitigation effort, and the composition across sectors of 
emissions reductions, will therefore depend on all tiiese fectors. But it is posslbfe to 
make a central projection of coste across a portfolio of likely options, subject to a 
range. 

The technical potential for efTidency improvemente to reduce emissions and coste is 
substantial. Over the past century, efficiency In energy supply improved ten-fold or 
more in developed counties, and the possibilities for forther gains are fer from being 
exhausted. Studies by the Intemational Energy Agency show that, by 2050, energy 
efficiency has tiie potential to be the biggest single source of emissions savings In 
the energy sector. This would have both environmentel and economic benefite: 
energy-efficiency measures cut waste and often save money. 

Non-energy emissions make up one-third of totel greenhouse-gas emissions; action 
here will make an importent conb1butk)n. A substantial body of evidence suggeste 
tiiat action to prevent forther deforestetion would be relatively cheap compared with 
other types of mitigation, if the right polrcies and institutional stî uctores are put in 
place. 

Large-scale upteke of a range of dean power, heat, and transport technologies Is 
required for radical emission cute in the medium to long term. The power sector 
around the worid will have to be least 60%. and perhaps as mudi as 75%, 
decarbonised by 2050 to stebllise at or below 550ppm C02e. Deep cute in the 
transport sector are likely to be more difficult In tiie shorter term, but will ultimately be 
needed. While many of the technologies to achieve this already ê dst, the priority is to 
bring down their coste so that they are competitive with fossil-foel altematives under 
a cari?on-pricing policy regime. 
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A portfolio of technologies will be required to stebllise emissions. It is highly unlikely 
that any single technology will deliver all the necessary emission savings, because all 
technologies are subject to constiainte of some kind, and because of the wde range 
of activities and sectors tiiat generate greenhouse-gas emissions. ft is also 
uncertein which technologies will tum out to be cheapest. Hence a f)ortfelio will be 
required for low-cost abatement. 

The shift to a low-carbon global economy will teke place against the background of 
an abundant supply of fossil fuels. That is to say, the stocks of hydrocarbons that are 
profitebie to extract (under current policies) are more than enough to teke the world 
to levels of greenhouse-gas concentrations well beyond 750ppm C02e, with very 
dangerous consequences. Indeed, under BAU, energy users are likely to switoh 
towards more carbon-intensive coal and oil shales, increasing rates of emissions 
growth. 

Even with very strong expansion of tiie use of renewable energy and other low-
carbon energy sources, hydrocarbons may still make over half of global energy 
supply in 2050. Extensive carbon capture and storage would allow this continued 
use of fossil fuels without damage to the atinosphere, and also guard against the 
danger of strong climate-change policy being undermined at some stege by fells in 
fossil-foel prices. 

Estimates based on the likely coste of these methods of emissions reduction show 
that the annual coste of stebilising at around 550ppm COze are likely to be around 
1% of global GDP by 2050, with a range from - 1 % (net gains) to +3.5% of GDP. 

Looking at broader macroeconomic models confirms these estimates. 

The second approach adopted by the Revfew was based comparisons of a broad 
range of macro-economic model estimates (such as that presented in Figure 4 
below). This comparison found that the costs for stet^iisation at 500-550ppm COae 
were centî ed on 1% of GDP by 2050. with a range of -2% to +5% of GDP. The 
range reflecte a number of fectors, including the pace of technological innovation and 
tiie effidenc^ with which pol'rcy is applied across the globe: ttie fester the innovatk>n 
and the greater the efficiency, the lower the cost These fectors can be Influenced by 
policy. 

The average expected cost is likely to remain around 1% of GDP from mid-century, 
but the range of estimates around the 1% diverges sti'ongly thereafter, with some 
felling and others rising sharply by 2100, reflecting the greater uncertelnty about the 
coste of seeking out ever more Innovative methods of mitigation. 
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• Figure 4 IModel cost projections scatter plot 
Coste of CO2 reductions as a fraction of world GDP against level of reduction 

l l 
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IMCP dalaset - post-SRES dataset Vt/RI dataset (liSA only) 

Source: Barker. T., M.S. QureshI and J. Kbhler (2006): The costs of greenhouse-gas mitigation with 
induced technological change: A Meta-Analysis of estimates bi the literature'. 4CMR, Cambridge Centre 
for Climate Change Mitigation Research, Cambridge: University of Cambridge. 

A broad range of modelllr^ stodies, which indude exerdses underteken by tiie IMCP, EMF 
and USCCSP as well at wbric commissbned by ttie IPCC, show that costs for 2050 con^tent 
with an ernissk>ns trajectory leading to stebilisation at around 500-550ppm C02e are 
dustered in tiie range of -2% to 5% of GDP, with an average around 1% of GDP. The range 
reflects uncerteinties over the scale of mitigation required, the pace of technological 
innovation and the degree of poii^ flexibility. 

The figure above uses Baricer's combined three-model dataset to show the reduction In 
annual Gpz emisstons from tiie baseline and the assodated changes in world GDP. The vyide 
range of model results reflects the design of the models and the .choice erf assumptions 
induded vi/ithin tiiem, which itself reflects uncertainties and differing approaches inhererit in' 
projedlhg the future. This shows that the full range of estimates drawn fronfi a varied of 
stabilisation paths and years extends fitim -4% of GDP (that Is, net gains) to +15% of GDP 
costs, but this mainly reflects outlying studies; most estimates are still centi^ around 1% of 
GDP. in partkxjlar, tiie models an-|vlng at higher cost estimates make assumptions about 
technological progress that are very pessimistic by historical stendards. 

Stabilisation at 450ppm C02e is already almost out of reach, gh/en that we are likety 
to reach this level within ten years and that there are real difficulties of making the 
sharp reductions required with current and foreseeable technologies. Coste rise 
significantiy as mitigation efforte become more ambitious or sudden. Efforte to 
reduce emissions rapidly are likely to be very costly. 

An important corollary is that tiiere is a high price to delay. Delay in taking action on 
climate change would make it necessary to accept both more climate change and, 
eventually, higher mitigation coste. Weak action in the next 10-20 years would put 
stebilisation even at 550ppm COze beyond reach - and this level is already 
associated with significant risks. 
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The transition to a /ow-cardon economy will bring challenges for 
competitiveness but also opportunities for growth. 

Coste of mitigation of around 1% of GDP are small relative to the coste and risks of 
climate change that will be avoided. However, fer some countries and some sectors, 
the costs will be higher. There may be some impacts on the competitiveness of a 
small number of internationally traded producte and processes. These should not be 
overestimated, and can be reduced or efimlnated if countries or sectors act together; 
nevertiieless, there will be a transition to be managed. For the economy as a whole, 
there will be benefits from innovation that will ofteet some of these coste. All 
economies undergo continuous sbuctural change; the most successfol economies 
are those that have the flexibility and dynamism to embrace the change. 

There are also significant new opportunities across a wide range of industries and 
services. Markete for low-carbon energy producte are likely to be worth at least 
$500bn per year by 2050, and perhaps much more. Individual companfes and 
countries should position themselves to teke advantege of these opportonities. 

Climate-change policy can help to root out existing inefficiencfes. At the company 
level, implementing climate policies may draw attention to money-saving 
opportunities. At the economy-wide level, climate-change policy may be a lever for 
reforming inefttcient energy systems and removing distorting energy subsklies, on 
which governmente around the world currentiy spend around $250bn a year. 

Polides on climate change can also help to achieve other objectives. These co-
benefits can significantly reduce tiie overall cost to the economy of redudng 
greenhouse-gas emissions. If climate policy is designed well, It can, for example, 
conti'ibute to redudng ill-health and mortality from air pollution, and to preserving 
foreste that contain a significant proportion ofthe worid's btodiversity. 

National objectives for energy security can also be pursued alongside climate change 
objectives. Energy efficiency and diversification of energy sources and supplies 
support energy security, as do clear long-term policy fiameworits fer investors in 
power generation. Carbon captore and storage is essential to maintein tiie role of 
coal in providing secure and reliable energy for many economies. 

Reducing tite expected adverse impacts of climate change is therefore botii 
highly desirable and feasible. 

This conclusion follows fi'om a comparison of the above estimates of tiie coste of 
mitigation with the high coste of inaction described from our first two nnethods (the 
aggregated and the disaggregated) of assessing the risks and coste of climate 
change impacts. 

The third approach to analysing the costs and benefite of action on climate change 
adopted by tiiis Review compares the marginal costs of abatement with the sodal 
cost of carbon. This approach compares estimates of the changes in the expected 
benefite and coste over time from a llttfe extra reductton in emissions, and avoids 
large-scale formal economic models. 

Preliminary calculations adopting the approach to valuation teken in this Review 
suggest that the social cost of carbon today, if we remain on a BAU trajectory, is of 
the order of $85 per tonne of CO2 - higher than typical numbers in the literature, 
largely because we treat risk explicitly and incorporate recent evidence on the risks, 
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but nevertheless well within the range of published estimates. This number Is well 
above marginal abatement coste in many sectors. Comparing ttie social coste of 
carison on a BAU trajectory and on a patti towards stabilisation at 550ppm C02e, we 
estimate the excess of benefite over costs. In net present value terms, fixmn 
implementing stî ong mitigation pollc'ies this year, shifting ttie worid onto ttie better 
path: the net benefite would be of the order of $2.5 tilllfen. This figure will increase 
over time. This is not an estimate of net benefits occurring in this year, but a measure 
of the benefits tiiat could fiow from actions teken this year; many of the coste and 
benefits would be in the medium to long term. 

Even if we have sensible policies in place, tiie social cost of carbon vinll also rise 
steadily over time, making more and more technological options for mitigation cost-
effective. This does not mean that consumers will always fece rising prices for the 
goods and sen/lces that they currently enjoy, as innovation driven by strong policy 
will ultimately reduce the carison intensity of our economies, and consumers will then 
see reductions in the prices that they pay as few-carbon technologies matore. 

The three approaches to the analysis of the coste of dimate <^ange used in the 
Review all point to the desirability of strong action, given estimates of the coste of 
action on mitigation. But how much action? The Review goes on to examine the 
economics of tills question. 

The current evidence suggeste aiming fer stebilisation somewhere within the range 
450 - 550ppm COje. Anything higher would substentially increase the risks of very 
harmfol impacts while reducing the expected coste of mitigation by comparatively 
little. Aiming for the lower end of this range would mean that the coste of mitigation 
would be likely to rise rapidly. Anything lower would certainly impose very high 
adjustment costs in the near term for small gains and might not even be feasible, n^ 
least because of past delays in teking strong action. 

Unceriainty is an argument for a nnore. not less, demanding goal, because of the size 
of the adverse climate-change impacte in the worst-case scenarios. 

The ultimate concentiation of greenhouse gases determines the trajectory for 
estimates of the social cost of carbon; these also reflect the particular ethical 
judgemente and approach to the treatment of uncertelnty embodied in the modelling. 
Preliminary work for this Review suggests tiiat. If the terget were bebiveen 450-
550ppm C02e, then the social cost of carbon would stert in the region of $25-30 per 
tonne of CO2 - around one third of the level if the worid steys with BAU. 

The social cost of carixin is likely to increase steadily over time because marginal 
damages increase with the stock of GHGs in the atmosphere, and that stock rises 
over time. Policy shoutel therefore ensure tiiat abatement efforte at the margin also 
intensify over time. But it should also foster the development of technology that can 
drive down the average costs of abatement; although pricing cari>on. by itself, will not 
be sufficient to bring forth all the necessary Innovation, particulariy in the early years.. 

The first half of the Review therefore demonsti'ates tiiat stiong action on dimate 
change, including both mitigation and adaptetfen, is worthwhile, and suggeste 
appropriate goals for climate-change policy. 

The second half of the Review examines the appropriate form of such policy, and 
how it can be placed within a fi'amewortc of intemational collecth/e action. 
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Policy to reduce emissions should be t>ased on three essential elements: 
cartmn pricing, technology policy, and removal of ijarners to behavioural 
change. 

There are complex challenges in reducing greenhouse-gas emissions. Policy 
frameworlcs must deal witii long time horizons and with interadions with a range of 
other maricet impertections and dynamics. 

A shared understending of the long-tenm goals for stebilisation Is a cmdal guide to 
policy-making on climate change: it narrows down strongly the range of accepteble 
emissions paths. But from year to year, fiexibility in what, where and when reductions 
are made will reduce the costs of meeting tiiese stebilisation goals. 

Policies should adapt to changing circumstences as the coste and benefite of 
responding to dimate change become clearer over time. They should also build on 
diverse national conditions and approaches to policy-making. But the strong links 
between current actions and the long-temn goal should be at tiie forefront of polrcy. 

Three elemente of policy for mitigation are essential: a carison price, technology 
policy, and the removal of barriere to behavioural change. Leaving out any one of 
these elements will significantly increase the coste of action. 

Estat>ilshing a cart>on price, through tax, trading or regulation, is an essential 
foundation for climate-change policy. 

The first element of polrcy is cartion pridng. Greenhouse gases are. In economic 
terms, an extemality: those who produce greenhouse-gas emissions are bringing 
about climate change, ttiereby imposing costs on the worid and on foture 
generations, but they do not fece the foil consequences of their actons themselves. 

Putting an appropriate price on carixin - explicitiy through tax or trading, or implidtly 
through regulation - means that people are feced with the foil social cost of their 
actions. This will lead individuals and businesses to switch away from high-carbon 
goods and services, and to invest In low-carbon alternatives. Economic efficiency 
polnte to the advantages of a common global carbon price: emissions reductions will 
tiien teke place wherever they are cheapest. 

The choice of polrcy tool will depend on countries' national circumstences. on the 
characteristics of particular sectors, and on the interaction between climate-change 
policy and other policies. Polides also have importent differences in their 
consequences for the distributfen of coste across individuals, and their impact on the 
public finances. Taxation has the advantege of delivering a steady fiow of revenue, 
while. In the case of tiading, increasing the use of auctioning is likely to have strong 
benefite for efficiency, for distribution and for the public finances. Some 
administrations may choose to focus on trading initiatives, others on taxation or 
regulation, and others on a mix of policies. And their choices may vary across 
sectors. 

Trading schemes can be an effective way to equalise cart)on prices across countries 
and sectors, and tiie EU Emissions Trading Scheme is now the centrepiece of 
European efforte to cut emissions. To reap the benefite of emissfens trading, 
schemes must provide incentives for a flexible and effident response. Broadening 
the scope of trading schemes will tend to lower coste and reduce volatility. Clarity 
and predictebility about the future rules and shape of schemes will help to build 
confidence in a foture carbon price. 
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In order to influence behaviour and investinent decisions, investors and consumers 
must believe that the carison price will be malnteined into the foture. This is 
particularly importent for investmente in long-lived capital stock. Investmente such as 
power stations, buildings, industrial plants and aircraft last for many decades. If there 
is a lack of confidence ttiat climate change policfes will persist, then businesses may 
not fector a cariDon price into tiieir decision-making. The resuft may be 
overinvestment in long-lh/ed, high-carbon infrastructure - which will make emissions 
cuts later on much more expensive and difflcult. 

But esteblishing credibility tekes time. The next 10 to 20 years will be a period of 
transition, from a worid where cart)on-pricing schemes are In their Jnfen^, to one 
where cartoon pricing is universal and is automatically fectored Into decision making. 
In this ti-ansitional period, while the credibility of policy \s still being esteblished and 
the intemational firamework is teking shape, it is critical that governmente consider 
how to avoid the risks of locking Into a high-carbon infrastiructore, Induding 
considering whether any additional measures may be justified to reduce the risks. 

Policies are required to support the development of a range aflow-carbon and 
high-efficiency technologies on an urgent timescaie. 

The second element of climate-change policy is technology polk:yr covering the full 
spectaim from research and development, to demonstiatfen and eariy stage 
deployment. The development and deployment of a wide range of low-caritX7n 
technologies is essential In achieving the deep cute in emissions that are needed. 
The private sector plays the major rote in R&D and technology diffosion, but closer 
collaboration between government and industry will forther stimulate the 
development of a broad portfolio of bw cartoon technologies and reduce coste. 

Many bw-carî on technologies are currently more expensive than the fossil-foel 
altematives. But experience shows that the coste of technologies fell with scate and 
experience, as shown in Figure 5 below. 

Carbon pricing gives an incenth/e to Invest in new technologies to reduce cart)on; 
indeed, without it, there is Utile reason to make such Investinente. But Investing In 
new lower-cari3on technologies canies risks. Companies may wony that they will not 
have a maricet for their new product if cariion-pricing policy Is not malnteined into tiie 
foture. And tiie knowledge gained fi^m research and development Is a public good; 
companies may under-invest in projepte witii a big social payoff if they fear they will 
be unable to captore the foil benefits. Thus there are good economic reasons to 
promote new technology directiy. 

Public spending on research, development and demonstration has fellen significantly 
in the last two decades and is now bw relative to other industries. There are likely 
to be high retums to a doubling of investmente in this area to around $20 billion per 
annum globally, to support the development of a diverse portfolio of technologies. 
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Figure 5: The coste of technologies are likely to fall oyer t l j ^ 
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Historical experience of both fossil-fuel and low-carbon technologies shows tiiat as scale increases, 
costs tend to fall. Economists have fitted 'teaming curves' to costs date to estimate the size of tiie e ^ ^ 
An illustrative cun^e is shown above for a new electridty^eneratlon technology; the technology is 
initially much more expensive .ttian ttie esteblished alternative, but as its scale Increases, tite costs tell, 
and beyond Point A it becomes cheaper. Work by the Intemational Energy Agency and otiiers shows 
that such relationships hold for a range of different energy technologies. 

A number of factors explain tliis. induding the effects of teaming and economleB of scate. But the 
relafionship is more complex than the figure suggests. Step-change improvemente in a technology mldht 
accelerate progress, while constraints such as the availability i>t land or materials could result in 
increasing" marginal costs. 

In some sectors - particulariy electridty generation, where new technologies can 
struggle to gain a foothold - polides to support the maricet for eariy-stage 
technologies will be critical. The Review argues that the scale of existing deployment 
Incentives woridwide shouki increase by W/o to five times, from the cun-ent level of 
around $34 billion per annum. Such measures will be a powerfol motivation for 
Innovation across the private sector to bring foro/ard the range of technologies 
needed. 

The removal of barriers to behavioural change Is a third essential elem^mt, one 
that is particularly important in encouraging the take-up of opportunities for 
energy efficiency. 

The third element is the removal of baniers to behavioural change. Even where 
measures to reduce emissions are cost-effective, there may be barriers preventing 
action. These include a lack of reliable informatbn, transaction costs, and 
behavioural and organisational inertia. The impact of these bamers can be most 
clearly seen in the fiequent feilure to realise the potential for cost-effective energy 
efflciency measures. 

Regulatory measures can play a powerfol role In cutting through these complexities, 
and providing clarity and certeinty. Minimum stendards for buildings and appliances 
have proved a cost-efi'ective way to improve performance, where price signals alone 
may be too muted to have a significant impact. 

Information policies, including labelling and the sharing of best practice, can help 
consumers and businesses make sound decisions, and stimulate competitive 
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markets for low-carbon and high-efficiency goods and sen/ices. Finandng measures 
can also help, through overcoming possible constraints to paying the upfront cost of 
efficiency improvemente. 

Fostering a shared understending of the nature of climate change, and Ite 
consequences, is critical in shaping behaviour, as well as in underpinning national 
and intemational action. Governments can be a catelyst for dialogue tiirough 
evidence, educatbn, pereuasion and discussbn. Educating those currentiy at sdiool 
about climate change will help to shape and sustein fotore policy-making, and a 
broad pubtic and Intemational debate will support today's policy-makers in teking 
strong action now. 

Adaptation policy is crucial for dealing with the unavoidable impacts of climate 
change, but It has been linder-emp/iasfsetf in many countries. 

Adaptetion is the only response available for the impacte that will occur over the next 
several decades before mitigation measures can have an effect. 

Unlike mitigation, adaptetion will in most cases provide local benefite, realised 
without long lead times. Therefore some adaptetion will occur autonomously, as 
individuals respond to market or environmental changes. Some aspecte of 
adaptetion, such as major Infrastmcture decisions, will require greater foresight and 
planning. There are also sorr^ aspecte of adaptation that require public goods 
delivering global benefite, including Improved Informatbn about the dimate system 
and more climate-resilient crops and technologies. 

Quantitetive information on the coste and benefite of economy-wbe adaptetion is 
cun^ntly limited. Stodies in climate-sensitive sectors point to many adaptetion 
options that will provide benefits in excess of cost. But at higher temperatores, the 
coste of adaptetion will rise sharply and the residual dannages remain large. The 
additional coste of making new infrastructure and buibings resilient to dimate change 
in OECD counbies could be $15 -150 billbn each year (0.05 - 0.5% of GDP). 

The challenge of adaptetion will be particulariy acute in developing counties, where 
greater vulnerability and poverty will limit the capacity to act As in devebped 
countries, the costs are hard to estimate, but are Ittceiy to run into tens of billions of 
dollars. 

Markets that respond to climate Information will stimulate adaptetion among 
individuals and fimns. Risk-based insurance schemes, for example, provide strong 
signals about the size of climate risks and therefore encourage good risk 
management. < 

Governments have a role in providing a policy fiameworic to guide effective 
adaptetion by indh/iduals and fimns in the medium and longer temri. There are four 
key areas: 

• High-quality climate information and tools for risk management will help to 
drive efficient maricete. Improved region^ climate predictions wiii be critical, 
particulariy for rainfell and storm pattems. 

• Land-use planning and performance standards should encourage botii 
private and public Investinent in buiblngs and other long-lived inflastructure 
to teke account of dimate change. 
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• Govemments can conti'ibute through long-term polices for climate-sensitive 
public goods, including natoral resources protection, coastet protection, and 
emergency preparedness. 

• A financial safety net may be required for the poorest In society, who are 
likely to be the most vulnerable to the impacte and least able to afford 
protection (including insurance). 

Susteinable development iteelf brings the diversification, flexibility and human capitel 
which are crucial componente of adaptetion. Indeed, much adaptetion will simply be 
an extension of good development practice - for example, promoting overall 
development, better disaster management and emergency response. Adaptation 
action should be integrated Into development policy and planning at every level. 

An effective response to climate change will depend on creating the conditions 
for international collective action. 

This Review has identified many actions ttiat communities and countries can teke on 
tiieir own to teckle climate change. 

Indeed, many countries, states and companies are already t>eglnning to act 
However, the emissions of most individual countries are small relative to the global 
totel. and very large reductions are required to stebllise greenhouse gas 
concentiations in the atmosphere. Climate change mitigation raises the classic 
problem of the provision of a global public good. It shares key characteristics with 
other environmentel challenges that require the Intemational management of 
common resources to avoid free riding. 

The UN Frameworic Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), Kyoto Protocol and 
a range of other Infomial partiierehips and dialogues provide a frameworic that 
supporte co-operation, and a foundation fi'om which to build forther collective action. 

A shared global perspective on the urgency of the problem and on the long-term 
goals for dimate change policy, and an intemational approach based on multilateral 
frameworks and co-ordinated action, are essential to respond to the scale of the 
challenge. Intemational frameworks for action on climate change should encourage 
and respond to the leadership shown by different counti'ies in different ways, and 
should f^dlltete and motivate the Involvement of all stetes. They should build on the 
prindples of effectiveness, efficiency and equity that have already provided the 
foundations ofthe existing multilateral frameworic. 

The need for action is urgent: demand for energy and transportation is growing 
rapidly in many developing countries, and many developed countries are also due to 
renew a significant proportion of capitel stock. The Investinente made in the next 
10-20 years could lock in very high emissions for the next half-century, or present an 
opportonity to move the worid onto a more susteinable path. 

Intemational co-operatbn must cover all aspecte of policy to reduce emissions -
pricing, technology and the removal of behavioural bamers, as well as action on 
emissions from land use. And it must promote and support adaptation. There are 
significant opportunities for action now, Induding in areas with Immediate economic 
benefits (such as energy efficiency and reduced gas flaring) and in areas where 
large-scab pilot programmes would generate importent experience to guide foture 
negotiations. 
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Agreement on a broad set of mutoal responsibilities across each of tiie relevant 
dimensions of action would contribute to the overall goal of reducing the risks of 
climate change. These responsibilities should teke account of coste and the ability to 
bear them, as well as sterting pointe, prospecte for growth and past histories. 

Securing broad-based and susteined co-operation requires an equltabfe distribution 
of effort across botii developed and developing countiies. There Is no single fonnufe 
that captures all dimensions of equity, but cabulations based on income, historic 
responsibility and per caplte emissions all point to rich countries teking responsibility 
for emissions reductions of 60-80% from 1990 levels by 2050. 

Co-operation can be encouraged and susteined by greater transparency and 
comparability of nationai action. 

Creating a broadly similar carbon price signal around tiie world, and using 
carbon finance to accelerate action In developing countries, are urgmit 
priorities for international co-operaUon. 

A broadly similar price of cart>on Is necessary to keep down tiie overall coste of 
making these reductions, and can be created through tax, trading or regulation. The 
transfer of technologies to developing countiies by the private sector can be 
accelerated through national action and intemational co-operation. 

The Kyoto Protocol has esteblished valuable institotions to underpin intematbnal 
emissions ti-ading. There are strong reasons to build on and leam fi'om tills 
approach. There are opportunities to use the UNFCCC dialogue and the review of 
the efi'ectiveness of ttie Kyoto Protocol, as well as a wide range of infomial 
dialogues, to explore ways to nnove forward. 

Private sector trading schemes are now at the heart of intematbnal flows of cartx)n 
finance. Linking and expanding regbnal and sectoral emissions trading schemes, 
including sub-national and voluntery schemes, requires greater intemational co
operation and the development of appropriate new institutional arrangemente. 

Decisions made now on the third phase of the EU ETS provide an opportunity 
for the scheme to Influence, and become the nucleus of, future global carbon 
markets. 

The EU ETS is ttie worid's largest carbon market The sbucture ofthe third phase of 
the scheme, beyond 2012, is currentiy under debate. TTiis is an opportunity to set out 
a clear, long-term vision to place the scheme at the heart of future global cariion 
markete. 

There are a number of elemente which will contribute to a credible vision fc^ the EU 
ETS. The overall EU limit on emissions should be set at a level that ensures 
scarcity in tiie maricet for emissions allowances, witti stiingent criteria for alfocation 
volumes across all relevant sectors. Cfear and fiequent Infennation on emissions 
during the trading period woub improve tiransparency in the maricet, reducing the 
risks of unnecessary price spikes or of unexpected collapses. 

Clear revision rules covering the basis for allocations in fotore ti'ading periods woub 
create greater predictebility fbr investors. The possibility of banking (and periiaps 
borrowing) emissions allowances between periods could help smootii prices over 
time. 
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Broadening participation to other major industrial sectors, and to sectors such as ^ ^ 
aviation, would help deepen the maricet, and increased use of auctioning would ^ 1 ^ 
promote efficiency. 

Enabling tiie EU ETS to link witii otiier emerging trading schemes (including in the 
USA and Japan), and malntelning and developing mechanisms to allow the use of 
carbon reductions made in developing countries, could improve liqukiity while also 
esteblishing the nucleus of a global carbon market. 

Scaling up flows of carton finance to developing countries to support effective 
policies and programmes for reducing emissions would accelerate the 
transition to a low-carbon economy. 

Developing counti-ies are already teking significant action to decoupb their economic 
growth fix»m the growth in greenhouse gas emissions. For example, China has 
adopted very ambitious domestic goals to reduce energy used fer each unit of GDP 
by 20% fi-om 2006-2010 and to promote the use of renewable energy. India has 
created an Integrated Energy Policy for the same period that includes measures to 
expand access to deaner energy for poor people and to increase energy efficiency. 

The Clean Development Mechanism, created by the Kyoto Protocol, Is currently the 
main fomnal channel for supporting low-carbon investinent in developing countries. It 
allows both governments and the private sector to invest in projecte that reduce 
emissions in fast-growing emerging economies, and provides one way to support 
links between different regional emissions trading schemes. 

In fotore. a transfermation in the scale of, and institotions fer, intemational carbon 
finance flows will be required to support cost-effective emissions reductions. The 
incrementel costs of low-carbon investmente In devebping countries are likely to be 
at least $20-30 billion per year. Providing asslstence with these coste will require a 
major increase in the level of ambition of trading schemes such as the EU ETS. This 
will also require mechanisms that link private-sector carbon finance to polides and 
programmes rather than to individual projects. And it should woric within a context of 
national, regional or sectoral objectives for emissions reductions. These flows will be 
crucial in accelerating prh/ate Investment and national government action in 
devebping countries. 

There are opportunities now to build triJSt and to pilot new approaches to creating 
large-scale flows for Investment in low-carbon development paths. Eariy signals from 
existing emissions trading schemes. Including tiie EU ETS, about the extent to which 
they will accept carbon credlte from developing countries, wouki help to maintein 
continuity during tills important stege of bulbing markete and demonstrating what is 
possible. 

The international Financial Institutions have an importent role to play In accelerating 
this process: the esteblishment of a Clean Energy Investment Framework by the 
World Bank and other muftilateral development banks offers significant potential fer. 
catelysing and scaling up investinent flows. 
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Greater Intemational co-operation to accelerate technological innovation and 
dfffusfon will reduce the costs of mitigation. 

The private sector is the major driver of innovation and the diffusion of technobgies 
around the world. But governmente can help to promote international collaboration to 
overcome barriers in this area, including through fomnal arrangemente and through 
an'angemente tiiat promote public-private co-operation such as the Asia Padfic 
Partnership. Technology co-operation enables the sharing of risks, rewards and 
progress of technology development and enables co-ordination of priorities. 

A global portfolio that emerges from individual natbnal R&D prioriti^ and 
deployment support may not be sufficiently diverse, and is fikely to place too littie 
weight on some technobgies that are particulariy Importent for developing countries, 
such as biomass. 

international R&D co-operation can teke many forms. Coherent urgent and broadly 
based action requires intematbnal understending and co-operation. These may be 
embodied in format multilateral agreemente that albw counti'ies to pool the risks and 
rewards fer major investmente in R&D, including dennonstration projecte and 
dedicated intemational programmes to accelerate key technologies. But formal 
agreemente are only one part of the story - Informal arrangemente for greater co
ordination and enhanced linkages between national programmes can also play a 
very prominent role. 

Both informal and fomnal co-ordination of national policies for deployment support 
can accelerate cost reductions by Increasing the scale of new markete across 
borders. Many countries and US stetes now have specific national objectives and 
policy frameworics to support the deployment of renewable energy technologies. 
Transparency and information-sharing have already helped to boost interest in these 
markets. Exploring the scope for making deployment instrumente tradable across 
borders could increase the effectiveness of support including mobilising the 
resources that will be required to accelerate the widespread deployment of carix»n 
capture and storage and the use of technologies that are particularly appropriate for 
devebping countries. 

intemational co-ordination of regulations and product stendards can be a powerfol 
way to encourage greater energy efficiency. It can raise their cost effecth/eness, 
strengthen the incentives to innovate, Improve transparency, and promote 
intemational trade. 

The reduction of tariff and non-teriff bamere for low-cart>on goods and services, 
induding within the Doha Devebpment Round of intematbnal trade negotiations, 
could provide further opportunities to acceferate the diffosion of key technologies. 

Curbing deforestation is a highly cost-effecthre way of reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions. 

Emissions from deforestation are very significant - they are estin^ted to represent 
more than 18% of global emissions, a share greater than is produced by the gbbal 
transport sector. 

Action to preserve the remaining areas of natoral forest is needed urgently. Large-
scale pilot schemes are required to explore effec^ve approaches to combining 
national action and international support 
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Policies on deforestetion should be shaped and led by the nation where the particular 
forest stends. But those countries should receh/e stix>ng help fiom the International 
community, which benefite from their actions to reduce deforestetion. At a natbnal 
level, defining property righte to forestiand, and detennining the rights and 
responsibilities of landowners, communities and loggers, is key to effective forest 
management This should invoh/e local communities, respect Infomnal righte and 
social structures, woric witii developnnent goals and reinforce the process of 
protecting the foreste. 

Research carried out for this report indicates that the opportunity cost of for^t 
protection in 8 counti'ies responsible for 70 per cent of emissions from land use could 
be around $5 billion per annum initially, although overtime marginal coste would rise. 

Compensation from the intemational community should teke account of the 
opportunity coste of altemative uses of the land, tiie coste of administering and 
enforcing protection, and the challenges of managing the political transition as 
esteblished Intereste are displaced. 

Carbon markete could play an Importent role in providing such incentives in the 
longer term. But there are short-term risks of destebilising the crucial process of 
strengthening existing strong carison maricete if deforestetion is integrated without 
agreennente tiiat strongly increase demand for emissions reductions. These 
agreemente must be based on an underetending of the scale of transfers likely to be 
involved, 

Adaptetion efforte in developing countries must be acc^erated and supported, 
including through intemational development asslstence. 

The poorest developing counti'ies will be hit earliest and hardest by climate change, 
even though they have contributed littie to causing the probfem. Their bw inconnes 
make it difficult to finance adaptation. The intemational community has an obllgatbn 
to support them In adapting to dimate change. Without such support there is a 
serious risk that devebpment progress will be undermined. 

It is for the developing countries themselves to determine their approach to 
adaptetion in the context of their own circumstences and aspirations. Rapid growtii 
and development will enhance countries' ability to adapt The additional coste to 
developing countries of adapting to dimate change could run into tens of billions of 
dollars. 

The scale of tiie challenge makes it more urgent than ever for developed counti'ies to 
honour their existing commitnnente - made in Monteney in 2002, and strengthened at 
EU Councils in June 2005 and at tiie July 2005 G8 Gleneagles Summit - to double 
aid flows by 2010. 

Donors and multilateral development institutions should mainstream and support 
adaptetion across their asslstence to devebping countries. The intemational 
community should also support adaptation through investment In global publrc goods, 
including improved nnonitoring and prediction of climate change, better modelling of 
regional impacte. and the development and deployment of drought- and flood-
reslstent crops. 

e 
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In addition, eflbrte should be increased to bulb public-private partnerships for 
climate-related insurance; and to strengthen mechanisms for improving risk 
management and preparedness, disaster response and refogee resettiement 

Strong and eariy mitigation has a key role to play in limiting tiie long- run coste of 
adaptation. Without ttiis, the coste of adaptetion will rise dramatbaily. 

Building and susteining collective action Is now an urgent challenge. 

The key building bl<x:ks for any collective action include devebping a shared 
understending of tiie tong-tenn goals for climate policy, building effective institoti'ons 
for co-operatbn, and demonsb'ating leadership and working to build ti'ust with others. 

Without a clear perspecth^e on the long-temn goals for stebilisation of greenhouse 
gas concentrations In tiie atinosphere, it is unlikely that action will be suffident to 
meet the objective. 

Action must include mitkjation, innovation and adaptetion. There are many 
opportunities to stert now, induding where tiiere are immediate benefite and where 
large-scale pilot programmes will generate valuable experience. And we have 
already begun to create the Institutions to underpin co-operation. 

The chalfenge is to broaden and deepen partidpation across all tiie refevant 
dimensions of action - induding co-operation to create carbon prices and markete, to 
accelerate innovation and depbyment of low-carbon technobgies, to reverse 
emissions from land-use change and to help poor countries adapt to the vrarst 
impacte of dimate change. 

There is still time to avoid the worst impacte of climate change if strong 
collective action sterte now. 

This Review has focused on the economics of risk and uncertelnty, using a v^de 
range of economic tools to teckle the chalfenges of a global problem which has 
profound long-term implications. Much more woric is required, by sdentlste and 
economiste, to teckle tiie analytical challenges and resoh/e some of tiie uncerteinties 
across a broad front But it is already very dear that the economic risks of inaction 
in the fece of dimate change are very severe. 

There are ways to reduce the risks of climate change. Witti tiie right incentives, the 
private sector will respond and can deliver solutions. The stebilisation of greenhouse 
gas concentrations in the atmosphere Is feasible, at significant but manageable 
costs. 

The policy tools exist to create ttie Incentives required to change investinent pattems 
and move the global economy onto a low-c;arbon path. This must go hand-in-hand 
with increased action to adapt to tiie impacte of the cllnnate change tiiat can no 
longer be avoided. 

Above all, reducing tiie risks of climate change requires collective action. It requires 
co-operation between countries, through international frameworics that support the 
achievement of shared goals. It requires a partnerehip between the public and 
private sector, working witii dvil society and with individuals, ft is still possible to 
avoid the worst Impacte of climate change; but it requires stiong and urgent collective 
action. Delay would be costiy and dangerous. 
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KDHE Denies Sunflower Electric Air Quality Permit 

Rodericlc L. Bremby, Secretary ofthe Kansas Department of Health and Environment 
(KDHE), announced today that he has denied the air quality pennit for the two proposed 
700-megawdtt generators at the Sunflower Electric Power Corporation plant near Holcomb. 

"After careful consideration of my responsibility to protect the public health and environment 
from actual, threatened or potential harm from air pollution, I have decided to deny tte 
Sunflower Electric Power Corporation application for an air quality pemnit," said Br^Dby. 

In making his decision, Bremby cited the authority provided to the Secretary of KDHE in 
K.S.A. 65-3008 and K.S.A. 65-3008a, which grant him the authority to affirm, modify or 
reverse a decision on an air quality pennit after the public comment period or hearing, and 
K.S.A. 65-3012, which authorizes him to deny or modify an air quality permit to protect the 
health of persons or the environment. 

"I believe it would be irresponsible to ignore emerging infbrmation about the contribution of 
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases to climate change and the potential harm to our 
environment and health if we do nothing," said Bremby, 

The U.S. Supreme Court found In Massachusetts v. EPA that carbon dioxide meete the 
broad definition of an air pollutant under the Clean Air Act. The Kansas Air Quality Act 
similarly has a broad definition of what constitutes air pollution. 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has recognized the need for public health 
agencies to take the lead on educating the public about the health impacts of climate change 
and has adopted priority health actions to prepare for, respond to and manage the 
associated health risks of climate change. 

http://wvw.kdheics.gOv/newsAveb_archives/2007/l 0182007a.htm . 10/23/2007 

http://www.kdheks.y)v
mailto:jblubaugh@kcihe.steite.ks.us
http://wvw.kdheics.gOv/newsAveb_archives/2007/l
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The decision constitutes a first step in emerging policy to address existing and future carbon 
dioxide emissions in Kansas." KDHE will work to engage various industries and 
stakeholders to establish goals for reducing carbon dioxide emissions and strategies to 
achieve them. This is consistent with initiatives underway in states leading the el^rt to 
address climate change," said Bremby. 

One such initiative currently being undertaken by eight northeastern states is the Regional 
Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI), a mandatory regional cap-and-trade program aimed at 
reducing carison dioxide emissions from power plants by 10 percent, or approximately 12 
million tons annually, by 2020. The expanded Sunflower plant was projected to release an 
estimated 11 million tons of carbon dioxide annually. 

"Denying the Sunflower air quality permit, combined with creating sound policy to reduce 
carbon dioxide emissions can ̂ cilitate the development of clean and renewable energy to 
protect the health and environment of Kansans," said Bremby. 

# # # 

Editor's note: More information about the Sunflower Electric Cooperative air quality pennit 
decision, including a timeline, tiie summary response to comments and multimedia clips of 
the announcement can be found at http://Www.kdheks.gov/press room.htm. 

As the state's environmental protection and public health agency, KDHE promotes 
responsible choices to protect tiie health and environment for all Kansans. 

Through education, direct services and the assessment of data and trends, coupled with 
policy development and enforcement, KDHE will Improve health and quality of life. We' 
prevent illness, injuries and foster a safe and sustainable environment for the people of 
Kansas. 

Back to KDHE News Release Index 

http://www.kdheks.gov/news/web_archives/2007/l0182007a.htm 10/23/2007 
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Introduction 

. The Working Group I contribution to the IPCC Fourtii 
Assessment Report describes progress in understanding of 
the human and natural drivers of climate change,' observed 
climate change, climate processes and attribution, and 
estimates of projected future ciimate change. It builds 
upon past IPCC assessments and incorporates new findings 
from the past six years of research. Scientific progress 
since the Third Assessment Report (TAR) is based upon 
large amounts of new and more comprehensive data, 
more sophisticated analyses of data, improvements in 
understanding of processes and their simulation in models 
and more extensive exploration of uncertainty ranges. 

The basis for substantive paragraphs in this Summary 
for Policymakers can be found in the chapter sections 
specified in curly bradcets. 

Human and Natural Drivers 
of Climate Ciiange 

Changes in the s^mospheiic ^urtdance of greenhouse 

gases and aerosolSt in solar radiation and in land surface 

properties eJter the energy tialance of the climate system. 

Tiiese ctianges are expressed in terms of radiative 

forcing,^ which is used to compare how a range of human 

and naturai factors drive warming or cooling influence 

on global climate. Since the TAR, new observations and 

related modelling of greenhouse gases, solar activity, land 

sur^ce properties and some aspects of aerosols have led 

to improvements in tfie quantltathre estimates of radiative 

forcing. 

Global atmospheric concentrations of carbon 
dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide have increased 
markedly as a result of human activities since 1750 
and nowfar exceed pre-lndtmtrial values determined 
from ice cores spanning many thousands of years 
(see Figure SPM.l). The global increases in carbon 
dioxide concentration are due primarily to fossil fuel 
use and land use change^ while those of methane 
and nitrous oxide are primarily due to agriculture. 
{2.3,6.4,7.31 

• Carbon dioxide is the most important anthropogenic 
greenhouse gas (see Figure SPM.2). The global 
atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide has 
increased from a pre-industriaf value of about 280 ppm 
to 379 ppm^ in 2005. The atmospheric concentration 
of carbon dioxide in 2005 exceeds by ^ the natural 
range over the last 650,000 years (180 to 300 ppm) as 
determined from ice cores. The annual carbon dioxide 
concentration growth rate was larger during the last 
10 years (1995-2005 average: 1.9 ppm per year), than 
it has been since the beginning of continuous direct 
atmospheric measurements (1960-2005 average: 1.4 
ppm per year) although there is year-to-year variability 
in growth rates. {2.3,7.3) 

• The primaiy source of the increased atmospheric 
concentration of carbon dioxide since the pre-industrial 
period results from fossil fuel use, with land-use change 
providing another significant but smaller contribution. 
Armual fossil carbon dioxide emissions^ increased 
from an average of 6.4 [6.0 to 6.8]s GtC (23.5 [22.0 to 
25.0] GtCOj) per year in the 1990s to 7.2 [6.9 to 7.5] 
GtC (26.4 [25.3 to 27.5] GtCOj) per year in 2000-2005 
(2004 and 2005 data are interim estimates). Carbon 
dioxide emissions associated with land-use ciiange 

1 Oimate change in IPCC usage refers to any change In cRmate over time, whether due to natural variabflty or as a result of human actfvHy. Thte usaga cSffers from 
ttKit in the UnHed Natiorts Framework Converrtion on Climate Change wttere dimate change refars to a change of climate that Is attrilxjted tfirectty or irullraclty to 
human activity that alters the composition of the global atmosphere and tttai is in addition to natural climate varlatiirity oliserwed over Kimparable time periods. 

2 Ra(in(A« Avclhg Is a measure of the influence that a ̂ c ter has in altering the balance of Irvximing and outgtringe^ 
Index of the Imponanra of the factor as a potential climale cttange mechanism. Positive fordng tends to warm ttie surftice i^ i te ne^^rtive foruftig tends to cool it. In 
this report, radiative fwdng values are tor ZOO&r^ative to pre-irKlustrial conditions defined at 1750 a i d are expressed in watts per square metre <W m ^ . Sea (Pes
sary and Section ZJZ for ^rther details. 

3 ppm (parts per million] or ppb (jarts per bllHon, 1 bHIIon = 1,000 mlirion} is the ratio of the number of greenhouse gas molecules to the total number of molecules of 
dry air. For example, 300 ppm meais 3 X molecules of a greenhouse gas per milEon molecules of dry air. 

'* Fossil cartion dioxide emissiorts include tfiose from the production. dtstrftJution and consumption of fossil ^e ls and as a by-product from cement production. An 
emission of 1 GtC corresponds to 3.67 OKX^j. 

s In general, uncertainty ranges for results QIVOT in m s Summary for Policymakers are 90% uncertainty Intwvals unless stated othanvlse, that is, tfwre te an estimated 
5% likdihood that the value could be above ttie range given in square brackets and 5% likedhood that ttie value could be bekiw that range. Best estimates are 
given where auaHaUe. Assessed uncertainty intervals are not always symmetric about the corresponding best estimtf e. Note that a number of uncertainty ranges in 
the Working Qroup I TAR corresponded to 2 standard deviations (9&K). irften using expert judg«nent. 
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• CHANGES IN GREENHOUSE GASES FROM ICE CORE 

AND M O D E R N D A T A 
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are estimated to be 1.6 .[0.5 to 2.7] GtC (5.9 [1.8 to 
9.9] GtCO^) per year over the 1990s, although these 
estimates have a large uncertamty. {7.3} 

The global atmospheric concentration of methane has 
increased from a pre-industrial value of about 715 ppb 
to 1732 ppb in the early 1990s, and was 1774 ppb in 
2005. The atmospheric concemration of methane 
in 2005 exceeds by fw the natural range of the last 
650,000 years (320 to 790 ppb) as determined tcova ice 
cores. Growth rates have declined since die early 1990s, 
consistent with total emissions (sum of anthropogenic 
and natural sources) being neariy constant during this 
period. It is yery likely^ diat ^ e observed increase 
in methane concentration is due to anthropc^nic 
activities, predominantly agriculture and fossil fuel 
USB, but relative contributions from different source 
types are not well determined. {2.3,7.4} 

The global atmospheric nitrous oxide concentration 
increased feom a pre-industrial value of about 270 
ppb to 319 ppb in 200S. The growth rate has been 
^^proximately constant since 1980. More than a diird 
of all nitrous oxide emissions are anthropogenic and 
are primarily due to agriculture. {2.3,7.4} 

The understanding of antbropogeidc warming and 

cooling influences on climate has improved since 

the TAR, leading to very high crniSdemse^ that the 

global average net effect of human activities shice 

1750 has been one of warmmg, wi0i a radiative 

forcing of +1.6 [+0.6 to +2^] W mr̂  (see Rgiire 

SPM.2). {2.3., 6.5,2.9} 

The combined radiative forcing due to inoeases in 
carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide is +2.30 
[+2.07 to +2.53] W m-2, and its rate of increase 
during die industrial era is very likely to have been 
unprecedented in more than 10,000 years (see Figures 

Rgure SPM.l. Atmospherk: concentrations of carixm c^xide, 
methane and nitrous oxide oyer the last 10.000 years ^arge 
^neis^ and since 1750 (inset pan^). Measurements are shown 
from ice cores (symbols with different cokxjrs for different studies) 
and atmospheric sar77p/e5 (red lines). The corresponding raeSative 
foldings are shown on tlie right hand axes of the large fxmets. 
{Figure 6.4} 

^ In this Simvnary for Poflcymakers, the follovring terms have tieen used to 
indcate the assessed WwHxxid, using expert ludgemant, of an outcome or 
a result WmtaSy certain > 99% probablBty of occurrence. Qrtrsmeft* /ifteV > 
95%. Very Skety > 90%, Ulee^ > 66%, More likely thBnnol> 50%, UnAikeiy 
< 33%, Very mtikely < 10%. Bdremefy wtlikely < 5% {see Box TS.t for more 
detsiis). 

^ In this Sumnary for Poteymakers ttie foRowing levds of conlkJence have 
been used to «cpress expert iudgements on the convctitass of the urKterty-
Ing scierwe: very t t t ^ con/idanea represents at tetet s 9 out of 10 chance 
of benig consct; N ^ confidence represerrts about an 9 out of 10 (dtartce of 
tieing conei^ (see Box TS'1) 
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SPM.l and SPM.2). The carbon dioxide radiative 
forcing increased by 20% from 1995 to 2005, the 
laigest change for any decade in at least the last 200 
years. {2.3,6.4} 

Anthropogenic contributions to aerosols (primarily 
sulphate, organic carbon, black carbon, nitrate and 
dust) together produce a cooling effect, with a total 
direct radiative forcing of-0 .5 [-0.9 to -O.I] W nr^ 
and an indirect cloud albedo forcing of-0 .7 [-1.8 to 
-0.3] W m-2. These forcings are now b ^ e r understood 
than at the time ofthe TAR due to improved in situ^ 
satellite and ground-based measurements and more 

comprehensive modelling, but remain the dominant 
uncertainty in radiative forcing. Aerosols also infiuence 
cloud lifotime and precipitation. {2.4, Z9,7.5} 

Significant anthropogenic contrilmtions to radiative 
forcing come from several other sources. Tropospheric 
ozone changes due to emissions of ozone-forming 
chemicals (nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, and 
hydrocarbons) contribute +0.35 [+0.25 to -H)^5] 
W m-2. The direct radiative forcing due to changes 
in halocarbonsS is +034 [+0.31 to -K>.37] W nr^. 
Changes in sur&ce albedo, due to land cover changes 
and deposition of blaclt carbon aerosols on snow, exert 

RADIATIVE FORCING COMPONENTS 

RF Terms RF values (W m"^ LOSU 

Long-lived 
greenhouse gases 

Oxone 

Stratospheric water 
vapour from CH4 

Surface albedo 

Total 
Aerosol 

f Direct effect 

aou(faK>ecro 
0flect 

Linear contrails 

1.66 [1.49 to 1.83] 

0.48 [0.43 to 0.533 
0.16 [0.14 to 0.1 G] 

-0.05 [-0.15 to 0.05] 

0 ^ [0.25 to 0.65] 

0.07 [0.02 to 0.12] 

-0.2 1-0.4 to 0.0] 
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respective forcings of-0.2 [-0.4 to 0.0] and +0.1 [0.0 
to +0.2] W m--. Additional terms smaller than ±0.1 W 
m-2 are shown in Figure SPM.2. {2.3, 2.5,7.2} 

Changes in solar irradiance since 1750 are estimated 
to cause a radiative forcing of+0.12 [+0.06 to -H}.30] 
W m-2, which is less than half the estimate given in the 
TAR. {2.7} 

Direct Observations of Recent 
Ciimate Change 

Since the TAR, progress in understanding haw c^mate is 

changing in space and in time has been g^ned t rough 

improvements and extensions of numerous datasets ^ t d 

data analyses, tjroader geographical coverage, better 

understanding of uncerta/ntfes, and a mder variety of 

measurements. Increa^ngly compr^en^ve ot)serva^ons 

are available for glaciers and snow cover since the IBQOs, 

and for sea level and ice sheets since abotrf tfie fiast 

decade. However, data coverage remains limited in some 

regions. 

Warming ofthe climate system is unequivocal, as is 

now evident from observations of increases in global 

average air and ocean temperatures, widespread 

melting of snow and Ice, and rising global average 

sea level {see Figure SPM.3). {3.2,4.2,5.5} 

Eleven ofthe last twelve years (1995-2006) rank among 
the 12 warmest years in the instrumental record of 
global surface temperature^ (since 1850). The updated 
100-year linear trend (1906 to 2005) of 0.74°C [0 J6°C 
to 0.92°C] is therefore larger than the correspondmg 
trend for 1901 to 2000 given in the TAR of 0.6°C 
[0.4°C to 0.8°C]. The linear warming trend OVCT tiie 
last 50 years (0.13X [0.10°C to 0.16X] per decade) 
is nearly twice tliat for the last 100 years. The total 
temperature increase from 1850-1899 to 2001-2005 is 
0.76X [0.57°C to 0.95°C]. Urban heat island effects 
are real but local, and have a negligible influence (less 
than 0.006X per decade over land and zero over the 
oceans) on these values, {3.2} 

New analyses of balloon-borne and satellite 
measurements of lower- and mid-tropospheric 
temperature show warming rates that are similar 
to those of the surfoce temperature record and are 
consistent within their respective uncertainties, largely 
reconciling a discrepant noted in the TAR. {3.2,3.4} 

The average atmospheric water vapour content has 
increased since at least the 1980s over land and ocean 
as well as in the upper troposphere. The increase is 
broadly consistent with the extra water vapour that 
warmer air can hold. {3.4} 

Observations since 1961 show that the average 
temperature ofthe global ocean has increased to depths 
of at least 3000 m and that the ocean has been absorbing 
more than 80% ofthe heat added to the climate system. 
Such warming causes seawater to expand, contributing 
to sea level rise (see Table SPM.I). {5.2, 5.5} 

Mountain glaciers and snow cover have declined on 
average in both hemis{^eres. Widespread decreases 
in glaciers and ice caps have contributed to sea level 
rise (ice caps do not include contributions from the 
Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets). (See Table 
SPM.1.) {4.6,4.7,4.8,5.5} 

New data since the TAR now show tiiat losses from 
the ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica have very 
likely conti-ibuted to sea level rise over 1993 to 2003 
(see Table SPM. 1). Flow spe^ has increased for some 
Greenland and Antarctic outlet glaciers, which drain ice 
from the interior ofthe ice sheets. The corresponding 
increased ice sheet mass loss has often followed 
thinning, reduction or loss of ice shelves OF loss of 
floating glacier tongues. Such dynamical ice loss is 
sufficient to explain most of the Antarctic net mass 
loss and approximately half of the Ore^land net mass 
loss. The remainder ofthe ice loss from Greenland has 
occurred because losses due to meltii^ have exceeded 
accumulation due to snow&ll. {4.6,4.8,5.5} 

Global average sea level rose at an averse rate of 1.8 
[1.3 to 2.3] mm per year over 1961 to 2003. The rate 
was faster over 1993 to 2003: about 3.1 [2.4 to 3.8] 
mm per year. Whetiier die faster rate for 1993 to 2003 
reflects decadal variabilhy or an increase in tiie longer-
term trend is unclear. There is kigk confidence ttiat 

^ The average of neaF.surface airtemperalLiv ouer land and sea ^ r face tempwature. 
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CHANGES IN TEMPERATURE, SEA LEVEL AND NORTHERN IHEMISPHERE SNOW COVER 
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the rate of observed sea level rise increased from the 
I9tii to the 20tii century. The total 20th-century rise is 
estimated to be 0.17 [0.12 to 022] m. {5.5} 

For 1993 to 2003, the sum ofthe climate contributions 
is consistent within uncertainties with the total sea level 
rise that is directly observed (see Table SPM.1). These 
estimates are based on improved satellite and in situ 
data now available. For the period 1961 to 2003, the 
sum of climate contributions is estimated to be smaller 
than the observed sea level rise. The TAR reported a 
similardiscrepancyfor 1910 to 1990. {5.5} 

Satellite data since 1978 show that annual average 
arctic sea ice extent has shrunk by 2.7 [2.1 to 3.3]% 
per decade, with larger decreases in summer of 7.4 [5.0 
to 9.8]% per decade. These values are consistent with 
tiiose reported in tiie TAR. {4.4} 

Temperatures at the top of the permafrost layer have 
generally increased since the 19805 in the Arctic (by 
up to 3^C). The maximum area cov^^ by seasonally 
frozen ground has decreased by about 7% in tiie 
Northern Hemisphere since 1900, with a decrease in 
spring of up to 15%. {4.7} 

At continental, regional and ocean basin scales, 
numerous long-term changes In climate have 
been observed. These include changes in arctic 
temperatures and ice, wdespread changes in 
precipitation amounts, ocean salinity, wind p a ^ m s 
and aspectsof extreme weather including droughts, 
heavy precipitation, heat waves and the intensity of 
tropical cydones.^^ {3.2,3.3,3.4,3.5,3.6,5.2} 

Average arctic temperatures increased at almost twice 
the global average rate in the past 100 years. Arctic 
temperatures have high decadal variability, and a warm 
period was also observed from 1925 to 1945. {3.2} 

Long-term trends from 1900 to 2005 have bewi observed 
in precipitation amount over many large regions." 
Significantly increased precipitation has been observed 
in eastem parts of North and South America, northern 
Europe and northern and central Asia. Drying has been 
observed in the Sahel, the Mediterranean, southem 
Africa and parts of southem Asia. Pr^ipitation is 
hi^ly variable spatially and temporally, and data are 
limited in some r^icms. Long-term trends have not 
been observed for the other laige regions assessed.!^ 
{3.3,3.9} 

Changes in i^ecipitation and evaporation over the 
oceans are su^ested by freshenmg of mid- and high-
latitude waters together with mcreased salinity in low-
latitude waters. {S.2) 

TbbleSPM.1. Olyserved rate of sea level rise and esUmated contributons from different sources. (5.5, T î>le 5.3} 

Rate of sea 

Source of sea level rise 

Thermal expansion 

Glaciers and ice caps 

Greenland Ice Sheet 

Antarctic Ice Sheet 

Sum of individual climate 
conbibutions to sea level rise 

Observed total sea level rise 

1'-(DBSerWd-fi^^ 

1961-2003 

0.42 ±0.12 

0.50 ±0.18 

0.05 ±0,12 

0.14 ±0.41 

1.1 ±0.5 

1.8±0.5» 

m 

1993-2003 

1.6 ±0.5 

0.77 ±0.22 

Q51±0.(lf7 

0.21 ±0.35 

2:8 ± 0.7 

3.1 ± 0.7" 

mmsmwMm. 
Table note: 
• Data prior to 1993 are from tide gauges and after 1993 are from satellte alUmetry. 

10 Tropical cyclones include fiurricanes and typhoons. 

11 The assessed regions aiethf»ecor^^ered in the regional projections chapter of the TAR and inChapter11 of this report. 
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Mid-latitude westerly winds have strengthened in both 
hemispheres since the 1960s. {3.5} 

More intense and longer droughts have been observed 
over wider areas since the 1970s, particularly in the 
tropics and subtropics. Increased drying linked with 
higher temperatures and decreased precipitation has 
contributed to changes in drought. Changes in sea 
surfoce temperatures, wind pattems and decreased 
snowpack and snow cover have also been linked to 
droughts. {3.3} 

The fr^uency of heavy precipitation events has 
increased over most land areas, consistent with wanning 
and observed increases of atmospheric water vapour. 
{3.8,3.9} 

Widespread changes in extreme temperatures have been 
observed over the last 50 years. Cold dfQ's, cold nights 
and frost have become less frequent, while hot d^s, 
hot nights and heat waves have become more frequent 
(see Table SPM.2). {3.8} 

Table SPM.2 . Recent trends, assessmertt of human influence on the trend and projections for extreme weather events for wNch there 

is an obsenfedlate-20th century trend. (Tables 3.7,3.8,9.4; Sections 3.8,5.5,9.7,11.2-11.9} 

Phenomenon^ and 
direct ion of trend 

ood that trend 
occurred in late 20th 

century (typically 
post 1960) 

Likel ihood of a 
human contr ibut ion 
to observed trend' ' 

Likelihood of future trends 
based on project ions for 

21st century using 
SRES scenarios 

Warmer ̂ nd fewer cold 
days and nights over 
most iand areas 

Warmer and more frequent 
hot days and nights over 
most land area$ 

Wann^RQll^heait waves. 
Freqye^incr9$8er<»ver ;; 

Heavy^precipairtljAi evKits.'' -
Frequency fof^^proporhoh of 

h l o y r a i n M f r o m l i e a ^ f a M ^ -
Increases Dverinostiareas " 

Aiea affected by 
droughts IncreasBs-

1 fntensetroptcal cVcfone ^ 
activity increases 

Very likely^ 

Very likely^ 

Ukely 

Ukefy 

Ukely in many 
regions since 1970s 

Likely in some 
regions since 1970 

1 

Increased incid^ncejsf 
; extreme high sea levaL LHcely 
[ {e3(cludestsunamfs)a ^ 

Likely^ 

Ukely (nights}^ 

More likety than no^ 

More likely than no^ 

More likety than not 

More likely than noV 

More Ukely than no -̂*" 

Virtually ceitaln'^ 

Virtually certain'* 

Very likely 

V^ry likely 

Ukely 

Likely 

Ukely' 

Table notes: 
B Sea Table 3.7 for furthtt'details regarding definttior%. 
b See Table ISA, Box TS.5 and Table 9.4. 
« I3ecreased frequency of cold days and nights (coldest 10%). 
<i V^uming of the most extrame days and nights each year. 
• Increased frequency of hot days and nights Oiottost 10%). 
' Magnitude of anthropogenic contributions not assesed. Attrilsution for these phenomena based on expBti Judgement rathe- than format attribution 

9 Extr»ne high sea level depends on avwage sea level and on regional weather systems, it is defined tme as the highst 196 of hourly values of ob
served sea level at a station for a given reference palod. 

** Clianges in observed extreme tiigh sea level clos^y foBow the ciianges in average sea level. {5.5} It is very Skefy that anthropogenic a c t i ^ contributed 
to a rise In average sea level. (9.5} 

' tn all scenarios, the projected global average sea level at 2100 ts higher tiian in the reference period. {10.6) The effect of changes in regional weather 
systems on sea level extremes has not been assessed. 
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There is observational evidence for an increase in 
intense tropical cyclone activity in the Nortii Atlantic 
since about 1970, correlated with increases of tropical 
sea surface temperatures. There are also suggestions 
of increased intense tropical cyclone activity in some 
other regions where concerns over data quality are 
greater. Multi-decadal variability and the quality of 
the tropical cyclone records prior to routine satellite 
observations in about 1970 complicate tiie detection 
of long-term trends in tropical cyclone activity. There 
is no clear trend in the annual numbers of tropical 
cyclones- {3.8} 

Some aspects of ciimate have ndt been observed to 
change. {3.2,3.8,4A S-S} 

A decrease in diurnal temperature range (DTR) was 
reported in the TAR, but the data avai lable then extended 
only from 1950 to 1993. Updated observations reveal 
that DTR has not changed from 1979 to 2004 as both 
day- and night-time temperature have risen at about 
the same rate. The trends are highly variable ftom one 
region to another. {3.2} 

Antarctic sea ice extent continues to show interannual 
variability and localised changes but no statistically 
significant average trends, consistent with the lack 
of warming reflected in atmospheric temperatures 
averaged across the region. {3.2,4.4} 

There is insufricient evidence to determine whether 
trends exist in the meridional overturning circulation 
(MOC) ofthe global ocean or in small-scale phenomena 
such as tornadoes, hail, lightning and dust-storms. 
{3.8,5.3) 

A Palaeoclimatic Perspective 

PalaeociimaUc studies use changes in cSmatkialty sensitive 

incBcators to infer past changes in ^sheA cfirnate on time 

scales ran^ng from decadestomillionsofyears. Such proxy 

data (e,g., tree ring width) may be inSuenced by both locai 

temperature and other factors sut^ as precipitation, and 

are often representative of particulw set^ons rather than 

full years, t i d i e s since the TAR draw fncreaaed cor^idence 

from additional data showirtg cahetent ttehaviow across 

mutSple indicator's in different parts ofthe world. However, 

uncertaiftties generally increase with time into the past due 

1X3 increasmgly limited sp i r a l coverage. 

Palaeoclimatic Informatitin supports the inter
pretation that the warmth of the last half century 
is unusual in at least the previous 1,^10 years. 
The last time the polar regions were significantiy 
warmer than present for an extended period (about 
125,000 years ago), reductions in polar ice volume 
l e d t a 4 t o 6 m o f s e a t e v e i i ^ . { 6 4 , 6 ^ 

Average Northern Hemisphere temperatures during the 
second half of tiie 20th centtoy were very likely higher 
than diu-ing any other 50-year period in the last 500 
years and likely the highest in at least Ihe past 1^00 
years. Some recent studies indicate greater variability 
in Nortiiem Hemisphere temperatures than suggested 
in the TAIl., particularly finding that cooler periods 
existed in the 12th ^ 14ti), 17th and 19th centuries. 
Warmer periods prior to the 20th century are witiiin the 
uncertainty range given in the TAR. {6.6} 

Global average sea level in the last inteiglacial period 
(about 125,000 years ago) was Hkefy 4 to 6 m higher 
than during the 20th century, mainly due to tiie retreat 
of polar ice. Ice core data indicate that average polar 
temperatures at that time were TC to 5**C higher than 
present, because of differences in the Eaitii's orbit. The 
Greenland Ice Sheet and otiier arctic ice fields fikefy 
contributed no more than 4 m ofthe observed sea level 
rise. There may also have been a contribution from 
Antarctica. {6.4} 
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Understanding and Attributing 
Climate Change 

This assessment considers longer and improved records, 
an ejqsanded range of otiservathns and imfuov&nents in 
the simulation of many aspects of climate and its variability 
based on studies since ttie TAR. It also considers the results 
of new attribution studies ttiat have ev^uated whether 
observed changes are quantitatively consistent with the 
expected response to external forcings and inconsistent 
with altemathfs physicaify plausible explanations. 

Most of the observed increase in globai average 

temperatures since the mid-20th century is very 

likely liiiB to the observed increase in anthropogenic 

greenhouse gas concentrationsJ^ This is an 

advance since the TAR's conclusion that "most of 

tiie observed warming over the last 50 years is lUwIy 

to have been due to the increase in greenhouse gas 

concentrations". Discemible human Influences 

now extend to other aspects of cimiate, including 

ocean warming, continental-average temperatures, 

temperature extremes and wind patterns (Sjce 

Figure SPM.4 and Table SPM.2). 0.4,9.5} 

It is likely that increases in greenhouse gas 
concentrations alone would have caused more 
wamiing than observed because volcanic and 
anthropogenic aerosols have o f^ t some wanning that 
would otherwise have taken place. {2.9,7.5,9.4} 

The observed widespread warming ofthe atmosphere 
and ocean, together with ice mass loss, support the 
conclusion that it is extremely unlikely that global 
climate change of the past 50 years can be explained 
without external forcing, and very likely that it is not 
due to known natural causes alone, {4.8.5.2,9.4,9.5, 
9.7} 

Warming of the climate system has been detected in 
changes of surface and atmospheric temperatures in 
the upper several hundred metres of tiie ocean, and 
in contributions to sea level rise. Attribution studies 
have established anthropogenic contributions to all of 
tiiese changes. The observed pattern of tropospheric 
warming and stratospheric cooling is very likely due to 
tiie combined influences of greenhouse gas increases 
and stratospheric ozone depletion. {32,3.4,9.4,9.5} 

It is likely that there has been significant anthropogenic 
wanning over the past 50 years averaged over each 
continent except Antarctica (see Figure SPM.4). 
The observed pattems of warming, including greater 
warming over land than over the ocean, and their 
changes over time, are only simulated by models that 
include anthropogenic forcing. The ability of coupled 
climate models to simulate the observed t^nperature 
evolution on each of six continents provides stronger 
evidence of human influence on climate than was 
available in tiie TAR, {3.2,9.4} 

Difficulties remain in reliably simulating and attributing 
observed temperature changes at smaller scales. On 
these scales, natural climate variability is relatively 
larger, making it harder to distinguish changes expected 
due to external forcings. Uncertainties in local forcings 
and feedbacks also make it difficult to estimate tiie 
contribution of greenhouse gas increases to obs^ved 
small-scale temperature changes. {8.3,9.4} 

Antiiropogenic forcing is likely to have contributed 
to changes in wind pattems,̂ ^ affecting extra-
fropical storm tracks and temperature pattems in 
both hemispheres. However, the observed changes in 
the Northern Hemisphere circulation are laiger than 
simulated in response to 20th-century forcing change. 
{3.5,3.6,9.5, 10.3} 

Temperatures of tiie most extreme hot nights, cold 
nights and cold days are likely to have increased due 
to anthropogenic forcing. It is more likely than not that 
anthropogenic forcing has increased tiie risk of heat 
waves (see Table SPM.2). {9.4} 

2̂ Consideration of remaining uncert^nty is based on current metfiodtriogies. 

3̂ In particular, the Southem end Nortfwm Anmdar Modes and rtiated changes in Une North Atlantic OscWatton. {3.6.93, Box TS.2} 
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GLOBAL AND CONTINENTAL TEMPERATURE CHANGE 
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Analysis of climate models togetiier with 
constraints from observations enables an assessed 
f&tely range to be given for climate sensithdty for 
the first time and provides increased confidence In 
the understanding of the climate system response 
to radiative forcing. {6.6,8.6, %&, Box 10.2) 

The equilibrium climate sensiti'vity is a measure ofthe 
climate system response to sustained radiative forcing. 
It is not a projection but is defined as the global average 
surfece warming following a doubling of carbon 
dioxide concentrations. It is likely to be in the range 
2*C to 4.5'*C witii a best estimate of about 3°C, and is 
very unlikely to be less than 1.5**C. Values substantially 
higher than 4.5°C cannot be excluded, but agreement 
of models with observations is not as good for those 
values. Water vapour changes represent the largest 
feedback affecting climate sensitivity and are now 
better understood than in the TAR. Cloud feedbacks 
remain the largest source of uncertainty. {8.6,9jSy Box 
10.2} 

It is very unlikely that climate changes of at least the 
seven centuries prior to 1950 were due to variability 
generated within the climate system alone. A significant 
fi-action of the reconstructed Northern Hemisphere 
inter-decadal temperature variability over those 
centuries is very likely attributable to volcanic eruptions 
and changes in solar irradiance, and it is likely that 
anthropogenic forcing contributed to the eariy 20th-
century warming evident in these records. {2.7, 2.8, 
6.6,9.3} 

Projections of Future 
Changes in Climate 

A maior advance of f/»s assessment of clinftate change 
pr<^ections compared with the 7 ^ is the large number of 
sinujlations available from a broader range of models. Tafcen 
together with additional information from qtjservations, 
these provide a quantitative basis for es^mating ̂ eOhoods 
for marty aspects of future climate change. Model 
sImulaUons cover a range of possible futures including 
idealised emisshn or concerttra&on assumptions. These 
include SREŜ ^ illustrathre marker scenmios for the 2000 
to 2100 period and model experiments ¥rith greenhouse 
gases and aerosol conamtrations h^d constant after year 
2000.or2100. 

For the next two decades, a warming of about 
OuẐ C per decade is projected for a range of SRES 
emission scenarios. Even if the concentrations of 
all greenhouse gases and aerosols had been kept 
constant at year 2000 levels, a furtiier warming of 
about a i ^C per decade wouM be expected. {10.3, 
10.7} 

Since IPCC's first report in 1990, assessed projections 
have si^ested global avenge temperature increases 
between about 0.15**C and O.Ŝ 'C per decade fiar 1990 to 
2005. This can now be compared with observed values 
of about 0.2°C per decade, strengthening confidence in 
near-term projections. {1.2,3.2} 

Model experiments show that even if all radiative 
forcing agents were held constant at year 2000 levets, 
a further warming trend would occur in the next two 
decades at a rate of about 0.1 '̂ C per decade, due mainly 
to the slow response of the oceans. About twice as 
much warming {02°C per decade) would be expected 
if emissions are witiiin the range ofthe SRES scenarios. 
Best-estimate projections fi'om models indicate 
that decadal average warming over each inhabited 
continent by 2030 is ins^sitive to the choice among 
SRES scenarios and is very likely to be at least twice 
as laige as the corresponding model-estimated natural 
variability during tfie 20tii century. {9.4, 10.3, 10.5, 
11.2-11.7, Figure TS-29} 

12 

1' SF£S refers to 9te IPCC Special Fteport wi &Tussky\ Scenarios (2000). The SRCS scenario families and HlustrBtive cases, whicfi did not Include ack îcmai dimate 
initiatives, are summarised in a box at the end of this Summery for Palicym^cers. Approximate ceatton dt(»Eide equlvata^ concentrations correspooffirtg to the 
computed radiative forcing due to anthropogenic grsenhouse gases and aerc^ols in 2100 (see p. 823 ofthe lAt=t) for the SRES BI, AIT, B2. A1B. A2 and AIFI illus
trative marker scenarios are atxmt 600.700,8(K), B50,1250 and 1.550 ppm respectively. Scerurios B1, A1B and A2 have been the h>cus of model inteFcomr̂ rtean 
studies and many of those results are assessed in ths report 



Summary f w Poliq^malMn 

Continued greenhouse gas emissions at or above 

current rates would cause further wanning and 

induce many changes in the globai climate system 

during the 21st century that would very likely b& 

larger than those observed during the 20th century. 

110.3} 

Advances in ciimate change modelling now enable 
best estimates and likely assessed uncertain^ rang^ to 
be given for projected warming for different emission 
scenarios. Results for different emission scenarios are 
provided explicitiy in this report to avoid loss of this 
policy-relevant information. Projected global average 
surface warmings for the end of the 21st century 
(2090-2099) relative to 1980-1999 are shown in Table 
SPM.3. These illustrate the differences between lower 
and higher SRES emission scenarios, and the projected 
warming uncertainty associated with these scenarios. 
{10.5} 

Best estimates and likely ranges for global average 
surface air warming for six SRES emissions marker 
scenarios are given in this assessment and are shown 
in Table SPM.3. For example, the best estimate for 
the low scenario (81) is 1.8°C {likely range is l .PC 
to 2.9°C), and the best estimate for the high scenario 

(AIFI) is 4.0°C {likely range is 2 . 4 ^ to 6.4'»C). 
Although these projections are Iwoadly consistent with 
tiie span quoted in tiie TAR (1.4**C to 5.8°C), tiiey are 
not directly comparable (see Figure SPM.5). The Fourtii 
Assessment Report is more advanced as it provides best 
estimates and an assessed likelihood range for each of 
the marker scenarios. The new assessment of the likely 
ranges now relies on a larger number of climate models 
of increasing complexity and realism, as well as new 
information regarding the nature of feedbacks from the 
carbon cycle and constr^nts on climate respCMise fi-om 
observations. {10.5} 

Warming tends to reduce land and ocean uptake of 
atmospheric carbon dioxide, increasing the fi'action of 
anthropogenicemissions that remains in the atmosphere. 
For the A2 scenario, for example, the climate-carbon 
cycle feedback increases tite corresponding global 
average warming at 2100 by more than 1°C. Assessed 
upper ranges for temperature projections are larger 
than in tiie TAR (see Table SPM.3) mainly because 
the broader range of models now available suggests 
stronger climate-carbon cycle feedbacks. {7.3» 10.5} 

Model-based projeaions of gbbal a v e r ^ sea level 
rise at the end of tiie 21st century (2090-2099) are 
shown in Table SPM.3. For each scenario, the midpoint 
of the range in Table SPM3 is witiiin 10% of the 

Table SPM.3. Projected gtoiMi average sur^ce warming and sea feve/ rise af (he end of tfie 21st century. {10.5,70.6, Ts^le 10.7} 

Temperature Change 
("C at 2090-2099 relative to 1980-1999)-

Sea Level Rise 
(m at 2090-2099 relative to 1980-1999) 

Model-based range excluding future 
rapid dynamical changes in ice f low 

Constant Year 2000 
concentrations'' 

BI scenario 

AIT scenario 

B2 scer\ario 

A1B scenario 

A2 scenario 

AIFI scenario 

116 

1.8 

2.4 

2.4 

2.S 

3.4 

4.0 

03 -0 .9 ^. 

1.1-2.9 

1.4-3,8 

1.4-3.8 

1.7-4.4 

2.0-5.4 

2.4 - 6.4 

m^mmmmmmmm. 
mm00immmm»m 

0.18-0.38 

0.20 - 0.45 

0.20-0.43 

0.21-0.48 

0.23 - 0.51 

0.26 - 0.59 

Table notes: 
a These estimates are assessed from a hierarchy of models that encompass a simple dimste mod^, several ^ r t h S^tem Models of lntemw<£ate 

Complexity and a large number of Atmosphere-Ocean QenerEd Circulation Models ^OQOis). 
t> Year 2000 constant composition is doived from AOGCMs only. 
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Summary f o r Poliq^makens 
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Figure SPM.S. Solid lines are mulG-model gk)t)al averages of surfiace warning O'elative to 1980--1999) for tfie sceneuios A2, A1B ssnd BI , 
shown as c<mtffjuati0ns of fibe 20th century simutatkms. Stmding denotes Uie ±1 starKlard devlaSon range of indfmAia/ mocte/ snnual 
averages. The orange fine is for the experiment where <xtncentrations were heki constant at y&ir 20O0 v^ues. The giey b^s at ri^t 
indicate the tyest estimate (soiki Sne within each ttar) and the likely range assessed for the six SRES marker scenarios. The assessm^ of 
the t}est e^imale and Ukely ranges in the grey tsars includes the AOGCMs in the left part of the figure, as well as results from a hierarchy 
of independent models arjd obs&vathnal constraJnte. {Figures 10.4 and 10.29} 

TAR model average for 2090-2099. The ranges are 
narrower than in the TAR mainly because of improved 
Information about some uncertainties in the projected 
contributions.IS {10.6} 

Models used to date do not include uncertainties in 
climate-carbon cycle feedback nor do they include 
the full effects of changes in ice sheet flow, because a 
basis in published literature is lacking. The projections 
include a contribution due to increased ice fiow fi-om 
Greenland and Antarctica at the rates observed fbr 1993 
to 2003, but these fiow rates could increase or decrease 
in the fiiture. For example, if this contribution were to 
grow linearly with global average temperature change. 

the upper ranges of sea level rise for SRES scenarios, 
shown in Table SPM.3 would increase by 0.1 to 0.2 m. 
Larger values cannot be excluded, but understanding of 
these effects is too limited to assess their likelihood or 
provide a best estimate or an upper boutid ibr sea level 
rise. {10.6} 

Increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations 
lead to increasing acidification ofthe ocean. Projections 
based on SRES scoiarios give reductions in average 
global surface ocean pH'^ of between 0.14 and 0.35 
units over the 21st century, adding to the present 
decrease of 0.1 units since pre-industrial times. {5.4, 
Box 7.3,10.4} 

1>1AR projectiprts were made tor 2100. whereas projections in this r ^o r t ars lor 2090-2099. The TAR would have ttad similar ranges to those in Table SPM.3 if it had 
treated the urx:ertainties in Hie same way. 

' DecraasBS in pH corre^KirKJ to increases in acidity of a solution. See Gtossetry for further details. 
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Summary for Poteymakers 

• 

There is now higher confidence in projected pattems 

of warming and other regional-scale features, 

Including changes In wind pattems, precipitation 

and some aspects of extremes and of ice. {8.2,8,3, 

8.4,8.5,9.4,9.5,10.3,11.1) 

Projected warming in the 21st century shows scenario-
independent geographical pattems similar to those 
observed over the past several decades. Warming is 
expected to be greatest over land and at most high 
northern latitudes, and least over the Soutiiem Ocean 
and parts of the North Atiantic Ocean (see Figure 
SPM.6). {10.3} 

Snow cover is projected to contract. Widespread 
increases in thaw depth are projected over most 
permafi-ost regions. {10.3,10.6} 

Sea ice is projected to shrink in both the Arctic and 
Antarctic under all SRES scenarios. Insome projections, 
arctic late-summer sea ice disappears abnost entirely 
by tiie latter part oftiie 21st century. {10.3} 

It is very likely that hot extremes, heat waves and heavy 
precipitation events will continue to become more 
frequent. {10.3} 

Based on a range of models, it is likely tiiat fiiture 
trq>ical (^clones (typhoons and hurricanes) will 
become more intense, with larger peak wind speeds 
and more heavy precipitation associated with otigoing 
increases of tropical sea sur^ce temperatures. There is 
less confidence in projections of a global decrease in 
numbers of tropical cyclones. The apparent increase 
in the proportion of very intense storms since 1970 in 
some regions is much lai^erliian simulated by current 
models for tiiat period. {9.5,10.3,3.8} 

PROJECTIONS OF SURFACE TEMPERATURES 

• 

2020-2029 2090-2099 

2 

1.S 

1 

OS 

n 

ju 2020-2029 

/ [ | 
u D 
1 Uf 

1090.1099 

V, AlB 

- 1 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 

Global Average ^rfai» Ternperature Change ("C) 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 

rc) 
Figure SPM.6. f^r<^ted surface temperature changes for the early and late 21st century relative to the period 1980-1999. The central 
and right panels show theAOGCM multi-model averse prelections for the BI (top), A1B (middle) and A2 bottom) SRES scenarios 
averaged over the decades 2020-2029 (centre) and 2(^0-2099 (righ^. The left panels sttow correspon(£ng uncertsMies as ihe relative 
probabilities of estimated global average warmlr^ from severe (Cerent AOGCM and Earth System Mod^ of Intermediate Corr^iste)^ 
studies for the same periods. Some studies present nssufts only ^ a subset of tiie SRES scenarios, or for various mods/ vmsior^. 
Therefore the difference in the numtser of curves stK>wn in the left-hand panels & due only to differences in ihe availabi^ of results. 
{Figures 10.8 and 10.28} 
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Summary for Poii^makers 

multi-model 

PROJECTED PATTERNS OF PRECIPITATION CHANGES 

A i B DJF multi-model A l B JJA 

Figure SPM.7. Relative changes in predpitatton (in percent fbr the period 2090-2099, refeffve to 1980-1999. Values are mulff-model 
avemges based on the SRES A lB scenario for Decemtyer to febnjary {left} and June to August (right). V\lhtte areas are where less than 
66% of the models agree in tite sign of ttte chsffige and stippled a r^s are wftere more ^mn 90% of &m models agree in tfie sign of the 
chsmge. (Figure 10.9} 

Extratropical stomi tracks are projected to move 
poleward, with consequent changes in wind, 
precipitation and temperature pattems, continuing the 
broad pattern of observed trends over the last half-
century. {3.6,10.3} 

Since the TAR, there is an improving understanding 
of projected pattems of precipitation. Increases in the 
amount of precipitation are very likely in high latitudes, 
while decreases are likely in most subtropical land 
regions (by as much as about 20% in the AlB scenario 
in 2100, see Figure SPM.7), continuity observed 
pattems in recent trends. {3.3, 8.3, 9.5,10.3, 11.2 to 
11.9} 

Based on current model simulations, it isvery likely that 
the meridional overturning circulation (MOC) of the 
Atlantic Ocean will slow down during the 21st century. 
The multi-model average reduction by 2100 is 25% 
(range from zero to about 50%) for SRES emission 
scenario AlB. Temperatures in the Atlantic region 
are projected to increase despite such changes due to 
the much laiger wamiing associated with projected 
increases in greenhouse gases. It is very unlikely that 
the MOC will undergo a large abrupt transition during 
the 21 St century. Longer-term changes in the MOC 
cannot be assessed with confidence. {10.3,10.7} 

Anthropogenic warming and sea level rise would 

contintK for centuries due to the time scales 

associated with climate processes and feedbacks, 

even if greenhouse gas concentrations were to be 

stabilised. {10.4,10.5,10.7} 

Climate-carbon cycle coupling is expected to add 
carbon dioxide to the atmosphere as the climate system 
warms, but the magnitude of this feedback is imcertain. 
This increases the imcertainty in the trajectory of 
carbon dioxide emissions required to achieve a 
particular stabilisation level of atmosph^c carbon 
dioxide concentration. Based on current understanding 
of climate-carbon cycle feedback, model studies 
suggest that to stabilise at 450 ppm carbon dioxide 
could require that cumulative emissions over the 21st 
century be reduced f̂ om an average of approximately 
670 [630 to 710] GtC (2460 [2310 to 2600] GCO^) to 
approximately 490 [375 to 600] GtC (1800 [1370 to 
2200] GtCOj). Similarly, to stabilise at 1000 ppm, tiiis 
feedback could require that cumulative emissions be 
reduced fi'om a model average of approximately 1415 
[1340 to 1490] GtC (5190 [4910 to 5460] GCOj) to 
approximately 1100 [980 to 1250] GC (4030 [3590 to 
4580] GtCOJ. {7.3,10.4} 

• 
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Summary for Poii^mafeers 

If radiative forcing were to be stabilised in 2100 at BI 
or AlB levels'^ a further increase in global average 
temperature of about 0.5'̂ C would still be expected, 
mostly by 2200. {10.7} 

If radiative forcing were to be stabilised in 2100 at AlB 
ievels^ ,̂ thermal expansion alone would lead to 0.3 to 
0.8 m of sea level rise by 2300 (relative to 1980-1999). 
Thermal expansion would continue for many centuries, 
due to the time required to transport h ^ into the deep 
ocean. {10.7} 

are comparable to those inferred for the last intergiacial 
period 125,000 years ago, when palaeoclimatic 
infbrmation suggests reductions of polar land ice extent 
and 4 to 6 m of s ^ level rise. {6.4,10.7} 

Dynamical processes related to ice fiow not mcluded 
in: current models but suggested by recent obs^vations 
could increase the vulnerability of the ice ^eets to 
warming, increasingfuture sea levelrise. Understanding 
of these processes is limited and tii^e is no consensus 
on their magnitude. {4.6,10.7} 

Contraction of the Greenland Ice Sheet is projected 
to continue to contribute to sea level rise after 2100. 
Current models suggest that ice mass losses increase 
with temperature more rapidly than gains due to 
precipitation and that the surface mass balance 
becomes negative at a global average warming 
(relative to pre-industrial values) in excess of 1.9°C 
to 4.6°C. if a negative sur^ice mass balance were 
sustained for millennia, that would lead to virtually 
complete elimination of the Greenland Ice Sheet and 
a resulting contribution to sea level rise of about 7 m. 
The corresponding future temperatures in Greenland 

Current global model studies project that tiie Antarctic 
Ice Sheet will remain too cold for widespread sur^ce 
melting and is expected to gain in mass due to increased 
snowfall. However, net loss of ice mass could occur if 
dynamical ice discharge dominates the ice sheet mass 
balance. {10.7} 

Both past and future anthropogenic carbon dioxide 
emissions will continue to contribute to wanning and 
sea level rise for more than a mill^nium, due to the 
time scales required fbr removal of this gas from the 
atmosphere. {7.3,10.3} 
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Summary f o r PoMcymalters 

" J H E EMISSIOR ScENAitidl^orTH&lPCC SFEOIAL JtePORT ON ̂ i S i o k s ^ A p i o s ( S R E S ) " ' 

^ * T3ier Al stcryylme^ffl^^cenario femily^^desonjwsa a Sriwire v*^^^ggi!)ri¥^id t ^ c f s a x c ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t ^ 
pc^putocm that p e ^ m tnid̂ ĉ DCbiiy land d^dm^^^K^ftia:, an^tl^tii^^d ti^t)^^[:^ti o i t s i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' e ^ ^ 
technologies Maj<»rtin4&flyuigth!emesaiecbi:^^^ice'^£biigT«gioi^ % 
and social mteractiotis, with a substantial reduction In i^ona l ^ I b r ^ i c e s ^ ' ^ ^ ^ t a ir̂ confe Ttic^Al scen^o 
fiomty develqps into three gn>ups tiuktdescnbealtettiative directions of technologic^ diange^mlhe^i^Sy £^ |̂em 
The tiiree Al groups are distmgmshed by their teQhn6logical«rophasis*fo8si1-ml^i^^^;)Ur%f^ ^ 
sources (ALT) or ̂  balanc&tictoss all sources (AlB) (wĥ FC babacedis 'd^ed ^ tkol t&tym&i^lt£^y on tme^ 
particular "energy source, on the ̂ assumption final similf^ unprovement rates apply to ^ enq;gy s t i | ^ and ^id 
usetB(^ologies) ^ , - ^ . i -^tT . ' - a -

A2. The A2 storjfbne and scenario lufu^ desc^bes ̂  voy hetero|3en^uS(World.^I^ imd^lj^Oi^^het^ il£ ^ 1 ^ 
reliance andpreserv&bon of loc^ Idenbtieg Fertility patons across r iegiot^cor^^ v ^ $loV%\3i^hi<^i:esdt5 
w contmuously mcreasmg populabott. Economic development i^ prmianly i^Qnsdly oriented and ^ c&pitâ  
economic growth and technological change n^orefrajgrnented and slower than othetstorylines ^ ^ " ^ 

BI. The BI stoiy hne and scenario family desonbes a^xjnvetgent worid witii the $ame ̂ obal population, msX 
peaks in mid-ceatory and declines thereader, as in the Al storyjlme,bm( vritiirapid c îaoge m economic structures 
toward a service and mfonoation economy^ -sr^ r^uctioas m matenal intensity axid tiie jnbrodoctiotv of Cl̂ an 
and resource^efficient tecSmologies The emfjiasis is on global soLutKsis to economic, social<wd ^vironmetitail 
sustamabiUty, including unproved equity, but "wiihout additi6nal cUtnateimtatives 

B2. The B2 storylme aad scenario foiily descnbes a world ui which tiie jempiia&i& is on local solutions to 
economic, social and eovirotxmfiDt̂  sustamabihty It is a world witii coi&uously licreasmg gjiobal popidabon, at 
&rate lower thaaA2^ mtemiediate levels of ec6nomtc4«velopmentyaiuiUss ra^id andmet&divei^e tedhi^plo^cal, 
change than m the BI and KX storylines While the scenartQ is £d^doriented towards envit^mnental protection and 
social eqnrty, it Ibcuses on local anc| regional levels .- -̂  

An illustmtive scenario Was 6hosen :for each of tiie six scenano groups AlB, AlH, .^IT, A2, BI and32. All 
should be considered equally sound. <. 

The SRHS scenarios do not include additional clunate trUdatives, which means th^ nctscenanos arti mcluded 
tiiat explicitly assume implem^itaUon ofthe United Nations Framework Cbiwentton <»» Clauale Change or the 
emissions targgstsofthQ Kyoto Protocol* ^ %^ 

17 Emlssjon stwiarios are ru l ass^sed inttus Worldr^ Qroup I Report ofthe IPCC. "Ns box summar}dngtl« ^ e & scenartos is taken frxHH tfie TM1 a i d has been 
subjeot to prior Nne-by-line aiiqwovat by ttte Psnd. 
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levels have 

Climate Change 
in the Buckeye State 

Ohio's northern border is defined 
by Lake Erie, a strategic location 
that sets Ohio ar the center of 

North Americans industrial heaidand. Farther 
.south, however, ^ m i n g predominates, and 
more than half the states land is still in agri
cultural production. This summary h i ^ -
lights the potendal impaa of dimate change 
on Ohio's economy, its people, and the 
places they love. 

Scientists are now convinced tliat human 
activity, primarily burning fossil fuels to 
produce electricity and drive our cars, is 
changing our climate. These activities emit 

gases, principally carbon 

Lower lake dioxide (CO2). that 
blanket the planet and 
trap heat. Already, we 

c o s t l y i m p l i - are seeing signs of cli-

c a t l o n s f o r ^^^^ change through-
, . . out the Great Lakes 

s h i p p i n g o n „giom average annual 

L a k e E r i e . temperatures are in
creasing; severe rain

storms have beconve mote frequent-, v/in-
ters are getting shorter, and the duration 
of lake iix cover is decreasing. 

Climate Projections 

The latest, most reliable projections 
of fixture climate change combine 
100 years of historical data for Ohio 

with the most up-to-date general circulation 
models ofthe Earth's climate system. In 
general, Ohio's climate will grow consider
ably warmer and probably drier during 
this century, especially in summer. 

• Temperature: By the end of 
the 21st century, terhperatures are 
projected to rise 7-12"? in winter . 
and 6—14*'F in summer. This dra
matic warming is roughly the same 
as the warming since the last ice 
age. Overall, extreme heat will be 
more common. 

• jPn?«/>zlHfto«.'White annual 
avemge precipitation may not change 
much, the state may grow drier 

overall because rainfall cannot compensate 
for the drying effects of a warmer climate, 
especially in the summer. Seasonal precip
itation in the state is likely to change, increas
ing in winter and decreasing in summer. 
Ohio, then, may well see drier soils and 
perhaps more droughts. 

• Extreme events: The frequency 
of heavy raitistorms, both 24-hour and 
multiday, will continue to increase-

Potential Impacts 
from Climate Change 
Water Supply and Pollution 

Ohio depends heavily on ^undwacer, 
on fresh water from Lake Erie, and 

on rainfall for agriculture, drinking, and 
industrial uses. As the states population 
of 11.3 million (2000) continues to grow, 
projected changes in rainfall, evaporation, 
and groundwater recharge rates will aflfect 
all &eshwater users in the state. 

• Lake levels are expeaed to dedine 
in botii inland lakes and Lake Erie (seephm 
below), as more moisture evaporates due to 
warmer temperatures and less ice cover. 

• Reduced summer water levels are 
likely to diminish the recharge of ground
water, cause small streams to dry up, and 
reduce the area of wedands, resulting in 
poorer water quality and less habitat for 
wildlife. 

• Pressure to increase water extraction 
firom the Great Lakes will grow, exacerba* 
t i i^ an already contentious debate in the 
region. 

• Development and climate change 
wilt d^;rade the Bood-absorbing capacities 
of wetiands and floodplains, resulting in 

increased erosion, flooding, and runoff 
polluted with nutrients, pesticides, and 
other toxins. 

Agriculture 

Ohio ranks among the top states nation
wide in winter wheat, soybean, and 

oats production. It is also a top producer 
of e ^ , cheese, and livestock. There arc 
likely to be some positive impacts for agri
culture resulting from a warmer dimaie, 
although current evidence su^ests that 
the n a t i v e consequences couM outwdgh 
the positive. In general, however, r ^ o n a l 
development, tedinological advances, and 
market fluctuations have as much influence 
on farmers as the dimate. 

* Increased atmospheric COi and 
nitrogen as well as a longer growing season 
could boost yields of some crops, such as 
soybeans, com. and wheat. 

* Severe Eainstorms and floods durif^ 
planting and harvest seasons will Hkely 
depress productivity. Similarly, honer and 
drier conditions duri i^ the main growing 
s^son also disrupt production and may 
requite irrigation of currendy rain^fed crops. 

* Higjher ozone ooncentnuions can dam-
£ ^ soybeans and horticultural -crops, coun-
terii^ positive impacts of a wacmer dimate. 

* Several dimate changes will likely 
combine to create more favorable conditions 
for a number of pests and path<^ns. 

* Extreme heat and drou^ ts can se
verely aflect Uvestock health and productksi. 

Human Health 

Climate projections suggest chat extreme 
heat periods arc likely ro become 

more common, a-; will severe storm events. 
. • Winter coH-telated morbidity 

or mortality will decrease, while 
summer heat-related morbidity or 
mortality is likely co increase. Of 
particular concem is the large pro
jected increase in excreme heat days 
(exceedir^ 97**F) by 2080-2100, 

s which will require improved warning 
^ systems and preparation co avoid 
5 severe health impacts. 



• Higher temperatures and more 
dectricity generation for air conditioning 
increase the formation of ground-level 
ozone> likely exacerbating asthma and 
other respiratory diseases. 

• Some waterborne infectious dis
eases such as ayptoqioridhsis or ̂ andiasis 
may become more frequent or vridespread 
if extreme rainstorms occur more often. 

• The occurrence of many infectious 
diseases is strongly seasonal, su^esting 
that climate plays a role in influendng 
transmission. Some diseases carried by 
insects such as Lyme disease (ticks) or, 
more recently, West Nile encephalitis 
(mosquitoes) liave expanded across the 
region. While this spread is attributed 
largely to land-use changes, Riture changies 
in rain^l or temperatures could encour^ 
greater reproduction or survival ofthe 
disease-carrying insects. 

Property and Infrastructure 

Ohios cities and other heavily developed 
areas are particularly vulnerable to 

the risks of dimate extremes, incurring 
direa economic losses or requiring cosdy 
adaptations. 

• More frequent extreme rainstorms 
and floods, exacerbated by stream chan
neling and more paved siufaces, result 
in greater property damage, place heavier 
burdens on emergency management, 
increase cleanup and rebuilding costs, 
and exact a financial toll on businesses 
and homeowners. 

• Municipalities in Ohio will have 
to upgrade water-related infrastructure 
induding levees, sewer pipes, and waste
water treatment plants in antidpauon 
of more frequent extreme downpours. 

• Lower lake levels have cosdy impli
cations for shipping on Lake Erie, requiring 
more frequent dredging of channds and 
harbor? and adjusting docks, water intake 
pipes, ai>d other infrastructure. On the 

other hand, a longer ice-free season will 
extend the shipping season. 

Recreation and Tourism 

Tourism is one of Ohio's major eco
nomic sectors, with travelers spending 

$23 billion in 2001. Ohio boasts an ex
ceptional state padc system, induding 
Qifton Gorge, above, but it is the beau
tiful Lake Erie shordine that draws 
most visitors. 

• Anglers on Lake Erie and inland 
lakes will be afFeaed by range shifts, loss 
of habitat, and increases or dedines of 
thdr preferred catch. For example, the 
range of warm-water fish such as small-
mouth bass or blu^iU is IJkdy to expand 
northward, while cold-water species and 
even some cool-water fish may disappear 
from southern pans ofthe region. 

• In all lakes, the duration of summer 
stratification will increase, adding co the 
risk of oxygen depletion and formation 
of deep-water "dead zones" for fish and 
other organisms—a risk espedally for 
Lake Erie. 

• The summer recreatbn season 
will iikdy expand as temperatures warm 
Rirther, but extreme heat, heavy rains, 
elevated ozone levds, and possible increases 
in risk from insect- and waterborne 
diseases may dampen outdoor enthusiasnL 

• Lower water levds coupled with 
warmer water temperatures may accele
rate the accumulation of mercury and 
other coLitaininancs in the aquatic 
food chain. 

• Earlier spring runoff, more 
intense flooding, and lower summer 
water levels generally mean growing 
challenges for Ohio's wetlands, such as 
the Great Black Swamp, already signifi
cantiy reduced by development and agri
culture. IJOSS of habitat or food te^uroes 
for migratory birds, shorebirds, and 
waterfowl will affect Ohio's birdwacch-
ing and hunting industries. 

Climate Change 
Solutions 

Ohio residents, business leaders, 
and poiicymakos canhdp reduce 
the potential impacts from di

mate change by pursuing three necessary 
and complementary strategies: 

• Reducing Ijeat'trapping gas emis
sions by increasing energy efiidency in 
building, reducing dependency on coal-
fired utilities by switching instead to 
renewable energy sources such as vnnd 
and bioenergy, increasing vehide fud 
economy, and investii^ in mass transit. 

• Minimizing pressures on ihe envi-
ronment by improving air quality, pro
tecting the quality and supply of water 
resources, protecting habitat, and 
limiting sprawl. 

• Preparing for those impacts from 
global warming ^ a t cannot be avoided 
through better planning and emergency 
preparedness, adaptations in ^iculture, 
strengthening public health response, and 
adjusting flood control infiascructure. 

By mergii^ Ohio's history of tech-
nolo^caf innovation with a contemporary 
commitment to responsible management, 
Ohio could lead the region in des^ning 
effective solutions. It is only fitting that, 
in its bicentennial year, Ohio should 
become an exemplary steward of its ridi 
environment aiid resources in the ^ice 
of dimate diange. 
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The full report is available from DCS at www.ucsusa.orq/qreatlakes or call (617) 547-5552. 
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The earth's climate is predicted to change because human 
activities are altering the chemical composition ofthe atmosphere 
through the buildup of greenhouse gases — primarily carbon 
dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and chlorofluorocaibons. The 
heat-ti-apping property of these greenhouse gases is undisputed. 
Although there is uncertainty about exactiy how and when the 
earth's climate will respond to enhanced concentrations of 
greenhouse gases, observations indicate that detectable changes 
are under way. There most likely will be increases in temperature 
and changes in precipitation, soil moisture, and sea level, which 
could have adverse effects on many ecological systems, as well 
as on human health and the economy. 

The Climate System 

Enei^ from the sun drives the earth's weather and climate. 
Atmospheric greenhouse gases (water vapor, carbon dioxide, 
and other gases) trap some of tiie energy fi'om the sun, creating 
a natural "greenhouse effect" Witiiout this effect, temperatures 
would be much lower than they are now, and life as known today 
would not be possible. Instead, thanks to greenhouse gases, the 
earth's average temperature is a more hospitable 60°F. However, 
problems arise when tlie greenhouse effect is enhanced hy 
human-generated emissions of greenhouse gases. 

Global wanning would do more than add a few degrees to today's 
average temperatures. Cold spells still would occur in winter, but 
heat waves would be more common. Some places would be drier, 
others wetter. Perhaps more important, more precipitation may 
come in short, intense bursts (e.g., more than 2 inches of ram 
in a day), which could lead to more flooding. Sea levels would 
be higher than they would have been without global warming, 
although the actual changes may vary from place to place 
because coastal lands arc themselves sinking or rising. 

Emissions Of Greenhouse Gases 

Since the beginning ofthe industrial revolution, human activities 
have been adding measurably to natural background levels of 
greenhouse gases. The buming of fossil fiiels — coal, oil, and 
natural gas — for energy is the primary source of emissions. 
Energy burned to run cars and trucks, heat homes and busi
nesses, and power factories is responsible for about 80% of 
global carbon dioxide emissions, about 25% of U.S. metiiane 
emissions, and about 20% of global nitrous oxide emissions. 
Increased agriculture and deforestation, landtiUs, and industrial 
production and mining also contribute a significant share of 
emissions. In 1994, the United States emitted about one-fifth of 
total global greenhouse gases. 

Concentrations OfGreenhouse Gases 

Since the pre-industrial era, atmospheric c<nicentrations of carbon 
dioxide have increased nearly 30%, methane concentrations have 
more than doubled, and nitrous oxide concentrations have risen 
by about 15%. These increases have enhanced tfie heat-trapping 
capability of the earth's atmosphere. Sul^te aerosols, acommon 
air pollutant, cool the atmosphere by reflecting incoming solar 
radiation. However, sulfates are short-lived and vary regionally, 
so they do not offeet greenhouse gas warming. 

Although many greenhouse gases akeady are present m tlie 
atmo^ere, oce^s, and vegetation, their ccmcentraCions in the 
future will depend in part on present and future emissions. 
Estimating fiiture emissions is difficult, because fhey will 
depend on demographic, economic, technological, policy, and 
institutional developments. Several emisstons scenarios have 
been developed based on differing projections of these under
lying factors. For example, by 2100, in the absence of emissions 
control policies, carbon dioxide concentrations are projected 
to be 30-150% higher tiian today's levels. 

Solar 

radiatian 

Some solar ratfiaSon 

earth and the 
atmosphere 

Scmg of the hfrared radiaCon passes 
through IhB slmosphere. and soma is 
absorbed and re.erniRei] in ̂ 1 di iecUoi^ 
by greenhouse gas moleeulas. Th6 effect 
of H ^ is lo warm the •aRl i 'sst f face and 
Ihs lower atmosphere. 

Source: U.S. Department of State (1992) 

Current Climatic Changes 

Global mean surface temperatures have increased 0.6-1.2°F 
between 1890 and 1996. The 9 warmest years in this century all 
have occurred in the last 14 years. Of these, 1995 was the warmest 
year on record, suggesting the atmosphere has reboumled fi^m 
the temporary cooling caused by the eruption of Mt Pinatubo in 
the Philippines. 

Several pieces of additional evidence consistent with warming, 
such as a decrease in Nortiietn Hemisphere snow cover, a 
decrease in Arctic Sea ice, and continued melting of alpine 
glaciers, have been corroborated. Globally, sea levels have risen 
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4-10 inches over the past century, and precipitation over land has 
increased slightiy. The fi^quency of extreme rainfall events also 
has increased throughout much ofthe United States. 

A new intemational scieaUBc assessment by tiie Intergovern
mental Panel on Climate Change recentiy concluded that "the 
balance of evidence suggests a discernible human influence 
on global climate," 

Future Climatic Changes 

For a given concentration of greenhouse gases, the resulting 
increase in the atmosphere's heat-trapping ability can be pre
dicted with precision, but tiie resulting impact on climate is more 
uncertain. The climate system is complex and dynamic, with 
constant interaction between the atmosphere, land, ice, and 
oceans. Further, humans have never experienced such a rapid rise 
in greenhouse gases. In effect, a large and uncontrolled planet-
wide experiment is being conducted. 

General circulation models are complex computer simulations diat 
describe the circulation of air and ocean currents and how energy 
is transported withm the climate system. While uncertainties 
remain, these models are a powerful tool for study mg climate. As 
a result of continuous model improvements over the last few 
decades, scientists are reasonably confident about the link 
between global greenhouse gas concentrations and temperature 
and about the ability of models to characterize future climate at 
continental scales. 

Recent model calculations suggest that tiie global surface temper
ature could increase an average of 1.6-6.3''F by 2100, with signif
icant regional variation. These temperature changes would be far 
greater than recent natural fluctuations, and they would occur 
significantiy faster than any known changes in the last 10,000 
years. The United States is projected to warm more tiian the 
global average, especially as fewer sulfate aerosols are produced. 

The models suggest that tiie rate of evaporation will increase as 
the climate warms, which will increase average global precipita
tion. They also suggest increased frequency of intense rainfall as 

well as a marked decrease in soil moisture over some mid-
continental regions during the summer. Sea level is projected to 
increase by 6-38 inches by 2100. 

Calculations of regional climate change are much less reliable 
than global ones, and it is unclear whether regional climate will 
become more variable. The frequency and intensity of some 
extreme weather of critical importance to ecological systems 
(droughts, floods, frosts, cloudiness, the firequency of hot or cold 
spells, and the intensity of associated fire and pest outbreaks) 
could increase. 

Local Climate Changes 

Over the last century, the average temperature near Columbus, 
Ohio, has increased 0.3°F, and precipitation has increased by up 
to 10% in this and other parts of the state, and declined by up to 
10% in the southem part of the state. These past trends may or 
may not continue into die fiiture. 

Over the next centiuy, climate in Ohio may experience additional 
changes. For example, based on projections made by the Inter
governmental Panel on Climate Change and results from the 
United Kingdom Hadley Centre's climate model (HadCM2), a 
model that accounts for both greenhouse gases and aerosols, by 
2100 temperatures in Ohio could increase by 3°F in winter, spring, 
and summer (witii a range of 1 -6**F) and 4''F in fall (with a range of 
2-7°F). Precipitation is estimated to increase by 15% in winter and 
spring (witii a range of 5-25%), 20% in fall (witii a range of 10-
35%), and 25% (with a range of 10-40%) in summer. Otiier climate 
models may show different results, especially regarding estimated 
changes in precipitation. The impacts described in the sections 
that follow take into account estimates from different models. 
The frequency of extreme hot days in summer is expected to 
increase along with the general warming trend. It is not clear how 
the severity of storms ntight be af&cted, altiiough an increase in 
the frequency and intensity of summer thunderstorms is possible. 

Human Health 

Higher temperatures and increased frequency of heat waves 
may increase the number of heat-related deaths and the incidence 
of heat-related ilhiesses. Ohio, with its irregular, intense heat 
waves, could be susceptible. 

Precipitation Trends From 1900 To Present 
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One study projects that heat-related deaths could nearly double 
in both Cleveland and Columbus given a 4*'F warming, from about 
30 to 60 (although increased air conditioning use may not have 
been fully accounted for). In Cincinnati, summer deaths are 
estimated to nearly triple with a warming of 3 °F, from 14 to 42. The 
elderly, especially those living alone, are at greatest risk. This 
study also projects little change in winter-related deaths in 
Cleveland, Columbus, and Cincinnati. 

Climate change could increase concentrations of ground-level 
ozone. For example, high temperatures, strong sunlight, and 
stable air masses tend to increase urban ozone levels. A 2°F 
warming in the Midwest, with no other change in weather or 
eriiissions, could increase concentrations of ozone, a major 
component of smog, by as much as 8%. Perhaps more important, 
however, is that the area exceeding national healtii stan<krds 
for ozone could increase. Currently, Cincmnati is classified as a 
"moderate" nonattainment area for ozone, and increased tempera
tures could increase ozone concentrations further. Ground-level 
ozone is associated with respiratory ilbesses such as asthma, 
reduced lung function, and respiratory inflammation. Air pollution 
also is made worse by increases in natural hydrocarbon emis
sions such as emissions of terpenes by trees and shrubs 
during hot weather. If a warmed climate causes increased use 
of air conditioners, air pollutant emissions from power plants 
also will increase. Upper and lower respiratory allergies also are 
influenced by humidity. A 2°F warming and wetter conditions 
could increase respiratory allergies. 

Wanning and other climate changes could expand the habitat 
and infectivity of disease-carrying insects, thus increasing the 
potential for transmission of diseases such as malaria and dengue 
("break bone") fever. Infected individuals can bring malaria to 
places where it does not occur naturally. Also, some mosquitoes 
in Ohio can carry Califomia and St. Louis encephalitis, which 
can be lethal or cause neurological damage. If conditions 
become warmer and wetter, mosquito populations could increase, 
thus increasing tlie risk of transmission if these diseases arc 
introduced into the area. 

Warmer temperatures could increase the incidence of Lyme 
disease and other tick-bome diseases in Ohio, because popula
tions of ticks, and their rodent hosts, could increase under 
warmer temperatures and increased vegetation. Increased runoff 
from heavy rainfall could increase water-borne diseases such as 
giardia, Cryptosporidia, and viral antibacterial gaslroenteritides. 

Developed countries such as the United States should be able to 
minimize the impacts of these diseases through existing disease 
prevention and control methods. 

Water Resources 

The availability of water has helped Ohio develop a diverse 
economy: agriculture in the n6rth and west, manufacturmg in 
the northeast, and timber and mining industries in the southeast. 
Urban and industrial centers also have developed along Lake 
Erie, the Ohio River, and the navigational canals and rivers that 
join them. Surface water is the primary source of water for these 
activities. Runoff in the state is detcmiined largely by rainfall and 

to a lesser degree by spring snowmelt. Eariier snowmelt would 
result in higher streamflows in winter and spring. Lower stream-
flows and lake levels in the summer could reduce wai^ availabil
ity for mimicipal ities and industries. The Ohio River and its major 
tributaries, the Muskingum, Scioto, and Great Miami rivers, are 
well developed with dams and reservoirs. Lower flows could 
adversely affect important uses such as navigation and water 
supply, although large storage reservoirs or changes in opera
tions could moderate some impacts. Higher sununer temperatures 
and lower flows also could degrade water quality by concentrat
ing pollutants. Drinking water quality, urban and industrial 
discharges, and storm water overflows are important water 
quality issues in Ohio. 

Floods occur in Ohio neariy every year. In a warm^ cliniate, 
rainfall could be higher and storms could be more intense. Wetter 
conditions would increase water availability, but could increase 
flooding. Areas such as the Maumee and Blanchard river basins 
and the lowlands south of Columbus are susceptible to flooding. 
In the northern and western parts of tiie state, erosion of &rmland 
can be severe Increased rains could exacerbate levels of pesti
cides and fertilizers in runoff from agricultural lands and sedimen
tation of navigation channels. It also could increase acid drainage 
from mining activities in eastem and soutiieastem Ohio. 

In a warmer climate, increased temperature and hi^er evspoza-
tion could reduce inflows into the Great L^es and lower lake 
levels. Shorelines could be vulnerable to erosion damage fiom 
wind and rain, but flood damage could be reduced. Harbors and 
channels could require more dredging. Although lower water 
levels in channels connecting the lakes could hamper shipping, 
reduced ice cover would lengthen the shipping seascHi. Warmer 
temperatures could degrade lake water quality. 

Agriculture 

The mb( of crop and livestock production in a state is influenced 
by climatic conditions and water availability. As climate warms, -
production pattems could shift northward. Increases in cliniate 
variability could make adaptation by Rimers more difficult 
Warmer climates and less soil moisture due to increased 

Changes In Agricultural Yield And Production 
Dryland Yield Production 
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evaporation may increase tiie n^d for irrigation. However, these 
same conditions could decrease water supplies, which also may 
be needed by natural ecosystems, urban populations, industry, 
and other users. 

Understandably, most studies have not fully accounted for 
changes in climate variability, water availability, crop pests, 
changes in air pollution such as ozone, and adaptation by 
farmers to changing climate. Including these l^tors could 
change modeling results substantially. Analyses that assume 
changes in average climate and effective adaptation by famiers 
suggest that aggregate U.S. food production would not be 
harmed, although tiiere may be significant regional changes. 

In Ohio, production agriculture is a $4.4 bilUon annual industry, 
two-tiiirds of which comes from crops. Very few ofthe farmed 
acres are irrigated. The major crops in tiie state are com, soy
beans, and hay. Com yields could fall by as much as 35% under 
severe conditions where temperatures rise beyond the tolerance 
levels of die crop and are combined with increased stress from 
decreased soil moisture. Depending on how cliniate changes, hay 
and pasture yields could fall by 16% or rise by 8%, and soybeans 
yields could rise by 18% or fall by 33%. Farmed acres could 
remain fairly constant, or they could decrease by as much as 20%. 
Niu^ery and horticulture crops are also important to Ohio 
agriculture and could be affected by cliniate change. However, 
these impacts have not been well studied, and because inputs 
such as water are tightiy managed for many of these crops, their 
exposure to climate change may be limited. 

Forests 

Trees and forests are adapted to specific climate conditions, 
and as climate warms, forests will change. These changes could 
include changes in species composition, geographic range, and 
healdi and productivity. If conditions also become drier, the 
current range of forests could be reduced and replaced by 
grasslands and pasture. Even a wanner and wetter climate could 
ead to changes; trees that are better adapted to wanner condi-
' ions, such as oaks and pines, would prevail. Under these 

Changes In Forest Cover 
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conditions, forests could become more dense. These changes 
could occur during die lifetimes of today's children, particularly 
if the change is accelerated by other stresses such as fire, pests, 
and diseases. Some of these stresses would themselves be 
worsened by a warmer and drier climate. 

Wiih changes in climate, the extent of forested areas in Ohio 
could change littie or decline by as much as 30-50%. Even if there 
is no decline in forested area, tiie types of trees dominating those 
forests and woodlands are likely to change. In a warmer climate, 
forested areas could be increasingly dominated by pine and scmb 
oaks, replacing many ofthe eastern hardwoods common through
out Ohio forests. In areas where richer soils are prevalent or if 
precipitation increases significantiy, southem pines could 
increase their range and density. In contrast, under drier condi
tions or in areas with poorer soils (which are more common in 
Ohio's forests), scmb oaks of little commercial value (e.g., post 
oak and blackjack oak) could increase their range. 

Ecosystems 

Much of Ohio's landscape has been transformed by logging, 
agricultural, urban, and industrial development, increasing the 
importance ofthe few, high quality, natural communities that 
remain today. The northern third ofthe state, which drains into 
Lake Erie, contams plant communities ranging from deciduous 
and hemlock forests to prairies, sand barrens, savannas, bogs, 
fens, marshes, and sandy beaches. Oak savanna and wet prairie 
habitats mark where eastem forests meet western prairie ecosys
tems, and these are threatened communities. Less than 2% ofthe 
original oak savannas in the Midwest exists today. This habitat 
contains more tiian one-third of tiie rare plants and animals in 
Ohio. Over 65 species of birds and many butterfly species nest 
within tiie region, including tiie less tiian 20 nesting pairs of 
endangered lark sparrow that survive in the state. 

Ohio is in one ofthe nation's most highly industrialized 
regions. It had ahready tost 90% of its wetlands between 1700 
and 1980. Changes in climate could further threaten remaining 
wetlands, particularly ecosystems witiiin tiie Lake Erie drainage. 
If the level of Lake Erie falls, the wetiand habitats that depend 
on inundation of freshwater from the lake would be adversely 
affected. Wamiing could change the-temperature stmcture of 
lakes, availability of dissolved oxygen, and cycling of nutrients, 
all of which will affect aquatic flora and &una. If temperatures in 
Lake Erie rise as projected, cold water refuges for certain fishes 
may disappear and areas of warm water could increase, thus 
altering the types and ranges offish species and commuruties. 
Lower dissolved oxygen levels m Ohio ponds during warmer 
years have reduced cool-water bottom habitat for northern pike, 
summer weight, and development. Wanner water temperatures in 
rivers and streams ofthe state could enhance invasion of white 
perch, which exhibits higher winter survival of young during 
warm winters. 

For further Information about the potential impacts of climate 
change, contact the Climate and Policy Assessment Division 
(2174), U.S. ERA. 401 M Street SW, Washington. DC 20460. or 
visit http-JAnww.epa.gov/globaiwarming/impacts. 
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Summary for Policymakers 

A. Introduction 

The Working Group III contribution to tiie IPCC Fourth 
Assessment Report (AR4) focuses on new literature on 
the scientitic, technological, environmental, economic and 
social aspects of mitigation of climate change, published 
since the IPCC Third Assessment Report (TAR) and the 
Special Reports on CO2 Capture and Storage (SRCCS) and 
on Safeguarding tiie Ozone Layer and the Global Climate 
System (SROC). 

The following summary is organised into six sections afier 
this introduction: 
• Greenhouse gas (GHG) emission trends 
• Mitigation in the short and medium term, across 

different economic sectors (until 2030) 
• Mitigation in the long-term (b^ond 2030) 
• Policies, measures and instruments to mitigate climate 

change 
• Sustainable development and climate change mitigation 
• Gaps in knowledge. 

References to the corresponding chapter sections are 
indicated at each paragraph in square brackets. An 
explanation of terms, acronyms and chemical ^mbols 
used in this SPM can be found in the glossaiy to the main 
report. 

B. Greenhouse gas emission trends 

2. Global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions have 
grown since pre-indusCrial times, with an increase of 
70% between 1970 and 2004 (high agreemem. much 
evidence)K 
• Since pre-industrial times, increasing emissions of 

GHGs due to human activities have led to a mariced 
increase in atmospheric GHG concentrations 11.3; 
Working Group I SPM]. 

• Between 1970 and 2004, global emissions of COj, CH4, 
N2O, HFCs, PFCs and SFg, weighted by tiieir global 
warming potential (GWP), have increased by 70% (24% 

between 1990 and 2004), from 28.7 to 49 Oigatonnes 
of carbon dioxide equivalents (GtC02-eq)^ (see Figure 
SPM.1). The emissions of these gases have increased 
at different rates. CO2 emissions have grown between 
1970 and 2004 by about 80% (28% between 1990 and 
2004) aiKl represented 77% of total antiiropogenic GHG 
enussions in 2004. 
The laigest growtii in global GHG emissions between 
1970 and 2004 has come frcrni tiie eneigy simply sector 
(an increase of 145%). The growtii m direct emissions^ 
fiom transport in this period was 120%, industry 65% 
and land use, land use change, and forestry (LULUCF)^ 
40%5. Between 1970 and 1990 direct emissions from 
agriculture grew by 27% and from buildings by 26%, 
and the latter remained at approximately at 1990 levels 
thereafter. However, the buildings sector has a high level 
of electricity use and hence the total of direct and indu^ct 
emis^ons in this sector is much hi^ier (75%) tiian direct 
emissions [1.3,6.1,11.3, Figures 1.1 and 1.3]. 
The effect on global emissions ofthe decrease in global 
energy intensity (-33%) during 1970 to 2004 has been 
smaller than the combined effect of global per capita 
uicome growtii (77 %) and global population growth 
(69%); both drivers of increasing enet;^»related CO2 
emissions (Figure SPM.2). The long-term trend of a 
declining caibon intensity of eneigy supply reversed 
afier 2000. Differences m terms of per capita income, per 
capita emissions, and en^gy intensity among countnes 
remmn significattt (Figure SPM3). In 2004 UNFCCC 
Annex I countries held a 20% share iii world population, 
produced 57% of worid Gross E)omestic Product based 
on Purdiasing Power Parity (GDPppp)* and accounted for 
46% of global GHG emissions (Figure SPM.3) [1.3], 
The emissions of ozone depleting substances (ODS) 
controlled under tite Montreal Protocol^, which are also 
GHGs, have declined significantiy since the 1990s. By 
2004 the emissions of these gases were about 20% of 
tiieir 1990 level [1.3]. 
A range of policies, including those on climate change, 
energy security^ and sustainable development, have 
been e£fective in reducing GHG emissions m different 
sectors and many countries. The scale of such measures, 
however, has not yet been laige enough to counteract 
the global growth in emissions [13,12.2]. 

Ea(^ headline statement has an "agreement/evidence" assessment attached that is supported by the buNatx imdamMth. This does not necusaifly mean that ttiia level of 
''agreement/evldence''appHes to e a ^ txiHet. Endbcw 1 piovhjes an explanation of this r^Hvsentation of uncertainty, 
n i e definition of carbon dioxide eqirivalent (COj-eq) is tiie wnount erf C02 emission that would cwse the same radiative forcing as an e m M ^ WKXr t of a we l mi imi green
house g ^ or a mixture of well mixed greenhouse gases, all miritiplied wSh their respective GWPs to take into account the differing Ones they remain bi tfie atmosphere |WGI 
AR4 Glossary]. 
•direct emissions in each sector do not inctude emissions from Vm electricity sector for the ^ecbid ly consumed in the buUng , iidustry s i d agrictmural aectois or of the 
emissions from refinery oparattor^B supplying fuel to tfie transport sector. 
The term "land use, land use c^aige and forestry is used here to describe ttie aggpsgatsd emissions tif COg, GI-I4, N^O from deforestation, biomass and bwningi decay of 
biomass fttm logging and deforestation, decay of peat and peat fires 11.3.1]. Tills is b rcadn-^ in emissions from defoFa8talion,whidi is incbded as a subset. Tlie emissions 
reported here do not indude (srbon uptalte (removals). 
Tliis trend is for the total LULUCF emis^ons, of viMct^ amisdonslrom ckAorestBtion are a subset and, owing to large data uncertasities, is s^nlficantty less certasn than for othor 
sectors. The rate of deforestation gtobaHy was slightly lower ^ tfie 2000-2006 period than in the 1990-2000 poiod ^.2.1). 
The GDPppp memc Is used for llustrative purposes only for tfiis report For an explantf km of PPP and hiarlwt Extfiange Rate 9 ^ ^ ^tSP niculations. see focAncrte 12. 
Halons. t^loroflum-ocarbDns (CFCsO. hydrochlorofluorocffiliore (HCFCs), methyl chtoroform (CHaCCy, caitxm tebai^loride (CCIJ and metti^ brondde pHsBr). 
Energy securtty refers to security of energy supply. 
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Figure SPM.1: GhtalWarrpktg {Potential (Gm^¥/e&^gtot)algreenhQase gas 
emisskKK 1970-2004.100 year GWPsffonPCC 1996 (SAI^miBUsetl to Gomm 
emisskins to (X)g-eg. fcf. inSFCCC teporeng guklgSnes). C0» CH4, t i f i . HFCs, PFCs 
and SFs fmm af/ sources are induded. 
TlKtmCOgemissioiicatBgotf^r^lectCOgemlsskmsfromenauyproductienand 
use (second from IXJttaffOsnd from land use c t m ^ ^ t k d t m i i j f f m t n t t ^ 
1 . H 

Notes: 
1. Other NgO Includes indus^d processes, deforestation^avannah buming, 

waste water and waste inc&WHtion. 
2. Other is CH^ from Industrial processes and savannah buming. 
3. Including emisstons f^om bioenergy pnx^jctitm and use 
4. CC^ emissions Irmn decay (decompositiDn) of 9d»ve grujnd biomass ttuA 

remains after logging and defor^tatlon and CX)2 from p ^ fires and decG^ of 
draitwd peat soils. 

5. As well as tracfiUonalbiomaK use al10% of total, assuming 90% is from 
su^aim^le biomass production. Corrected for 10K carbon of triomass tNtt is 
usumed to remain as Charcot after combustion. 

6. For large-scale forest end scfubisid biomass buming averaged date for 
1997-2iX)2 based on Global Pre Smissions Data baae sabslUte data. 

7. Cemmt praductiwi and natural gas flaring. 
8. Fossil ftiel use includes emissions from feedstodcs. 

1970 1980 1990 2000 2004 

3. With current climate change mitigation policies and 
related sustainable development practices, global 
GHG emissions will continue to grow over the next few 
decades (high agreement, much evidence). 
• The SRES (non-mitigation) scenarios project an increase 

of baseline global GHG emissions by a range of 9.7 
GtCOj-eq to 36.7 GtCOj-eq (25-90%) between 2000 
and 2030!̂  (Box SPM.l and Figure SPM.4). In tiiese 
scenarios, fossil fuels are projected to maintain their 
dominant position in the global energy mix to 2030 and 
beyond. Hence COj emissions between 2000 and 2030 
from energy use are projected to grow 40 to 110% over 
that period. Two tiurds to three quarters of this increase. 
in energy CO^ ^nissions is projected to come from non-
Annex I regions, with their average per capita energy 
CO2 ̂ nissions being projected to remain substantially 
lower (2.8-5.1 tCOJcap) than those in Annex I regions 
(9.6-15.1 tCOj/c^) by 2030. According to SRES 
scenarios, their economies are projected to have a tower 
energy use per unit of GDP (6.2 - 9.9 MJAJS$ GDP) 
tiian tiiat of non-Annex I countries (11.0 - 21.6 MJ/USS 
GDP). [1.3,3.2] 

The SRES 2000 GHG emteslons assumed hers are 39.8 3tC02-eq, i.e. tower than the emissions reported In ttie BX3AB dat^iase fbr 2000 (45 GtC02-eci). TNs is mostly due to 
differences In UJLUCF emissions. 
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gas flaring arid cement manufacbiritig) mid Population ff^). h add-on, In dtOted lines, the ligarBSlx^ 
Mensity of energy supply (COg/TPES), and Emission hiensi^ of ^eaxxmKprodactlm 
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Figure SPM.3a: ybar2OO4r^sti^3iSbnofre0onaSpBrcaf^GHGomis^ons0l 
Kyoto gases, includmg those from ̂ nd-use) over the p o p u b ^ of dlffBrent country 
^uplngs. The percentages in Hie bars indicate a regionsshme in gltOialC^JG mis
sions [Figure 1.4a}. 

Figure $PM.3b: }^2004(SsiributkmofrB^ml&IGemls^ons(alll^folo 
gases, bidui^l t iose from land-use) per tJS$ of GDPppp over the GDPpff, of dlffwent 
country groupings-Ttiepercent^es In ̂  bars indicate a regioiKSttare In glob^ 
GHG emls^ons {Rgiso 1.4t̂ . 
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Figure SPM.4: Globia GHG emissions nx 2000 and pn^ec^bassSnaendsslons^''for 2030 and 2100 »amU>CC 311^ and ^ 
emisskmsfnmnte six SUistrativeSl^scenam)s.n also pro^des the frequBncyiSstrSxjt^ 
as covered & i C h e ^ 3. F-gasas cover HFCs. PFCs mid SFs 11.3,3.2, Rgure 1.7}. 

Baseline emissions scenarios published since SR£Sl^ 
are comparable in range to those presented in the IPCC 
Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SR£S) (25-135 
GtCOj-eqyyr in 2100, see Figure SPM.4) (high agreement, 
much evidence). 
• Studies since SRES used lower values for some drivers 

for emissions, notabty population projections. However, 
for those studies mcorporating tiiese new population 
projections, changes in other drivers, such as economic 
growth, resulted in littie change in overall emission 
levels. Economic growtii projections for Africa, Latin 
America and tiie Middle East to 2030 in post-SRES 
baseline scenarios are lower than in SRES, but this 
has only minor effects on global economic growtii and 
overall emissions [3.2]. 

Representation of aerosol and aerosol precursor 
emissions, including sulphur dioxide, black carbon, 
and organic cartion, which have a net cooling effect'̂  
has unproved. Generally, they are projected to be tower 
than reported m SRES [3.2]. 
Available studies mdicate tiiat the choice of exchange 
rate for GDP (MER or PPP) does not appreciabty affect 
the projected emissions, vAiea used consistentiy^^. 
The differences, if any, are small compared to the 
uncertainties caused by assumptions on other parameters 
in the scenarios, e.g. technological change [3.2]. 

10 Baselme scenarios do not Include additional cBrrate poecy 9bom current ones; more recent s tud io differ with respect to UNFCCC and Kyoto F>rotocol inclusion. 
11 See AR4WGI report, ChaptsrlO.S. 
12 Since TAR, there has been a debate on the use at different exchange rates in emissjon scenarios. Tviw metrics are used to compere QDp tietween countries. Use of hAER is 

prefei^d}le for an^jrees Evolving Imematfonatly traded products. Use of PPP. is Fveferable for analyses involving comparisons of income t>etween co i^r ies at very difterent 
stages of development Most ofthe monetary units in thcs report are expressed in MEH. This reflecte the kKge majori^ of emissions mitigation lit&ature that is oaNbrated in 
MER. When morietary units are expressed in PPP, this is denoted t>y GDP„;^ 
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Box SPM.1: The emission scenarios of the IPCC Special Report on Emission Scenarios ( S R ^ 

A i . The A1 storyline and scenario femily describes a future worid.of very rsipld ecormmic gnwth, global population that 
pe^ks In mld-century and declines thereafter, and the rapid Introduction of new ^andmore iefBcient technologic. Malor 
underlying themes are convergence among regions, capacity building and Increased cultural and sodaJ InterEKiSons, with 
a substantial reduction in regional differences In per capita Income. The Al scenario femily develops into three groups that 
describe altemative directions of technological change in the energy system. The thnse A1 groups ars distinguished by their 
technological emphasis: fossil Intensive (Al Fl), non fossil energy sources ^17), or a balance acro^ all scHirces (Al B) (where 
balanced is defined as not relying too heavily on one particular energy source, on the assumption that similar improvement 
rates apply to all energy supply and end use technologies). 

A2. The A2 storyline and scenario family describes a very heterogeneous world. The underiylr^ theme Is self reliance and 
preservation of local identities. FertPity pattems across regions coriverge very ̂ ov\rty, whteh results in continuously increas
ing population. Economic development Is primarily regionally oriented and pel- car^ta economic growth and technological 
charige more fragmented and slower than other storylines. 

BI . The BI storyline and scenario family describes a convergent worid with the same global popiMion, that peaks in mW-
centuty and declines thereafter, as In tiie A l storyline, but with rapid change In economic stmctures toward a sen t̂ee and 
Information economy, with reductions in material Intensity and the introduction of clean and resource efficient technologies. 
The emphasis is on global solutions to economte, social and environmental sustainability, including improved equity, but 
without additional climate initiatives. 

B2. The B2 storyline and scenario family describes a worid In whteh the emphasis ts on local solutions to econonrtic, social 
arid environmental sustainability. It Is a worid with cominuously Increasing global pc^lation, at a rate lower than A2, In-
temiediate levels of economic development, and less rapkl and more diverse technok)gk»i change thsoi in ttie 81 and Al 

isfbrylines. While the scenario is also oriented towEffds environmental protection and social equity, it focuses on local and 
regional levels. 

Ah illustrative scenario was chosen for each of the six scenario gnaups AlB, AIFI, AIT, A2. B1 and B2. All should be Con
sidered equally sound. 

"llTe; SRES scenarios do not include additional climate InHialives, which means that no scenarios are Included that explicitly 
assume implementation of the United Nations Framework Convention on Ciimate Ctenge or the emlsstons targets of ttie 
Kyoto Protocol. 

this box summarizing the SRES scenarios is taken from the Third Assessment Report and has been sut^ject to prior line by 
l(ne appirovai by the Pane/. 

Box SPM.& Mitigation potential and analytical approaches 

The concept of "mitigation potential" has been developed to assess the scate of GHG reductions that could be made, reiathre 
to emission baselines, for a given level of cartx)n price (expressed In cost per \m\t of carix)n dioxide equivalent emissions 
avoided or reduced). MItigatton potential is further differentiated in tenns of "niari<et potential'' and "economic potential". 

Market potential is the mitigatton potential based on private costs and private discount ratesi^, whteh might be expected 
to occur under forecast market conditions, Including polteies and measures currently in place, noting that baniers limit actual 
uptake |2.4]. 

13 Private costs and discount rates reflect (he perspective of private consumers and companies; see Glossary for a fuller description. 
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(Box SPM.2 Con^nued) 

Economic potential is the mitigation potential, which takes Into account social costs and tsenef'its and soci^ discount 
ratesi^ assuming that market efficiency Is Improved by polk^es and measures and baniers are removed [2.4]̂  

iStudles of mari<et potential can tie used to Inform polby makers about rriltigation potential with existing policies and barriers, 
while studies of economic potentials show what might be achieved if appropriate new and additional policies were put into 
place to rernove t:|arriers and include social costs eind benefits. The economic potential is therefore g^erally greater than 
the market potential. 

M i l l i o n potential is estimated using different types of approaches. There are two broad classes - "bottpm-up" and Idp-
down" approaches, which primarily have been used to assess the economic potential. 

Bottom-up studies are based on assessment of mitigation options, emphasizing specific technologies and regulations. 
They are typically sectoral studies taldng the macro-economy as unchanged. Sector estimates have been aggregated, as in 
the TAR, to provide an estimate of global mitigation potential for this assessment. 

Top-4h>wn studies assess the economy-wide potential of mitigation options. They use globally consistent frameworic and 
aggregated information about mitigation options and capture macro-economic and market feedbacks^ 

Bottom-up and top-down models have become more similar sirice the TAR as top-down models have incorporated more 
technological mitigation opttons and bottom-up modejs have Incorporated more macroeconomic and market feedbacks as 
well as adopting barrier analysis into their model structures. Bottom-up studies In particular are useful for the assejssment 
of specific policy options at sectoral leyel, e.g. options for.lmproving ene i^ effteiency, while top-down studies are useful for 
assessing cross-sectoral and economy-wide climate change policies, such as carbon taxes and stabiiizatbn policies. How
ever, cunent bottom-up and top-down studies of economic potential have limitations in conskJering life-style choices, and 
in including ail ̂ ernaltties such as local air potlutkih. They have limited representation, of some regions, countries, sectors, 
gases, and baniers. The projected mitigation costs do not take into account potential benefits of avokJed climate change. 

Box S P M ^ Assumptions |n studies on mitigation portfolios arid macro-economic costs 

Studies on mitigation portfolios and macro-economic costs assessed in this report are based on top-down modelling. Most 
. models use a glot>ai least cost approach to mitigation portfolios and with universal omissions trading, assuming transparent 
markets, no transaction cost, and thus perfect implementation of mitigation measures throughout the 21 ̂  century. Costs are 
given for a specific point in time. 

Global modelled costs will increase If some regions, sectors (e.g. land-use), options or gases are excluded. Glot>al mbdeHed 
costs will decrease with lower baselines, use of revenues from cart}on taxes and auctioned permits, and if induced tech
nological leaning is included. These models do not conskier climate benefits and generally also co-benefits of mitigation 
measures, or equity issues. 

Box SPMJ4: Modelling induced technological change 

Relevant literature implies that policies and measures may Induce technoiogteal change. Remarkable progress has t̂ een 
achieved in applying approaches based on induced technological change to stabilisation studies; however, conceptud Is
sues remain. In the models that adopt these approaches, projected costs for a given stabilization fevel are reduced; the 
reducttons are greater at tower stabilisation levels. 

14 Social c^sts ar>d discount rates reflect the perspective of society. Social discount rates are lower than those used by private Investors; see Giossary for a Ajller desolpiion. 
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Mitigation In the short and medium 
term (until 2030) 

5. Both bottom-up and top-down studies indicate that 
there is substantial economic potential forthemitigation 
of global GHG emissions over the commg decades, tiiat 
could ofl^et the projected growth of global emissions or 
reduce emissions below cnrrent levels (kig^ agreement, 
much evidence). 

Studies suggest that mitigation opportunities with net 
negative costs*^ have the potential to reduce emissions 
by around 6 GtC02-eq^ in 2030. Realizing these 
requires dealing whh implementation Itarriers [11.3]. 
No one sector or technology can address the entire 
mitigation challenge. AU assessed sectors contribute 
to the total (see Figure SPM.6). Hie key mitigation 
technologies and practices for the respective sectors are 
shown m Table SPM 3 [4.3,4.4, 5.4,6.5,7.5, 8,4,9.4, 
10.4]. 

Uncertainties in the estimates are shown as ranges in the 
tables below to reflect the ranges of baselines, rates of 
technological change and other factors tiiat are specific to 
the different approaches. Furtiiermore, uncertamties also 
arise fi'om the limited information for global coverage of 
countries, sectors and gases. 

Bottom-up studies: 
• In 2030, the economic potential estimated for this 

assessment trom bottom-up approaches (see Box 
SPM.2) is presented in Table SPM.l below and Figure 
SPM.5A. For reference: emissions in 2000 were equal 
to43GtC02-eq.[11.3]: 

Top-down studies: 
• Top^own studies calculate an emission reduction for 

2030 as presented in l^bte SPM.2 below and Figure 
SPM.5B. The global economic potentials found m tiie 
top-down studies are in lir» with bottom-up studies (see 
Box SPM.2), though there are ccmslderable differences 
at the sectoral level [3.6]. 

• The estunates in Table SPM.2 were derived from 
stabilization scenarios, i.e., runs towards long-run 
stabilization of atmosphoic GHG concentration [3.6]. 

l ^b le SPM.1: Global economic miUgadonpotenSal in 2030 esdmated Pom bfOtom-t^ studies. 

Cnrbonpnio 
1.1 

Economic potential / , 
; iGlCO*eqyn / . f ' ^ ' 
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15 In this report, as ^ the SAR and tfie TAR, (v t ionswth net negtfiva costs (TKiragratsopportunttie^vedafbiad as those Qp t l o r i s i ^ ^ 
and r^uced emissions of local/regional pollutants equal or oKoeed meir costs to soc ia l . e)Kluding the timefits of avoided ciimate chvige (sea Box SPM.1). 
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G tC02 -eq GtCOroq 

tow end of range high end of range 

S < 0 g < 2 0 • < 5 0 • < 1 0 0 US$/tC02-eq 

tow end of range high end of range 

@<20 • < 5 0 • < 1 0 0 US$/tC02-eq 

Figure SPMJSAiGkibal economic mitigadonpoterdial in 2030 estimalsd from 
bottom-19} studies (data frrm Table SPM. 1) 

BgweSP^ILSBiGlob^economki mitigation poten^l in 2030 estimated from 
top-down studies (data from IbblB SPM.2} 

Ibb le SPM.3: l(By mitigation teclmolo^es and practkies by sector. Seizors mid tedmologles are Ssted In no part^ 
changes, which are cms3-cutt^, are not kKludedkithbt^jle {but are addressed m paragraph 7 in this SPM). 

• l i ^ ' ^ c e s - ""•^^-TaHyavallabrel 

Eneigy supply 
[4 3 . 4 4 ] 

Improved supply and distnbubon efficiency; fuel switching 
from coal to gas; nuclear power; renewable heat and power 
(hydropower, solar, wind, geothemnal and bioenergy), 
combined heat and power; early applications of Carbon 
Capture and Storage (CCS. e g storage of removed CO2 
from natural gas^ ^ 

CCS for gas, biomass and coal-fired electncity generating 
lacillties. advanced nuclear power, advanced renewable 
energy; ncluding tidal and waves energy, concentrating solar, 
and solar PV 

Transport 
^ 4 3 

More fuel efficient vehicles, hybrid vehicles, cipaner diesel 
vehicles, btofuels, modal shifts from road transport to tait and 
public transpoit systems, non-motonsed trartsport {cycling, 
waking), land-use and transport planning > ^ ' 

Second generation blorfuels; higher efftolency aircraft, 
advanced electric andhybnd vehfcles with more powerftil 
andjiMliab^e batten0S. 

Buildings 
[6 51 

Efficient lighting and daylighting; more efficient electiical 
appliances and heating and cooling devices"; Improved cook 
stoves, improved insulation, passive and active solardesign 
for heating and cooltngr altennative refngeratloh fluids, ^ 
recovery and recycle of fiuonnated gases. 

Integrated design of c ^ m e r c l a l buikltngs Including'' 
technotogies, such as intelligent meters that provide 
feedback^nd control, solar PV integrated In buikJIngs. 

Industry 
[7 5] 

More efficient end-use electrical equipment, heat and power 
recovery, material recychng and substitution; control of non-
CO2 gds emissions, and a wide array of pnscess^pecific 
technologies. 

Advanced energy efficiency, CCS for cement, ammonia, and. 
iron manufacture, inert eiecfrodes toralummmm manufacture 

Agriculture 

[8.41 
Improved crop and grazing (and management to increase 
soil caibon storage, restoration cf cultivated peaty s c ^ and 
degraded lands. Improved nee cultivation techniques and 
livestock and manure management to reduce GH4 emissions; 
improved nitrogen fertilzer application techniques to reduce 
N2O emissions, dedicated energy crops to replace f b ^ l lUel 
use, Improved energy efficiency. 

improyements of crops yiekis 

Foresby/fbrests 
E9 43 

Afforestation, reforestation, forest management, reduced 
defwestatton; fiarvestedwood product mans^ement; use of 
forestry products for bioeneigy to replace fossil fuel use ~ 

Tree Species fanprovement to incraase biomass productivity 
and carbon sequestration, improved remote sensing 
technologies for analysis of vegetation/ soil cariwn 
sequestratton potential and mapping land use change. 

Waste 
management 
[10 4] 

t.andfill methane recovery; waste incineration with eneigy 
recovery; compostmg^Tf organic waste, controlled waste 
w a t ^ tieatment, recycling and waste minimtzadton 

Blocovers and blofitters t o optimize CH4 oxklation 

10 
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B g w e S P M J B : Estimated sectoral economic potmttml for global ml l^alkmfOrt^f^rBnt regions as a f i ^ ^ 

the respective baselines assumed k i the sector assessments. A ful l aqi lan^lon of the derivation of this i^ure is found in Section 11.3. 

Notes: 
1. Vne ranges for global economic potentiate as assessed in each sector a n shown t ^ vertical lines. The ranges are tjased on end-use ^ o c a t k i n s of emis^ons. 

meaning that emissions of electricity use v « counted towt fds Bw end-use sectors and not to the enwgy supply sector. 
2. The estimated potentials have been constrained by the availaUllty of studies pivttcularty at high carbon price (avals. 
3. Sectors used different baselines. For industry the SRES B2 baseline was taken, for energy supfi^y and tranaporX Vne WEO 2004 baseline was used; the tntildbig 

sector te b a s ^ on a t i ^ e l n e in between SRES B2 arid A t B ; for waste, S I ^ S A l B drKrkig forces waie l e e d to construct a waste 8pe(^fic b a s e ^ ^ 
forestry used baselines thai mostly used B2 driving forces. 

4. Only g(ot>£ri totals for transport are shown because international aviation is included E5.4}, 
5. Categories secluded are: non-COj emissions in buikft igs and transport, pwt of matwial efficiency opUons, heat production and cogewratkm in energy supply, 

heavy duty vehicles, shirk ing and high-occupancy passwger troisport , most h i ^ - c o s t e^ i ^ns ro r tHiitdlngs, wastewater beatment, emission reduction from coal 
mines and gas pipelines, fluorinated gases from energy supply and transport. The unddrestimation of the total economic pot«itiat from ^ e s e em^aions te of the 
order of 10-15%. 

6. In 2030 macro-economic costs for multi-gas mitigationt 
consistent with emissions trajectories towards 
stabilization between 445 and 710 ppm C02-eq» are 
estimated at between a 3 % decrease of global GDP and 
a smalt increase, compared to the baseline (see Tible 
SPM.4}. However, regional costs may differ significantly 
from global averages {high agreement, mer&um evidence) 
(see Box SFM3 for the methodologies and assumptions 
of these results). 
• The majority of studies conclude tiiat reduction of 

GDP relative to the GDP baselme increases with the 
stringency ofthe stabilization target. 

• Depending on the existing tax system and spending 
of the revenues, modelling studies indicate that costs 
may be substantially lower under the assumption that 
revenues from carbon taxes or auctioned permits under 
an emission tradmg system are used to promote low-
carbon technologies or refbrm of existing taxes [11.4]. 

Studies tiiat assume the possibility tiiat ctimate change 
policy induces enhanced technological change also 
give lower costs. However, this may require higher 
upfix>nt investment m order to achieve costs reductions 
tfiereafler (see Box SPM.4) [3.3.3.4.11.4.113.11.6]. 
Althoi^ most models ^ow QDP losses, stxne show 
GDP gains because they assume that baselmes are 
non-o]:̂ imal and mitigation policies iminx>ve market 
efficiencies, or they assume that more technological 
change m£^ be induced by mitigation policies, Bcamples 
of market inefficiencies include unemployed resowces, 
distortionary taxes and/or subsidies [3.3,11.4], 
A multi-gas approach and inclusion of caibon sinks 
generally reduces costs substantially compared to CO2 
emission abatement only [3.3]. 
Regional costs are largely dependent on the assumed 
stabilization level and baseline scenario. The allocation 
regime is also unportant, but fbr most countri^ to a 
lesser extent than tiie stabilization level [11.4,13.3]. 
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VibleSPMAiEstinm^gtobalmiKm-economlc costs hi 2030'! for least-ixsttraiectoTiestowa^ 

Staf i i luat ion Tevels 
r r ^ a » 

Median GDP vuduct ion ' A * ' 
r*-J» v j r i ^d i ie t lon o f mmbge-anikual 

Ran0e'prGDR.iBductIqiiO'«l *••'. ^ GDp^cnwth nite«>4 f ; , / 
* - r • * - • •'k** « - ^ ' -f" ** r w r i - i I** I In IT I " * ! 

590-710 
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445-535fl» 

0.2 

0.6 

not available 

. ' - -0.6-1.2' J 

02-23 

<3 

" ' .^.^. <0.06„^-'" ~ ' 

^ ^<0.f^"' 
<0,i2^ 

Notes: 
Q) For a given stabJlizatton level, GDP reduction wouU hcrease over time In most modds after 2030. Long-term costs also become more uncertain, p îgura 3.25] 
b) Results based on studies using various t»iselines. 
c) Studra vary in terms of flie pc^nt in time steblllzation is achieved; generally this is in 2100 or lat^. 
d) This is global GDP ba^d malcet exchar^e r^es. 
e) The median and the 10^ auid 90*^ pert^ntile range of ttie analyzed data ate given. 
f) The caicutednn of the reductkin of the annual growth rate is based on tiie averse reduction duing the period till 2030 that would r^utt in the indicated QUP 

decrease m 2030. 
g} Tlie number of studies that report GDP results is relatively small and tiiey gwieralty use low baseXnes. 

Changes in lifestyle and behaviour pattems can 
contribute to climate change mitigation across all 
sectors. Managonent practices can also have a positive 
role O^gh agreement, mer&um evidence). 
• Lifestyle changies can reduce GHG emissions. Changes 

in lifestyles and consumption pattems that emphasize 
resource conservation can contribute to developmg 
a low-carbon economy that is both equitable and 
sustainable [4.1,6.7]. 

• Education and training programmes can help overcome 
barriers to the maricet acceptance of energy efficiency, 
particularly ui combination with otiier measures [T^le 

• Changes in occiqiant behaviour, cititural pattems and 
consumer choice and use of technologies can result 
in considerable reduction in CO2 emissions related to 
energy use in buildings [6.7]. 

• Transport Demand IVlanagement, which includes urban 
planning (that can reduce the demand for travel) and 
provision of information and educational techniques 
(that can reduce car usage and lead to an efficient 
driving style) can support QHG mitigation [S.l]. 

• In industry, management tools that include staff training, 
reward systems, regular feedbadc, documentation 
of existing practices can help ov^x^me industrial 
organization barriers, reduce energy use, and GHG 
emissions [7.3]. 

• Including co-l>enefits other than health, sudi as increased 
energy security, and increased agricultural production 
and reduced pressure on natural ecosystems, due to 
decreased tropospheric ozone concentrations, would 
further enhance cost savmgs [ 11,8]. 

• Integratit^ air pollution abatement and ch'mate 
change mitigation policies offers potentially large 
cost reductions compared to treatuig tiiose policies in 
isolation [11.S]. 

9. Literature since TAR confirms that there may IM effects 
fhim Annex I countries* action on the global economy 
and global emissions, although the scale of carbon 
lealuige remains uncertain (high apeemeni, medium 
evidence). 
• Fossil fuel exporting nations (in both Annex I and non-

Annex 1 coun^es) may expect, as indicated m TAR^^ 
lower demand and prices and lower GDP giowth due 
to mitigation policies. The extent of tiiis spill over'? 
depends strongly on assumptions related to policy 
decisions and oil market conditions [11.7]. 

• Critical uncertainties remain in the assessment of 
carbon leakage^ .̂ Most equilibrium modelling support 
the conclusion m the TAR of economy-wide leakage 
firom Kyoto action in the ord^ of 5-20%, which would 
be less if competitive low-emissions technologies were 
efifectively diffused [11.7]. 

& While studies use different methodologies, in all 
analyzed worid regions near^erm health co-benefits 
from reduced air pollution as a result of actions to 
reduce GHG emissions can be substantial and may 
offset a substantial fraction of mitigation costs (high 
agreement, much evidence). 

10. New energy infrastructure investments in developing 
countries, upgrades of energy infrastructure in 
industrialized countries, and policies tiuit promote 
energy security, can, in many cases, create opportunities 
to achieve GHG emission reductions" compared to 
baseline scenarios. Additional co-benefits are country-

16 SeeTARWG III (20Q1)SPM paragraph 16. 
i r SpfR over effects of mlt^atlan in a cross-sectoral pAspec îue are the aflects of nti^ttonpoRcfes arid measure i^ 

tries. 
10 Cartxin leakage is defied as t t» incraase 's\ COg emissions outside tfie countries taking domestic mitigation action cNvided tqr the leducSon in ttie emisskHis of these countries. 
19 See table SPM.1 and Figure SPM.6 
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specific but often include air poUotiou aliatement, 
balance of trade improvement, provision of modem 
energy services to rural areas and employment (high 
agreement, much evidence). 
• Future energy infrastructure investment decisions, 

expected to total over 20 trillion US$^ between now and 
2030, will have long term impacts on GHG enussions, 
because ofthe long life-times of eneigy plants and other 
infi-astructure capital stock. The widespread diffusion of 
low-carbon technologies may take many decades, even 
if early investments in these technologies are made 
attractive. Initial estimates show tiiat returning global 
energy-related CO2 emissions to 2005 levels by 2030 

. would require a large shift in the pattern of investment, 
although tiie net additional investment required ranges 
fi-om negligible to 5-10% [4.1,4.4,11.6]. 

• It is often more cost-effective to invest in end-use 
energy efficiency unprovement than in ina:easing 
^ergy supply to satisfy demand fbr energy services. 
Efficiency improvement has a positive effect on energy 
security, local and regional air pollution abatement, and 
employment [4.2.4.3,6.5.7.7,11.3,11.8]. 

• Renewable energy generally has a positive effect 
on energy security, employment and on air quality. 
Given costs relative to otiier supply options, renewable 
electricity, which accounted for 18% ofthe electricity 
supply in 2005. can have a 30-35% share ofthe total 
electricity supply in 2030 at carbon prices up to 50 
US$/tC02-eq [4.3,4.4.11.3.11.6, 11.8]. 

• The higher the market prices of fossil fuels, the more 
low-carbon altematives will be competitive, {dtiiough 
price volatility will be a dismcentive for investors. 
Higher priced conventional oil resources, on the other 
hand, may be replaced by high carbon altonatives such 
as fi-om oil sands, oil shales, heavy oils, and synthetic 
fuels from coal and gas, leading to increasing GHG 
emissions, unless production plants are equipped with 
CCS [4.2, 4.3,4.4.4.5]. 

• Given costs relative to other supply opti(ms. nuclear 
power, which accounted for 16% ofthe electricity supply 
in 2005, can have an 18% share ofthe total electricity 
supply in 2030 at carijon prices up to 50 US$/tC02-eq, 
but safety, weapons proliferation and waste r^nain as 
constraints [4.2,4.3,4.4?'. 

• CCS in underground geological formations is a new 
technology with the potential to make an important 
contribution to mitigation by 2030. Technical, economic 
and regulatory developments will affect the actual 
contribution [4.3, 4.4, 7.3]. 

11. There are multiple mitigatioB optitms m fte transport 
sector>^, but their effect may be counteracted by growth 
in the sector. Mitigation options are Aiced with many 
barriers, such as consumer preferences and \atck of policy 
frameworks (medium c^reemeni, medium evidence). 
• Improved vehicle efficiency measures, leading to fuel 

savings, ui mai^ cases have net benefits (at least for 
light-duty vehicles), but the maiket potoitial is much 
lower than die economic potential due to the mfiuence 
of other consumer considerations, such as pedbrmance 
and size. There is not enough infbmiurtion to assess tiie 
mitigation pot^itial fbr heavy-duty vehicles. Maricet 
forces alone, includiiig rising fuel costs, are ih^efore 
not expected to lead to significant emissicm reducticms 
[5.3.5.4]. 

• Biofiiels m i ^ play an hnportant role ui addressmg 
GHG emissions in tiie transport sector, depencfing on 
tiieir production pathw^. Biofiiels used as gasoline and 
diesel fiiel additives/substitutes are ]m)jected to grow to 
3% of total transport energy demand in the baseline in 
203 0. This could increase to about 5-10%, depending on 
fiiture oil and carbon prices, improvements in vehicle 
efRciency and the success of technologies to utilise 
cellulose biomass [5.3,5.4]. 

• Modal shifts fi'om road to rail and to inland and 
coastal shipping and fixnn low-occupancy to high-
occupancy pass^ger transportation^, as well as land-
use, urban planning and non-motorized tran^ort off^ 
opportunities for GHG mit i^on, depending on local 
conditions and policies [5.3,5.5]. 

• Medium term mitigation potential for COj emissions 
fi'om the aviation sector can come fiom unproved fuel 
efficiency, which can be achieved through a variety 
of means, including technology, operations and air 
trafiic maiuigement. However, such imiwovemen^ are 
expected to only partially o f ^ the growth of aviation 
emissions. Total mitigation potmtial in the sector would 
also need to account for non-C02 climate impacts of 
aviation enussions [5.3,5,4]. 

• Realizii^ emissions reductions in the transport sector 
is often a co-benefit of addressing trafitic congestirai, air 
quality and enetgy security [5.5]. 

12. Energy effidenQr options**for new and existing buildings 
could considerably reduce COj emissions with net 
economic lienefit Many barriers exbt against tapping 
this potential, but there are also large eo-bcneflts (high 
agreement, muchevidetKe). 
• By 2030. about 30% of the projected GHG emissions 

in the building sector can be avoided with net economic 
benefit [6.4,6.5]. 

20 20 triljons 20000 t^ion= 20*10^3. 
21 Austria could not agree with ttiis statemmt 
22 Including rail, road and marine mass transit end carpooHng. 
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• Energy efficient buildings, while limiting the growth of 
CO2 emissions, can also improve indoor and outdoor 
air quality, improve social welfare and enhance energy 
security [6.6,6.7]. 

« Opportunities for realising GHG reductions in the 
building sector exist worldwide. However, multiple 
bmriers make it difficuh to realise this potential. These 
biurriers mclude availability of technology, financing, 
poverty, higher costs of reliable information, limitations 
inherit in building d e s ^ s and an appropriate portfolio 
of policies and programs [6.7,6.8]. 

« The magnitude of the above barriers is higher in the 
developing countries and this makes it more difficult 
for them to achieve the GHG reduction potential ofthe 
building sector [6.7], 

13. The economic p<^eutlal in the Industrial sector" is 
predominantty located iu energy intensive industries. 
Full use of available mitigation options is not bemg 
made in either industrialized or developing nations 
{high agreement, much evitknce). 
• Many industrial fitcilities in developing countries are 

new and include the latest technology with the lowest 
specific emissions. However, many older, inefficient 
fecilities remain in both mdustrialized and developing 
countries. Upgrading these facilities can deliver 
significant emission reductions [7.1,7.3,7.4]. 

• The slow rate of capital stock turnover, lack of financial 
and technical resources, and linutations in tiie ability of 
firms, particularly small and medium-sized ent^rises, 
to access and absorb technological information are 
key barriers to fiill use of available mitigation options 
[7.6]. 

14. Agricultural practices coUectivety can make a significant 
contribution at low cost" to increasing soil carbon 
sinks, to GHG emission reductions, and by contributing 
biomass feedstodcs for energy use (medium agreement, 
medium evidence). 
• A large proportion of the mitigation potential of 

agriculture (excluding bioenergy) arises from soil 
carbon sequestration, which has strong sjmergies 
with sustainable agriculture and gener^ly reduces 
vulnerability to ctimate change [8.4,8.5,8.8]. 

• Stored soil carbon may be vulnerable to loss through 
both land managem^it change and climate change 
[8.10]. 

• Considerable mitigation potential is also avmlable from 
reductions in methane and nitrous oxide emissions in 
some agricultural syst^ns [8.4, 8.5]. 

• There is no universally applicable list of mitigation 
practices; practices need to be evaluated fi>r individual 
agricultural systems and settings [8.4]. 

• Biomass from agricultural residues and dedicated 
energy crops can be an important bioenergy feedstock, 
but its contribution to mitigation dep^ids on demand 
for bioenergy from transport and energy supply, on 
water availability, and on requirem^ts of land for food 
and fibre production. Widespread use of agricultural 
land for biomass production for energy may compete 
with other land uses and can have positive and 
negative environmental impacts and implications for 
food security [8.4,8.8]. 

15. Forest-related mitigation activities can considerabty 
reduce emissions from sources and incr^se CO2 
removals by sinks at low costs", and can be designed 
to create synei^es with adaptation and sustainable 
development (high agreement, much evidence)^ .̂ 
• About (i5% of tiie total mitigation potential (up to 100 

USS/tCOj-eq) is located in tiie tropics and about 50% 
ofthe total could be achieved by reducing emissions 
from deforestation [9.4]. 

• Climate change can affect the mitigation potratial of 
the forest sector (i.e.. native and planted forests) and is 
expected to be different for different regions and sub-
regions, both in magnitude and direction [9.5]. 

• Forest-related mitigation options can be designed 
and implemented to be compatible with adaptation, 
and can have substantial co-benefits in t^ms of 
employment, income generation, biodiversity and 
watershed conservation, renewable energy supply and 
poverty alleviation [9.5,9.6,9.7]. 

16. Post-consumer waste^^ is a small contributor to global 
GHG emissions^ ('^%)* but the waste sector can 
positively contribute to GHG mitigation at low cost" 
and promote sustainable development (high agreemera, 
much evidence). 
• Existing waste management practices can provide 

effective mitigation of GHG emissions from this sector: 
a wide range of mature, enviroiunentally effective 
technologies are commercially available to mitigate 
emissions and provide co-braiefits for improved 
public health and safety, soil protection and pollution 
prevention, and local energy supply [10.3,10.4,10.5]. 

• Waste minimization and recycling provide important 
indirect mitigation benefits through the conservation of 
energy and materials [10.4]. 

23 lUvalu noted difficulties with the reference to "low costs" as Chapter 9, page 1S c^ the WG HI report states tfiat: I h e cost of f o r ^ mitigatkvi projects rise sigruficantty when 
opportitfiity costs of ^atvi are taken bito account". 

24 Indus&id waste Is covered In the industry sector. 
25 QHISs from waste indude landfJU and wastewater methar«, wastewater NjO. and COs from indneratnn of fossa cartxNi. 
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• Lack of local capital is a key constraint for vraste and 
wastewater management in developing countries and 
countries with economies in transition. Lack of e:qiertise 
on sustainable technology is also an important barrier 
[10.6]. 

17. Geo-engineering options, such as ocean fertilization to 
remove COj directly from the atmosphere, or blocking 
sunlight by bringing material into the upper 
atmosphere, remain largety speculative and unproven, 
and with the risk of unknown side-effects. Reliable cost 
estimates for these options have not been published 
(medium agreement, limited evidence) [11.2]. 

D. Mitigation in the long term (after 2030) 

Recent studies using multi-gas reduction have explored 
lower stabilization levels tiian reported m TAR [3.3]. 
Assessed studies contam a range of emissions profiles 
for achieving stabilization of GHG concentraticms^. 
Most of these studies used a least cost approach and 
include both earty and delayed emission reductions 
(Figure SPM.7) [Box SPM.2]. Table SPM.5 summarizes 
tiie required emissions levels for different groups 
of stabilization concentrations and tiie associated 
equilibrium global mean temperature mcreaseî ,̂ using 
the 'best estimate' of climate s^isitivity (see also 
Figure SPM.8 for'the likely range of uncertamty)̂ !*. 
Stabilization at lower concentration and related 
equilibrium temperature levels advances tiie date vriien 
emissions need to peak, and requhcs greater emissions 
reductions by 2050 [3.3]. 

18. In order to stabilize the concentration of GHGs in the 
atmosphere, emissions would need to peak and decline 
thereafter. The lower the stabilization level, the more 
quickly this peak and decline would need to occur. 
Mitigation efforts over the next two to three decades 
will have a large impact on opportunities to achieve 
lower stabilization levels (see Table SPM.5, and Figure 
SPM, 8)2* {high agreement, much evidence). 

TabiA SPM.5: CharacterisUcsofpost-TAftsi3tti92a*kinsc&tafios[i^biers2-^-lOJ^i 

'-Qkibal meaA temperbtuve 1^ 
bicrease i d i o w ' . p i w *." ^̂  j 

I forcing [ conc« ntrat ion 
Cdlvgory ib'i i i 

1 

li 

III 

IV 

V 

VI 

25-30 

30-36 

3 5-4 0 

4 0-5 0 

5 0-6 0 

6 0-7 5 

350-400 

400-440 

440-485 

485-570 

570-660 

660-790 

CO-req " 
c o n c e n M i o r K ' 

bidustrtal at equHlbnum 
UBhg "^bcftt estimate*! 

, cbmote-senbibvityLj' i 

,_ , ' -i-C " * 

445-490 

490-535 

535-590 

590-710 

710-855 

855-1130 

2.0-24 

2 4 - 2 8 

2 8 - 3 2 

32-40 
I,. 

4 0-4.9 

4.9-61 

^ f^ Peaking 
& year fg rCOs" 

^ ' " r l ' * * 

2000-2015 

2000-2020 

,2010-2030 

2020-2060 

2050-2080 

2060-2090 

1 ;9l>">m*'nV 
L » = 9 a e n M o n s j n « 

. » t r n i - j j n j ^ j ' v 

-85 to -50 

-60 to -30 

^ t o + 5 

^ ' t 1 0 > + 6 0 ^ ' 

-t^Sto-HSS 

+90 to+140 ^ 

• i « • * 

• ' / ' 

> s « e M e d ^ 
^ r * •• 
sij iNianos^ 

6 

18 

21 

118 

9 

9 

Total 177 

a) The imderstandlng of the climate system response to radiative forcing as wet) as feedbad<$ is assessed in de t^ in the AR4 WGI Report Feedbacks between the 
carbon cycle and ciimate change affect tiie required mitigatran for a particular stabilization tev^ of atmospheric csiton dtoxkle concentrstioa These feedbacks are 
expected to increase the fraction of anthropogenic emissions Hiat remains in ttie abnosphere as tiie climate system warns. Therefore, ttie entisskin reductions to 
meet a particula* stabilization level reported in the mitigation studies amassed here migtit î e underestimated. 

b) The bast estimate of climate swisitivity is 3 ^ [WG 1 SPM]. 
c) Note that global mean temperatire at equilibrium is cfifterent from expected globaf mean temperature at the time of ̂ U)illz8tion of QHQ concentiations due to the 

inertia of the climate Systran. For the mafority of scenarios assessed, stabilisation of SHG concentrations ocoirs between 2100 and 2150. 
d) Ranges conrespond to the 1SU" to 85*' percentile of ttie post-TAR scenario distiibution. CO2 emissions are shown so multi-^as scenarios can be c(»npared vritii COs* 

only scenarios. 

26 Paragraph 2 addresses historical QHG emissions suice pre-industiiirf t^es. 
27 Studies vary in temis of the poir\t in ttme statiiizatkm is achieved; generaiy this is around 2100 w later. 
28 The infonnation on global nnean tenr^rature Is taken from the AR4 WGI report, (^K^ittr 10.8. These temperatures are reaclied wel after conewitrations are tiabfeed. 
29 The equilibrium climate sensitivity is a measure of the dnnate ^stem response to sustained radiative foro^. It is not a pn^«;tion but is defined as ttie glob^ average surface 

warming following a doubling of caitoi cSoxide concOTtratiais |AR4 WGI SPM]. 
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Figure SPM7: 87UssftBJ5;»ffnirars?ofJnfll|9al̂  
ways are tor COg emissions only. L^tbmmi shaded areas give ihe COgmnissnns lor the post-T^ Green shaded and hatched areas depid the range of 
more than &}T/\Rstabilizsdion scenarios. Base yesa-emissions mi^tHffer between models due to dlffy^ 
levels some scenarios depby remove of CO2 from ttie atmosphere (negative emissions) using technofogiess^ 
sUirage.p t̂ffe3.17} 

19. The range of stabilization levels assessed can be 
achieved by deployment of a portfolio of technologies 
that are currently available and those that are expected 
to be commercialised in coming decades. This assumes 
that appropriate and effective incentives are in place fbr 
development, acquisition, deployment and diffusion of 
technologies and for addressing related barriers (high 
agreement, much evidence). 
• The contribution of different technologies to emission 

reductions required for stabilization will vary over time, 
region and stabilization level. 
o Energy efSciency plays a kssy role across many 

scenarios for most regions and timescales. 

For lower stabilization levels, scenarios put more 
emphasis on the use of low-carbon energy sources, 
such as renevtrable energy and nuclear power, and 
the use of CO2 capture and storage (CCS). In these 
sc^arios improveanents of caibon mt^isity of 
energy supply and the whole economy need to be 
much faster than in the past ' 
Including iion-C02 and CO2 land-use and forestry 
mitigation options provides greater fiexibility 
and cost-effectiveness for achieving stabilization. 
Modem bioenergy could contribute substantially 
to the share of renewable energy in tiie mitigation 
portfolio. 
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Equilibrium global mean temperature increase 
above pre-industrial ("C) 
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GHG concentration stabilization level (ppm C02-eq) 
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Figure SPM.8 : Stabilization scsnaho category as reported In F^fiimSPIIi7{GoloarBdbmid^ara their r e ^ S o r ^ ^ 
pre-indusbial, using (i) "best es&nate'cHmate sensitive of 3 'V(blacl ( l^b imidtSe of shaded area), Supper bound of S(ely range of c ^na tesens^ / ^ t ^ 4 . 5 ' ^ ! ^ ^ 
at top of shaded area) (lii) lower bom6 of S k ^ range elf d S m a l B s e n ^ ^ e g 2 ' ^ ^ u e Sne Bi bottom of Shar i f 
stabiSzatmn of greenhouse gases ̂  the atmmphereconespont^ to die s t ^ U a ^ o n scenario categories I to VI as i ^ ^ 
m i , Chapter 10.8. 

0 For illustrative examples of portfolios of mitigation 
options, see figure SPM.9 [3.3,3.4]. 

Investments in and world-wide deployment of low-
GHG emission technologies as well as technology 
improvements through public and private Research, 

Development & Demonstration (RD&D) would be 
required for achieving stabilization taiigets as well as cost 
reduction. The lower the stabilization levels, especially 
those of 550 ppm COj-eq or lower, the greater tiie need 
for more efficient RD&D efforts and investment hi new 
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Figure S P M . 9 : Cumulative emissions reductions foTBltemative mlUgs^on measures for 2000 to 2030 0e1l-handpand) and tor 2000-2100 (tiifiit-handpBne&. The Sgure 
shorn Blustrative scenarios from four nwdels (AIM, ^ M ^ S ^ C and i ^ S A ( » 0 aiming at ffiestabWZBtton at 490-540 p ^ 
Darfc bars denote reductions fyr a target a 650 ppm COg-eq and ligld bars the adiMmm reductions to achieve 490-54^ 
mit^abon through torest^nRenhmicement (AIM and PAQ or (XS(/i$l^ and that the ̂ ime of low-carbon ene^ 
of thexQptkms in ffwba^Sne. CCS irxti^fes carton c a f ^ m and sb i ra^ torn t ^mms. Forest & n f a i n c l i ^ 
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technologies during the next few decades. This requu^s 
that barriers to development, acquisition, deployment 
and diffosion of technologies are effectively addressed. 

• Appropriate incentives could address these barriers 
and help realize tile goals across a wide portfolio of 
technologies. [2.7,3.3,3.4,3.6,4.3,4.4,4.6]. 

20. In 2050^ global average macro-economic costs for 
multi-gas mitigation towards stabilization between 710 
and 445 ppm COj-eq, are between a 1% gain to a 5.5% 
decrease of global GDP (see Ihble SPM.6). For speclBc 
countries and sectors, costs vary considerably from 
the global average. (See Box SPMJ and 5PIVL4 fbr the 
methodologies and assumptions and paragraph 5 for 
explanation of negative costs) fftigh agreement, medium 
evidence). 

21. Decision-making about the appropriate level of 
global mitigation over time involves an iterative risk 
management process that mcludes mitigation and 
adaptation, taking into account actual and avoided 
climate change damages, co-benefits, sustainability, 
equity, and attitudes to risk. Choices about the scale 
and timing of GHG mitigation involve balancing the 
economic costs of more rapid emission reductions now 
against the corresponding medium-term and long-term 
climate risks of delay [high agreemeru, much evidence]. 
• Limited and early analytical results from integrated 

anatyses ofthe costs and benefits of mitigation mdicate 
that these are broadly comparable in magnitude, but do 
not as yet permit an unambiguous determination of an 
emissions pathway or stabilization level where benefits 
exceed costs [3.5]. 

Integrated assessment of tiie economic costs and 
benefits of different mitigation pathways shows that the 
economically optimal timing and level of mitigation 
depends upon the uncertain shape and character of tiie 
assumed climate change damage cost curve. To illustrate 
this dependency: 

0 if the climate diange damage cost curve grows 
slowly and r^ularly, and there is good foresight 
(which increases the potential for timely ad^itation), 
later and less stringent mitigation is economically 
justified; 

0 alternatively if the damage cost curve increases 
steepty, or contains non-linearities (e.g. vuhierability 
thresholds or even small probabilities of catastrophic 
events), earlier and more stringent mitigation is 
economicalty justified [3.6]. 

Climate sensitivity is a key uncertainty for mitigation 
scenarios that aim to meet a specific temperature level. 
Studies show that if climate sensitivity is high then 
the timing and level of mitigation is earlier and more 
stringent than when it is low [3.5,3.6]. 
Delayed emission reductions lead to mvestments that 
lock in more emission-intensive infrastmcture and 
development pathways. This significantly constrains 
the opportunities to achieve lower stabilization levels 
(as shown in Table SPM.5) and increases the risk of 
more severe climate change hnpacts [3.4,3.1,3.5,3.6] 

• 

Tiible SPM.6: &(»7iati9«/9ll7&8f/nscro-«c(wo/niSc costs ̂ 2 0 ^ 13.3} 

Notes: 
•> IHs corresponds to the full literature across all baselines and mitigation scenarios that provide GDP numbes. 
t4 Tltis is globed W P based market exchange rates. 
d ITie median and the 10*'' and SO''' pensentile range of the analyzed data are given. 
4 The cstoutation of the reduction of the annual growtii rate is based on the average reduction during Uie period until 2050 tiiat would result in the indcated 

decrease in 2050. 
"I The number of studies is relatively small and tiiey geieratly use low baselines. High emissions baselines generally lead to higher costs. 

3D Cost estimates for ̂ 330 are presented in para^ph 5. 
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E. Policies, measures and instruments 
to mitigate climate change 

22. A wide variety of national policies and instruments 
are available to governments to create tiie incentives 
for mitigation action. Their applicability depends on 
national circumstances and an understanding of tiieir 
interactions, but experience from implementation m 
various countries and sectors shows there are 
advantages and disadvantages for any given 
instrument (high agreement, much evidence). 

• Four main criteria are used to evaluate policies 
and instruments: environmental effectiveness, cost 
effectiveness, distributional effects, including equity, 
and institutional feasibility [13.2]. 

• All instruments can be designed well or poorty, and 
be stringent or lax. In addition, monitoring to improve 
implementation is an important issue for all instruments. 
General findings about the performance of policies are: 
[7.9, 12.2,13.2] 
o Integrating climate policies in broader development 

policies makes implementation and overcoming 
barrios easier. 

0 Regulations and standards generally provide some 
certainty about emission levels. They may be 
preferable to other instruments >^en informaticm 
or other barrios prevent producers and consumers 
from responding to price signals. However, tfiey 
may not induce innovations and more advanced 
technologies. 

o Taxes and charges can set a price for carbon, but 
cannot guarantee a partictdar level of enussions. 
Literature identifies taxes as an efficient way of 
internalizing costs of GHG emissions. 

0 Tradable permits wilt establish a carbon price. 
The volume of allowed emissions determines their 
envirorunental effoctweness, while the allocation of 
permits has distributional consequences. Fluctuation 
in the price of carbon makes it difi&cult to estimate 
the total cost of complying with emission permits. 

o Financkd incentives (subsidies and tax credits) are 
frequently used by governments to stimulate the 
development and diffosion of new technologies. 
While economic costs are generally higher than for 
the instruments listed above, they are often critical 
to overcome barriers. 

o Voluntary agreements between industry and 
govemments are politically attractive, raise awareness 
among stakeholders, and have played a role in the 
evolution of many national policies. The m^ority of 
agreements has not achieved significant emissions 
reductions beyond business as usual. However, some 
recentagreements,inafewcountries,haveaccelerated 
the application of best available technology and led 
to measurable emission reductions. 

o Information instruments {e.g. awareness campaigns) 
may positively affect envu'onmental quality 
by promoting informed choices and possibly 
contributing to behavioural change, however, their 
impact on emissions has not been measured yet. 

o RD&D can stimulate technological advances, reduce 
costs, and enable progress toward 
stabilization. 

• Some corporations, local and regional authorities, 
NGOs and civil groups are adoptii^ a wide variety of 
voluntary actions. These voluntary actions may limit 
GHG emissions, stimulate innovative policies, and 
encourage the deployment of new technologies. On 
their own, they generally have limited impact on tiie 
national or regicmal levd emissions [13.4]. 

« Lessons learned from specific sector application of 
national policies and uistnunents are shown in Table 
SPM.7. 

23. Policies that provide a real or Implicit price of carbon 
could create incentives for producers and ctmsumers to 
signlficantty invest in low-GHG products, technologies 
and processes. Such policies could include economic 
instruments, government finding and regulation 
(high agreement, much evidence). 
• An effective carbon-price signal could realize significant 

mitigation potential in all sectors [11.3,13.2]. 
• Modelling studies, consistent with stabilization at 

around 550 ppm COj-eq by 2100 (see Box SPM3)» 
show carbon prices rismg to 20 to 80 USS/tCOj-eq 
l^ 2030 and 30 to 155 USS/tCOa-eq by 2050. For tiie* 
same stabilization level, studies since TAR tiiat take 
into account induced technological change lower these 
price ranges to 5 to 65 US$/tC02-eq in 2030 and 15 to 
130 US$/tC02-eq in 2050 [3.3.11.4, U.5]. 

• Most top-down, as well-as s<Hne 2050 bottom-up 
assessments, suggest that real or implicit carbon prices 
of 20 to 50 US$/tC02-eq, sustamed or increased aver 
decades, could lead to a pow^ g^ieration sector witii 
low-GHG emissions by 2050 and nuike mai^ mitigation 
options in the end-use sectors economically 
attractive. [4.4,11.6] 

• Barriers to the implementation of mitigation options 
are manifold and vaiy by country and sector. They 
can be related to financial, technological, institutional, 
mformational and behavioural aspects [4.5, 5.5, 6.7, 
7.6, 8.6,9.6.10.5]. 
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l^bfe SPM.7: S ^ e c ^ sectors^ policies, rneasures and instuments that have shown b) be environtnent^e^tive in the respecdvesei^ in s^ 

K̂^̂̂  
Energy supply 

tl-an^port p.5] 

: - ; : - - ^ ' " " • 

- . . • " - • : • : • ' . ' . ' -

aji l (Shgsl6.8]. 

Industry [7.9] 

. " • ' ' , :- • 

• • • ' . • - - - ; ; • • • ' 

Agriculture 
t8.6,.8.7.8.81 

Forestry/ 
torest5l9,6] 

Waste 
management 

- tm^l : -•: 

Polteles*^, measures and Instruments ^hown t o be 
envlFoiiinentfeilly effective 

Rerii ictmn of iossil fuel subsidies 

Taxes or carbon charges on fossil fuels 

Fee<Mn tariffs tor renewable energy technotogies 

Renewable energy obligations 

Producer subsidies 

fi^andatoiy f u ^ economy, bibfuel blending and COj standards for 
road transport 

Taxes on vehicle purchase, Fegistration, use and motor fuels, road 
and parking pricing 

influence mobility needs tiirough land use regulations, and 
infrastrijcture planning . 

Investment in attractive pi ibRc transport laclllties and non-
motorlsed forms of transport 

Appliance standanls and labelling 

Building codes and certification 

Demand-side management programmes 

Publk: sector leadership programmes, including procurement 

Incentives for energy sen/ice companies (ESCOs) 

Provision of benchmarit infomiation 

Performance standards 

Subsidies, tax credits 

Tradable permits 

Vbluntary agreements 

Rnancial Incentives and regulattons for Improved iand 
management maintaining soil carbon content, efficient use of 
fertilizers and irrigation 

Rnancial Incentives (national and intemational) to increase forest 
area, to reduce deforestation, and to maintain and manage forests 

Land use regulation and enforcement 

Rnandal Incentives for improved waste and wastewater 
management 

Renewable eneigy incentives or obligations 

Waste management regulations 

Key^ion^trajnts o r opportMnittes 
9 

Resistance by vested interests may make them difficult to 
implement 

May be appropriate to create markets for tow emisstons 
technotogies 

Partial coverage of vehicle fleet may limit effectiveness 

Effectiveness may drop with higher incomes 

Particularly appropriate for countries that are building up 
. ttieir transportatton systems 

Periodic revision of standards needed 

Attractive for new buitotngs. Enforcement can be difficult 

Need for regulatlnns so tiiat utilities may profit 

Government purchasing can expand demand fbr energy-
efficient products 

Success factor Access to third party financing 

May be appropriate to stimulate technotogy uptake. 
Stability of national poltoy important in irfew of 
intemational comp^itiveness 

Prsdicteble alfocation mechanisms and stable price 
signals important for investments 

Success factors include: dear tai^ets, a baseline 
scenario, tiiird party invoh/ementin design and review ; 
and formal provisfons of monitoring, ctose cooperation ^ 
between government and Industry „ • 

May encourage synergy with susteinctoie development 
and witti reducing vulnerability to cllnnate change, ttiereijy 
overcoming barriers to Implementation 

Constraints include lack of Investment capital and land 
teriure issues. Can help poverty alleviatton 

May stimulate technology diffusion 

LJocal availability of fow-cost fuel 

Most effectively applied at national level vntii enforcement 
strategies 

Note: 
sit Public RD & D investment in lovtr emissions technologies have proven to be effective in all sectors 

24. Government support through financial contributions, 
tax credits, standard setting and market creation 
is important for eniective technology development, 
innovation and deployment. Transfer of technology to 
developing countries depends on enabling conditions 
and financing (high agreement, muck evidence). 
• Public benefits of RD&D investments are bigger than 

the benefits captured by the private sector. Justifying 
government support of RD&D. 
Government fonding in real absolute terms for most 
energy research programmes has been flat or declining 
for nearly two decades (even after the UNFCCC came 
into force) and is now about half-of the 1980 level [2.7, 
3.4.4.5,11.5,13.2]. 
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« Governments have acracial supportive role in providing 
appropriate enabling envirorunent, such as, institutional, 
policy, legal and regulatoiy fi'ameworks^t, to sustain 
investment flows and for efifective technology transfer 
- without which it may be difficult to adueve emission 
reductions at a significant scale. Mobilizing financing 
of incr^nental costs of low-carbon technologies is 
important. Intemational technology agreements could 
strengthen the knowledge infrastructure [13.3]. 

• The potential beneficial effect of technology transfer 
to developing countries brought about by Annex 1 
countries action may be substantial, but no reliable 
estimates are available [11.7]. 

« Financial flows to developing countries through Clean 
Development Mechanism (CDM) jHojects have the 
potential to reach levels ofthe order of several billions 
US$ per year^ ,̂ which is hi^er than the flows through 
tiie Global Environment Facility (GEF), comparable to 
the energy oriented development assistance flows, but 
at least an order of magnitude lower tiian total foreign 
direct investment flows. The financial flows through 
CDM, GEF and development assistance for technology 
transfer liave so for been limited and geographically 
unequally distributed [12.3,13.3]. 

25. Notable achievements of the UNFCCC and Its Kyoto 
Protocol are the establishment of a global response to 
(he climate problem, stimulation of an array of 
national policies, the creation of an intematioBal carbon 
market and the establishment of new institutional 
mechanisms that may provide the foundation for future 
mitigation efforts (high agreement, much evidence). 
• The impact of the Protocol's first commitment period 

relative to global emissions is projected to be limited. Its 
economic impacts on participating Annex-B countries 
are projected to be smaller than presented in TAR, that 
showed 02-2% lower GDP ui 2012 without emissions 
trading, and 0.1-1.1% lower GDP with emissions 
ti'ading among Annex-B countries [1.4,11.4,13.3]. 

26. The literature identifies many options for achieving 
reductions of global GHG emissions at the intematiottal 
level through cooperation. It also su^ests that successful 
agreements are environmentally effective, cost-effective, 
incorporate distributional 
considerations and equity, and are institutionally 
feasible (high agreement, much evidence). 
• Greater cooperative efforts to reduce emissions will 

help to reduce global costs for achieving a given level of 
mitigation, or will improve environmental effectivoiess 
[13.3]. 

• Improving, and expanding the scope qf, market 
mechanisms (such as emission trading. Joint 

Implementation and CDM) could reduce overall 
mitigation costs [13.3]. 
Efforts to address clunate change can include div^se 
elements such as emissions targets; sectoral, local, sub-
national and regional action^ RD&D pn^ammes; 
adopting common polides; impleni^iting development 
oriented actions; or expanding financing instruments. 
These elements can be implemented in an mtegrated 
fashion, but comparing the efforts made by different 
countries quantitatively would be complex am! resource 
intensive [13.3], 
Actions tiiat could be taken by participating ccnintries 
can be differentiated both in terms of when such action 
is undertake, who participates and what the action 
will be. Actions can be bmding or ncm-bindmg, include 
fixed or dynamic targets, and participation can be static 
or vaiy over time [13.3]. 

Sustainable development and climate 
change mitigation 

27. i^laking developm«it more sustainable by changing 
devetopmrat paths can make a major contribution to 
climate change mitigation, but implementation may 
require resources to overcome multiple barriers. There 
is a growmg understanding of the possibilities to choose 
and implement mitigation cations in several sectors 
to realize synergies and avoid conflicts with other 
dimensions of sustainable development (high agreement, 
much evidence). 
• Irrespective ofthe scale of mitigation measures, 

adaptation measures are necessary [1.2]. 
• Addressing climate change can be considered an 

integral element of sustamable development policies. 
National circumstances and the strengtiis of institutions 
determine how ctevelopment policies impact GHG 
emissions. Changes in ctevelopment paths emerge from 
the interactions of public and private decision processes 
involving government, business and civil society, maity 
of which are not traditionally considered as climate 
policy. This process is most effective ^ e n actors 
participate equitably and decentralized decision making 
processes are coordinated [2.2,3.3,12.2]. 

• Cliniate change and other sustainable development 
policies are often but not always synergistic. Th^e is 
growing evidence that decisions about macroeconomic 
policy, agricultural policy, multilat^-al development 
bank lending, insurance practices, electricity market 
reform, energy security and forest conservation, for 
example, wiuch are ofren treated as bdng apart from 

31 See the IPCC Special R^wn on Methodologlod artd Tectinok>gical tesws in Techntdogy Transten 
32 Depends strongly on the mari^ price that has fluctuated between 4 wid 26 US$/tCXI2.«q and based on ̂ ^troxknately 1000 <X3tA 

generate mam than 1.3 bilion wnission reductkm credits bef<xe 2012. 
proposed plus roistered (mjects Htely < 
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climate policy, can sigruficantly reduce onissions. On 
the other hand, decisions about improving rural access 
to modem energy sources for example may not have 
much influence on global GHG emissions [12.2]. 
Climate change policies related to energy efficiency 
and renewable energy are often economically 
beneficial, unprove energy security and reduce local 
pollutant emissions. Other energy supply mitigation 
options can be designed to also achieve susteinable 
development benefits such as avoided displacement 
of local populations, job creation, and healtii benefits 
[4.5,12.3]. 
Reducing both loss of natural habitet and deforestation 
can have significant biodiversity, soil and water 
conservation benefits, and can be implemented in 
a socially and economically sustainable manner. 
Forestation and bioenergy plantations can lead to 
restoration of degraded land, manage water runoff 
retain soil carbon and benefit rural economies, but 
could compete with land for food production and may 
be negative for biodiversity, if not properly designed 
[9.7.12.3]. 
There are also good possibilities for reinforcing 
sustainable development through mitigation actions in 
the waste management, transportetion and builduigs 
sectors [5.4,6.6.10.5,12.3]. 
Making development more sustainable can enhance both 
mitigative and adaptive capacity, and reduce emissions 
and viUnerability to clunate change. Synergies between 
mitigation and adaptation can exist, for example 
properly designed biomass production, formation 
of protected areas, land management, energy u ^ in 
buildings and forestiy. In other situations, there may 
be trade-offs, such as increased GHG emissions due 
to increased consumption of en^gy related to adaptive 
responses [2.5.3.5,4.5.6.9,7.8,8.5,9.5,11.9,12.1]. 

G. Gaps in knowledge 

28. There are still relevant gaps in currently available 
knowledge regarding some aspects of mitigation of 
climate change, especially in developing countries. 
Additional research addressingthose gaps would further 
reduce uncertainties and thus facilitate decision-making 
related to mitigation of dimate change [TS.14]. 

• 

• 
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Endbox 1: Uncertainty representation 

Uncertainty is an inherent feature of any assessment. The fourtii assessment report clarifies the uncertainties associated wttii 
essential statemente. 

Fundamental differences between the underiying dlscfpilnaty ^ience^ of the three V f̂orklng Group r^orts make a com
mon approach impractical Tfie "likelihood" approach applied In "Cfirnate charfge ̂ 0 7 ^ the physical sgl^nc? basis'* and 
ttie "confidence" and "'likelihood" approaches used In ''Climate change 2007, ImpQctSr adaptationi^and vulnerability" were 
judged to be inadequate to deal with the specific uncertainties Solved in. this mitigation report, as b^rehurnan choioes are 
considered ^ ^ ^ "« ^ r, ' 

r J ' ^ ^ - * .. \ 

In this report a two-dimensional scale is used for the treatment ef uncertainty The $ca]e jŝ  base^ on t l ^ expert juddmeiit ot 
the authors of WGIII on the level ofconcunrence In the literature dty a partitnilaffinding (level of agreeriienf), ifnd i 6 jitimBer 
and quality of independent sources qualifying under the IPCC ruM upon whtoh the finding is biased (amounfuf evtdtinqef) 
(see Table SPM E1) This is not a quantitative appl-oach, fipm vmc\\ pyobabilities relabng to unA r̂tctimty can b$! derived. 

Table SPM-E.*!: €hjalttativ»defmttiont̂ uncef&mty 

t 
Level of agreement 
(on a F>articular finding) 

Htghagraement, 
limited evidence 

Medium agreemantf 
UmltJBd^idence 

Lowa^peomon^ 
limited ovktence :;''-;^niedium eyklenoe;.' 

•~1^—:— - • • ' - ' " • • ' • ' • ••• " • • ' " - " • " - ^ - - ' 

Amount of evklence^ (number and quality of independent source^ 

Because the future is inherenfiy uncertain, scenarios i.e. Internally consistent images of different ^ures - not predlctiona of 
tiie luture - have been used extensively In this report. 

33 "Evidence' in this report is defined as: Information or signs ffidicating whether a beHef or proposition b true or vaHd. See Gtossary. 


